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Chapter 1

Introduction

Many modern technologies generate and collect a large amount of data that cannot be anymore ef-
ficiently processed by human beings. Machine learning, Bayesian inference and information theory
are three important areas of research, all of them concernedwith the processing of data, that share
considerable overlap.

Machine learning, which generically and generally denotesany algorithm thatadaptsits output
from its inputs, is an increasingly important field in computer science. The purpose of machine
learning is to use data to improve a performance element which determines how the algorithm behaves
when given certain inputs. The performance element can be a classifier or the difference between the
target and a sampled distribution. By receiving feedback onthe performance, the algorithms adapt.
Depending on the feedback, we have unsupervised and supervised learning. In supervised learning,
the algorithms receive inputs and outputs and search for thefunction that efficiently maps the input to
the output. In unsupervised learning, an algorithm receives only the input data and uses a function to
extract useful information from the data. Machine learningis overlapping with statistics since both
study and analyze the data. Unlike statistics, machine learning is concerned with the computational
complexity of its algorithms which should run on realistic computers. Therefore, for intractable
NP-hard problems, machine learning proposes tractable approximative inference algorithms. Two
popular textbooks about machine learning algorithms are Michell [67] and Alpaydin [2].

Bayesian inference is statistical inference where evidence (or aprior knowledge) is used to update
or to newly infer the probability that a hypothesis may be true. Bayesian inference uses a numerical
estimate of the degree of belief in a hypothesis before the data has been observed and calculates a
numerical estimate of the degree of belief in the hypothesisafter data has been observed. Two text-
books about Bayesian Inference are Box and Tiao [11] and Harney [44]. For example, the evidence
is some dataset and we test the hypothesis is that there are certain relationships between the variables
in the dataset. Or, the evidence consists of some samples generated with a sampling algorithm, and
we use Bayesian inference to estimate some function of thesesamples. Machine learning algorithms
are often used with Bayesian inference for testing alternative hypothesis.

Information theory is a field of mathematics concerning the storage and transmission of data. The
data, in order to be sent, is compressed using few bits in sucha manner that the receiver can recover
it, under the assumption that both sender and receiver understand the encoding. Compression is
possible in many real-world application, for example, due to patterns, overlapping and noise. Some
advantages of using data compression are noise filtering, pattern exploitation and resource saving.
An introduction into information theory we find in Shannon [82]. Information theory is to be quite
often used within machine learning algorithms; then, an algorithm is encoding in bits the input to
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be transformed in the output. For example, we assume that thevariables in a given dataset are not
independent: the encoding of the relationships between thevariables is more economical than just to
send the entire dataset to the receiver. Then, we can use a performance measure to search for the best
encoding. Such an example is the two parts Minimum Description Length (MDL) function: with one
part we encode the regularities in the data from which we subtract the cost of encoding the data to
avoid overfitting.

Like the title, this thesis is thematically split in two parts. Here, we tackle two subjects that can
be considered subfields of the above three areas of research:machine learning, Bayesian inference
and information theory. The first part is dedicated to a scorefunction to discriminate between two
classifiers. Many real-life problems, such as medical diagnosis and troubleshooting of technical
equipment, can be viewed as a classification problem. There an instance described by a number
of features has to be classified in one of several distinct pre-defined classes. For many of these
classification problems, instances of every-day problem solving are recorded in a dataset. Such a
dataset often contains regularities and includes more features, or attributes, of the problem’s instances
than are strictly necessary for the classification task at hand. To represent the relationships between
the variables from the dataset, we use Bayesian network classifiers - that are graphical models used
to represent the relationships between variables. We use supervised machine learning algorithms
to search for the simplest Bayesian network classifiers thatmost accurately represent the data. In
this part, we focus on designing the performance measure forevaluating these classifiers. For that,
we adapt a specific function from information theory: an MDL score function. We use Bayesian
inference to verify if the relationships in the Bayesian network classifier correspond to the regularities
in the dataset.

In the second part, we investigate some sampling algorithms. There are various real-world prob-
lems where the search space is huge and the distribution overthe search space has unknown proper-
ties. To estimate some function of interest of such distribution, we need some algorithm that explores
the search space and, in the same time, the properties of the distribution (e.g. how many and how
close are the important regions). In this part, we focus on how to integrate evolutionary inspired tech-
niques (e.g. population, recombination and selection) into samplers with the Markov property. We
use unsupervised machine learning algorithms to adapt the way that we generate samples from the
desired distribution. The performance measure is now some distance measure between the given dis-
tribution and the sampled distribution by the algorithm. Weuse Bayesian inference to estimate some
function of the samples generated by the algorithm. Since weaim to design sampling algorithms that
generate few samples from which we are able to reconstruct the target distribution, we consider these
samplers belonging also to the Information Theory field.

However, these two parts are rather unrelated at the level ofabstraction which we approach them
here. Therefore, except for the introduction, we refer to each part separately.

1.1 The first part: conditional log-likelihood MDL

In the first part of this thesis, we propose and investigate the properties of a conditional log-likelihood
Minimum Description Length (MDL) scoring function. We use it as a performance measure for
learning from the instances of a dataset simple Bayesian network classifiers that correctly, but without
overfitting, predict the class variable given the other variables.

When constructing a classifier from the dataset, the more or less redundant features may bias
the classifier resulting in a relatively poor classificationperformance. Furthermore, a classifier can
be subject to overfitting if in the Bayesian network classifier we represent also the less important
relationships between the attributes. We evaluate the relationships between the variables of the dataset
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using a MDL like score function.
For constructing a classifier, generally a heuristic algorithm is used that searches the space of

possible models for classifiers of high quality. For comparing the qualities of alternative classifiers,
we use a measure called the Minimum Description Length for Feature Selection (MDL-FS) function,
closely related to the well-known Minimum Description Length (MDL) function. The MDL function
is quite popular as quality measure for constructing Bayesian networks. Whereas in Bayesian network
classifiers the class variable is the most important variable, in Bayesian networks all the variables are
considered equally important. Thus, unlike in the Bayesiannetworks in general, in the Bayesian
network classifiers, the relationships between attributesare interpreted in the presence of the class
variable. The function in essence weighs the complexity of amodel against its ability to capture the
observed joint probability distribution.

In contrast, this conditional log-likelihood MDL, the MDL-FS score, is adjusted to encode the
structure of Bayesian network classifiers focusing on the class variable rather than on the other at-
tributes from the dataset. However, using the conditional log-likelihood to learn Bayesian network
classifiers is generally known to be computationally infeasible. MDL-FS subtracts the encoding of the
Bayesian network over all the variables - that is the class variable and the other attributes - from the
encoding of the Bayesian network over the other attributes.This method is not only computationally
feasible but also exact when all the relationships between variables in the dataset are considered.

We test the proposed MDL score in a practical setting; we showthat its performance is superior to
the standard MDL score and other methods in constructing simple Bayesian network classifiers. We
study the behavior of the MDL-FS function, in antithesis with the behavior of the MDL function, in
learning the structure of selective Bayesian network classifiers from data. The first part of this thesis
is contained in Chapter 2, 3, and 4. In the following paragraphs we indicate the main contributions
this thesis brings in the conditional log-likelihood MDL domain.

Definition of (noisy) redundant and irreduntant attributes . In Section 2.2, we provide a new
definition of the concept of redundant and irredundant attributes that is tailored to Bayesian network
classifiers since it is related to the types of dependence that can be expressed by a classifier. In our
definition, we combat also the noise that is often present in real datasets.

Design the MDL-FS score function.The MDL-FS function differs from the MDL function only
in that it encodes the conditional probability distribution over the class variable given the various
attributes. Upon using the function as a measure for comparing the qualities of Bayesian network
classifiers, this conditional distribution has to be learned from the available data. Unfortunately,
learning a conditional distribution is generally acknowledged to be hard, since it does not decompose
over the graphical structure of a Bayesian network classifier as does the joint distribution.

Our MDL-FS function in contrast approximates the conditional distribution by means of an aux-
iliary Bayesian network over the attributes which capture the strongest relationships between the
attributes. With the function, both the structure of the Bayesian network classifier over all variables
involved and the structure of the auxiliary network are learned using a less demanding generative
method. The conditional log-likelihood of the classifier isapproximated by the difference between
the unconditional log-likelihood of the classifier and the log-likelihood of the auxiliary network. Fur-
thermore, when we use all the information form the dataset tolearn the Bayesian network classifier
and the auxiliary structure, we show that we perfectly modelthe conditional log-likelihood. We
introduce this function in Section 3.1.

Analyze the feature selection behavior of the MDL-FS function. We show that, unlike the
MDL function, the MDL-FS function serves to identify redundancy and in essence is able to eliminate
redundant attributes from different types of Bayesian network classifiers. In Section 3.2 and 3.3, we
show that the level of redundancy at which attributes are eliminated with the MDL-FS function is
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closely related to the complexity of the auxiliary network used.

Performant Bayesian network classifiers constructed with MDL-FS. In Section 3.1, we show
that for a fixed set of attributes, the MDL-FS function is equivalent to the MDL function. The MDL-
FS function therefore inherits the tendency of the MDL function to result in good Bayesian network
classifiers.

In Section 3.4, we propose a variant of the MDL-FS score whichis in fact the difference between
the MDL score of a Bayesian network classifier and the MDL score of an auxiliary structure that
models the strongest relationships between attributes. Using this variant, the MDL-FS score is the
interplay between the (approximation of the) conditional log-likelihood term and the complexity of
the model that represents the conditional log-likelihood -that is the complexity of the classifier from
which we subtract the complexity of the auxiliary structure. However, for the feature selection task
this score has a worse behavior than for the previous variantsince the complexity of the conditional
log-likelihood is larger than the complexity of the classifier alone.

Experiments. To compare the feature-selection behavior of the MDL-FS andMDL functions in a
practical setting, we conducted various experiments in Section 3.6 in which we used different learning
algorithms for constructing Naive Bayesian classifiers andTAN classifiers from various datasets.
Our results indicate that the MDL-FS function indeed is moresuited to the task of feature subset
selection than the MDL function as it yields classifiers of comparably good or even significantly
better performance with fewer attributes. Furthermore, using the second variant of the MDL-FS
score we build performant selective TAN classifiers.

1.2 The second part: evolutionary MCMC

The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) framework is used for sampling from complicated target
distributions (e.g. multi-variable distributions with non-linear correlations between dimensions) that
cannot be sampled with simpler, distribution specific, methods. However, there are many distributions
where a standard MCMC that does not exploit the properties ofthe distribution, performs poorly.
Ideally, an MCMC algorithm proposes individuals directly from the target distribution such that from
few samples we could recover the target distribution. Unfortunately, in practice, this is hardly the
case (if we would know the target distribution, we would not need an EMCMC to sample from it).

To improve the efficiency of standard MCMC we can extend them with techniques from Evolu-
tionary Computation (e.g. population, recombination, selection). In the Evolutionary MCMC (EM-
CMC) framework, population-based MCMCs exchange information between the individual states,
such that at population level, they are still MCMCs. In this research work, we generate biased dis-
tributions using recombination operators that exploit relationships – such as correlations and com-
monalities – present in the target distribution. In this perspective, the recombination operators adapt
the proposal distribution from the current population. In the second part of this thesis, we investigate
how to use recombination and selection in MCMC to obtain efficient samplers.

Like mutation operators, recombination operators have no knowledge about how fit or how likely
the individual states are. Therefore, as in standard MCMC sampling, we need a mechanism – for
instance, an acceptance rule – to evaluate the suitability of the newly generated individuals.

In the following paragraphs we specify the main contributions this thesis brings to the (E)MCMC
domain.

Designing recombination operators for EMCMCs. On one hand we want to “economically”
generate new individual states, and on the other hand we wantto generate “good” individuals such
that the EMCMC algorithm is performing well.
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In the real-coded space, we use geometrical transformations - more specifically linear transfor-
mations like translation and rotation - of the parents into children to formally express our recom-
binations. In Section 6.2, we show that our framework greatly extends the use of recombination
operators in EMCMC algorithms; we propose new recombination schemes that exploit new types of
commonalities and relationships - for instance, correlations - between certain dimensions in the target
distribution. In our framework, the recombination operators only require a linear computational effort
with the number of dimensions and parents.

We theoretically and experimentally study recombination operators as rotation, translation, and
scaling for simplex geometrical figures; we call these operators simplex recombinations. A simplex
represents the simplest non-degenerate geometrical shapein aℓ dimensional space; it consists ofℓ+1
points and all their interconnecting line segments and polygonal faces.

In Section 6.1, we propose and investigate the properties ofsome discrete spaces recombination
operators.

Combining recombination and mutation operators. Recombination operators are mostly re-
ducible, which means that we cannot generate any state from any other state in several steps. Such
a proposal distribution cannot be used with MCMCs. We show how to combine recombination with
mutation to obtain irreducible proposal distributions that can be used with MCMC. In Section 6.3 we
investigate the properties of such combinations of proposal distributions.

Designing acceptance rules for EMCMCs.We investigate the properties of recombinative and
non-recombinative EMCMCs where one candidate state competes against one of its parents with the
standard MH acceptance rule. We analytically show that a population of independent MCMCs can
outperform the single chain MCMC on a toy problem. Also, whenwe add recombination operators,
we show under what conditions the resulting algorithm can beused as a MCMC to sample from
the target distribution. This recombinative EMCMC is the most efficient algorithm we have tested
analytically and experimentally.

In general, to sample from the desired distribution the individuals that interact through recombi-
nation also need to interact in the acceptance rule. However, such an acceptance rule has a negative
effect over the performance of an EMCMC as compared with the standard acceptance rule where
only one candidate individual competes against one parent.

Furthermore, the acceptance rules derived from the EC’s elitist selection rules, result in elitist
acceptance rules that accept with a high probability the twomost fit parents and children which
disproportionately peaks the target distribution. We control the height of these peaks, and thus the
mixing behavior, with a temperature scheduler attached to the individuals from the population such
that the higher the fitness the lower the attached temperature. As a result, the more fit individuals
remain longer in the population whereas with the less fit onesare replaced in order to further explore
the search space. We investigate these acceptance rules in Chapter 7.

Examples. In Chapter 8, we compare the performance of (recombinative)EMCMCs with the
standard MCMCs. For the real-coded space, we perform experiments on two abstract mathematical
functions that model key properties of practical problems.We compare recombinative and non-
recombinative EMCMC and SA algorithms on abinary quadratic programming problem(BQP). The
results obtained show that recombination improves the mixing of EMCMCs.

1.3 Discussion and future work

We conclude this thesis by gathering our final remarks in Chapter 10. We explore some possible
future developments for the two subjects we have discussed.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

Many real-life problems, such as medical diagnosis and troubleshooting of technical equipment, can
be viewed as a classification problem, where an instance described by a number of features has to be
classified in one of several distinct pre-defined classes. For many of these classification problems,
instances of every-day problem solving are recorded in a dataset. Such a dataset often includes more
features, or attributes, of the problem’s instances than are strictly necessary for the classification task
at hand. When constructing a classifier from the dataset, these more or less redundant features may
bias the classifier and as a consequence may result in a relatively poor classification accuracy. By
constructing the classifier over just a subset of the features, a less complex classifier is yielded that
tends to have a better generalisation performance [59]. Finding a minimum subset of features such
that the selective classifier constructed over this subset is optimal for a given performance measure,
is known as thefeature subset selectionproblem. The feature subset selection problem unfortunately
is NP-hard in general [9, 90]. For constructing selective classifiers therefore, generally a heuristic
algorithm is employed. Such an algorithm searches the spaceof possible models for classifiers of
high quality. For comparing the qualities of alternative classifiers, typically a quality measure is
employed.

In the first part of this thesis, we address the problem of feature subset selection in view of
Bayesian network classifiers. We begin by providing a new definition of the concept of redundancy
of attributes, where the redundancy is viewed within some allowed amount of noise in the data under
study. Several researchers have addressed the concept of redundancy to provide for studying the
performance of various algorithms for feature subset selection in general [90, 13, 41, 47, 50, 51].
Our new definition of the concept allows us to study feature selection for different types of Bayesian
network classifier more specifically. With our definition we distinguish between differentlevels of
redundancyfor an attribute by the cardinality of the (sub)sets of attributes given which it is not useful
for the classification task. We will argue that these levels of redundancy provide for relating the
problem of feature subset selection to the types of dependence that can be expressed by a Bayesian
network classifier. By allowing noise for the various levels, our concept of redundancy provides for
studying feature selection in a practical setting.

For constructing a selective classifier, generally a heuristic algorithm is used that searches the
space of possible models for classifiers of high quality. Because of its simplicity, its intuitive theoret-
ical foundation and its associated ease of computation, theMDL function and its variants [10, 38, 42,
75] have become quite popular as quality measures for constructing Bayesian networks from data,
and in fact for constructing Bayesian network classifiers [15, 30]. The function in essence weighs
the complexity of a model against its ability to capture the observed probability distribution. While
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the MDL function and its variants are accepted as suitable functions for comparing the qualities of
alternative Bayesian networks, they are not without criticism when constructing Bayesian network
classifiers. The criticism focuses on the observation that the functions capture a joint probability
distribution over the variables of a classifier, while it is the conditional distribution over the class
variable given the attributes that is of interest for the classification task [30, 55].

For comparing the qualities of alternative classifiers, we propose theMinimum Description Length
for Feature Selection(MDL-FS) function [21, 20]. The MDL-FS function is closely related to the
well-known Minimum Description Length (MDL) function. It differs from the MDL function only
in that it encodes the conditional probability distribution over the class variable given the various
attributes. Upon using the function as a measure for comparing the qualities of Bayesian network
classifiers therefore, this conditional distribution has to be learned from the available data. Unfor-
tunately, learning a conditional distribution is generally acknowledged to be hard, since it does not
decompose over the graphical structure of a Bayesian network classifier as does the joint distribu-
tion. For learning conditional distributions therefore, usually iterative discriminative methods are
employed [37, 56, 79] which tend to be quite demanding from a computational point of view. Our
MDL-FS function in contrast approximates the conditional distribution by means of an auxiliary
Bayesian network which captures the strongest relationships between the attributes. With the func-
tion, both the structure of the Bayesian network classifier over all variables involved and the structure
of the auxiliary network over the attributes are learned using a less demanding generative method.
The conditional log-likelihood of the classifier then is approximated by the difference between the
unconditional log-likelihood of the classifier and the log-likelihood of the auxiliary network.

We study the feature-selection behaviour of the MDL-FS function, compared to that of the MDL
function, upon learning Bayesian network classifiers from data. We show that, unlike the MDL
function, the MDL-FS function serves to identify redundancy and in essence is able to eliminate
redundant attributes from different types of Bayesian network classifier. We show that the level of
redundancy at which attributes are eliminated with the MDL-FS function is closely related to the
complexity of the auxiliary network used. We further show that for a fixed set of attributes, the MDL-
FS function is equivalent to the MDL function. The MDL-FS function therefore inherits the tendency
of the MDL function to result in good Bayesian network classifiers.

We propose a variant of the MDL-FS score which is in fact the difference between the MDL
score of a Bayesian network classifier and the MDL score of an auxiliary structure that models the
strongest relationships between attributes. Using this variant, the MDL-FS score is the interplay be-
tween the (approximation of the) conditional log-likelihood term and the complexity of the model
that represents the conditional log-likelihood. Here, we consider that the complexity of the condi-
tional log-likelihood term is the complexity of the classifier from which we subtract the complexity of
the auxiliary structure. We show that this variant of the MDL-FS score is a sum of redundancy rela-
tionships within some allowed noise that depends on the complexity of the used Bayesian structures.
However, for the feature selection task this score has a worse behavior than for the previous variant
since the complexity of the conditional log-likelihood is larger than the complexity of the classifier
alone.

To compare the feature-selection behavior of the MDL-FS andMDL functions in a practical
setting, we conducted various experiments in which we used different learning algorithms for con-
structing Naive Bayesian classifiers and TAN classifiers from various datasets. Our results indicate
that the MDL-FS function indeed is more suited to the task of feature subset selection than the MDL
function as it yields classifiers of comparably good or even significantly better performance with
fewer attributes. Furthermore, using the second variant ofthe MDL-FS score we build performant
selective TAN classifiers.

The first part of the thesis is organised as follows. In Section 2.1 we provide some background on
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Bayesian networks and on Bayesian network classifiers more specifically; we further review the MDL
function and present our notational conventions. In Section 2.2 we introduce the problem of feature
subset selection and provide a formal definition of the concept of redundancy. We introduce our new
MDL-FS function and study its relationship with the MDL function in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we
investigate the feature-selection behavior of the MDL-FS function in general and we compare it with
the behavior of the MDL function. In Section 3.3 we study how MDL-FS identifies and eliminates
redundant attributes at various levels for two Bayesian network classifiers commonly used in practice:
Naive Bayesian and TAN classifiers, respectively. Section 3.4 introduces the second variant of the
MDL-FS score and investigate its properties. Section 3.6 reports on the results from our experiments.
The first part ends with our concluding observations and remarks in Chapter 4.

2.1 Background

In this section, we provide some preliminaries on Bayesian networks and on Bayesian network clas-
sifiers more specifically. We further briefly review the construction of these graphical models from
data and, upon doing so, focus on the various quality measures in use. We conclude this section with
a discussion of the MDL function.

2.1.1 Bayesian networks and Bayesian network classifiers

We consider a setV of stochastic variablesVi, i = 1, . . . , n, n ≥ 1. We useΩ(Vi) to denote the set
of all possible (discrete) values of the variableVi; for ease of exposition, we assume a total ordering
on the setΩ(Vi) and usevk

i to denote thekth value ofVi. For any subset of variablesS ⊆ V , we
useΩ(S) = ×Vi∈S Ω(Vi) to denote the set of all joint value assignments toS. A Bayesian network
overV now is a tupleB = (G, P ) whereG is a directed acyclic graph andP is a set of conditional
probability distributions. In the digraphG, each vertex models a stochastic variable fromV . The set
of arcs captures probabilistic independence: for a topological sort of the digraphG, that is, for an
orderingV1, . . . , Vn, n ≥ 1, of its variables withi < j for every arcVi → Vj in G, we have that any
variableVi is independent of the preceding variablesV1, . . . , Vi−1 given its parents in the graphical
structure. Associated with the digraph is a setP of probability distributions: for each variableVi

are specified the conditional distributionsP (Vi | p(Vi)) that describe the influence of the various
assignments to the variable’s parentsp(Vi) on the probabilities of the values ofVi itself. The network
defines a unique joint probability distributionP (V ) over its variables with

P (V ) =
∏

Vi∈V

P (Vi | p(Vi))

Note that the thus defined probability distribution factorises over the network’s digraph into separate
conditional distributions.

Bayesian network classifiers are Bayesian networks of restricted topology that are tailored to
solving classification problems. In a classification problem, instances described by a number of
features have to be classified in one of several distinct predefined classes. We consider to this end
a setA of stochastic variablesAi, calledattributes, that are used to describe the features of the
instances. We further have a designated variableC, called theclass variable, that captures the various
possible classes.Bayesian network classifiersnow are defined over the set of variablesA ∪ {C}.
Like a Bayesian network in general, they include a graphicalstructure that captures a probabilistic
independence relation among the variables involved, and represent a joint probability distribution
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Figure 2.1: A Naive Bayesian classifier (left), and an example TAN classifier (right).

that is factorised in terms of this graphical structure. In this paper, we will focus on Naive Bayesian
classifiers and Tree Augmented Network (TAN) classifiers more specifically.

A Naive Bayesian classifieroverA∪{C} has for its graphical representation a tree-like structure
with the variablesA∪{C} for its nodes. The class variable is the root of the tree and each attribute has
the class variable for its unique parent, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 on the left. The graphical structure
of the classifier models the assumption that all attributesAi ∈ A are mutually independent given the
class variable. The Naive Bayesian classifier specifies a prior probability distributionP (C) for the
class variableC and, for each attributeAi ∈ A, it specifies a conditional distributionP (Ai | C) over
Ai givenC. The joint probability distributionP (C, A) defined by the classifier now equals

P (C, A) = P (C) ·
∏

Ai∈A

P (Ai | C)

A TAN classifieroverA ∪ {C} has for its graphical representation a directed acyclic graph in
which the class variable is the unique root and in which each attribute has the class variable and at
most one other attribute for its parents. The subgraph induced by the set of attributes, moreover,
is a directed tree, termed theattribute treeof the classifier. An example TAN classifier is shown
in Figure 2.1 on the right. Note that, if the class variable and its incident arcs are deleted from
the graphical structure, the attributes constitute a tree;if, on the other hand, the arcs between the
attributes are removed, we obtain a Naive Bayesian classifier. The TAN classifier specifies a prior
probability distributionP (C) for the class variableC and, for each attributeAi ∈ A, it specifies a
conditional distributionP (Ai | p(Ai)) overAi given its parentsp(Ai) in the graphical structure. The
joint probability distribution that is defined by the classifier equals

P (C, A) = P (C) ·
∏

Ai∈A

P (Ai | p(Ai))

A classifier overA ∪ {C} in essence is a functionC : Ω(A) → Ω(C) that assigns a class value
to joint value assignments to the set of attributesA. In the sequel, we assume that our Bayesian
network classifiers build upon thewinner-takes-all rule. Using this rule, they associate with each
value assignmentak to A, a class valuec∗ with P (c∗ | ak) ≥ P (c′ | ak) for all c′ ∈ Ω(C); in case
multiple class values give the largest conditional probability, the value that ranks highest among these
in the ordering onΩ(C) is associated withak.

2.1.2 Learning Bayesian network classifiers

Bayesian network classifiers are typically constructed from a dataset in which instances of every-day
problem solving have been recorded along with their associated classes. Anunlabelled instanceover
the set of attributesA is an element ofΩ(A). A labelled instanceis composed of an unlabelled
instance and an associated class value; it thus is an elementof Ω(A ∪ {C}). In this paper we assume
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labelled as well as unlabelled instances to be complete, that is, we assume that there are no missing
values in the dataset nor in the new instances to be presentedto the classifiers. For the learning task,
we consider adatasetD with N ≥ 1 labelled instances overA ∪ {C}. With D, we associate the
counting functionND : ∪S⊆A∪{C} Ω(S) → IN that associates with each value assignmentsk to S,
the number of instances inD for which S = sk; for S = ∅, we take the function value ofND

to be equal toN . The datasetD now induces a joint probability distribution̂PD(C, A), termed the
observeddistribution, overA ∪ {C}, with

P̂D(cg, ak) =
N(cg, ak)

N

for all valuescg of C and all value assignmentsak to A. In the sequel, we will omit the subscriptD
from the counting functionND and from the observed distribution̂PD as long as ambiguity cannot
occur. Learning a classifier from the dataset now amounts to selecting a classifier, from among a
specific family of classifiers, that approximates the observed data. We assume that there might be
noise - by means of any errors that interfere in the relationships between class and attributes - in the
datasetD. For a review of the impact of the noise over the class variable and the attributes in a dataset
we refer to Zhu and Wu [96]. For comparing alternative classifiers various different quality measures
are in use. In this section, we review the measures that we will use throughout the paper. Before doing
so, we briefly review the basic concepts of entropy and mutualinformation that underline many of
these measures, and state some of their properties; for a more elaborate introduction, we refer the
reader to any textbook on information theory.

Entropy and mutual information

The concept ofentropyoriginates from information theory and describes the expected amount of
information that is required to establish the value of a stochastic variable, or set of stochastic variables,
to certainty. For an overview of these concepts we refer to Shannon [82]. We consider a set of
variablesX and a joint distributionP overX . The entropyHP (X) of X in P is defined as

HP (X) = −
∑

Xi∈Ω(X)

P (X i) · log P (X i)

wherelog indicates a logarithm to the base2 and0 · log 0 is taken to be equal to0. The entropy
function attains itsmaximumvalue for a uniform probability distribution overX . The larger the set
Ω(X) of possible value assignments toX , the larger the maximum attained is; for a binary variable,
for example, the maximum equals1.00, while for a variable with10 possible values, the maximum
entropy is3.32. The function further attains itsminimumvalue for any degenerate distributionP over
X with P (Xj) = 1 for some value assignmentXj ∈ Ω(X) andP (X i) = 0 for all other assignments
X i ∈ Ω(X), i 6= j. The minimum value equals0, indicating that there is no uncertainty left as to the
true value ofX .

We now consider a set of stochastic variablesX ∪ Y and a joint probability distributionP over
X ∪Y . The amount of uncertainty as to the true value ofX that is expected to remain after observing
a value assignment forY , is captured by theconditional entropyHP (X | Y ) of X givenY in P ; it
is defined as

HP (X | Y ) = −
∑

Xi∈Ω(X),Y j∈Ω(Y )

P (X i, Y j) · log P (X i | Y j)

The entropy of the set of variablesX is never expected to increase by observing a value assignment
for the setY , that is,

HP (X | Y ) ≤ HP (X)
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for any (disjoint) setsX, Y ; if the setsX andY are independent in the probability distribution under
consideration, then

HP (X | Y ) = HP (X)

More in general, for any setsY, Z with Z ∩ Y = ∅, we have that

HP (X | Y, Z) ≤ HP (X | Y )

The conditional entropy ofX givenY has its minimum when observing any assignment toY estab-
lishes the assignment forX to certainty.

The concept ofmutual informationis closely related to the concept of entropy. It captures the
extent to which two stochastic variables, or sets of variables, are dependent. We consider two sets
of variablesX andY , and a joint probability distributionP overX ∪ Y . The mutual information
IP (X ; Y ) of X andY in P now is defined as

IP (X ; Y ) =
∑

Xi∈Ω(X),Y j∈Ω(Y )

P (X i, Y j) · log
P (X i, Y j)

P (X i) · P (Y j)

The mutual information of two setsX andY attains itsminimumvalue for a probability distribution
in which the two sets are independent; the minimum value attained is0. The mutual information of
X andY is maximal for a probability distribution in which the two sets of variables are perfectly
correlated, or maximally dependent. Themaximumvalue attained then equalsHP (X). In terms of
the entropy function, the mutual information ofX andY equals

IP (X ; Y ) = HP (X) + HP (Y ) − HP (X, Y )

The conditional mutual information of two setsX andY given a third setZ is defined analogously;
in terms of entropy, it equals

IP (X ; Y | Z) = HP (X | Z) − HP (X | Y, Z)

Quality measures

The main purpose in constructing a Bayesian network is to approximate, as well as possible, the
unknown true joint probability distributionP over the variables involved. Upon constructing the
network from data, for this purpose only an observed distributionP̂ is available. Alternative networks
then are compared by means of aquality measurethat serves to express how well the represented
distribution explains the data. The most commonly used quality measure is thelog-likelihoodmeasure
that assigns to a network, given a particular dataset, a numerical value that is proportional to the
probability of the dataset being generated by the joint probability distribution represented by the
network. The log-likelihood of a networkB given a datasetD is defined more formally as

LL(B | D) = −N ·
∑

Vi∈V

HP̂ (Vi | pB(Vi))

whereV is the set of variables included in the network andpB(Vi) denotes the set of parents ofVi

in the network’s digraph. In essence, the entropy factor of the log-likelihood function pertains to the
observed joint probability distribution factorised over the network’s graphical structure. WritinĝPB

for the thus factorised observed distribution, the log-likelihood thus equals

LL(B | D) = −N · HP̂B
(V )
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Since the joint probability distribution captured by the network factorises into separate conditional
distributions, the log-likelihood also decomposes over the network’s graphical structure, thereby al-
lowing for ready computation.

While for constructing Bayesian networks in general the main purpose is to approximate the true
joint distribution, for a Bayesian network classifier it is the conditional probability distribution of
the class variable given the attributes that is of importance. Alternative classifiers therefore are to
be compared as to their ability to describe the data for the various different classes. Theconditional
log-likelihoodof a classifierC given a datasetD now is defined as

CLL(C | D) = −N · HP̂C
(C | A)

whereP̂C again denotes the observed joint distribution factorised over the classifier’s graphical struc-
ture. Since the conditional probability distribution of the class variable given the attributes does not
factorise over the graphical structure of a classifier, the conditional log-likelihood measure does not
decompose into separate terms as does the unconditional log-likelihood measure. Because of its as-
sociated complexity of computation, the conditional log-likelihood measure is not used directly in
practice.

An alternative measure that is often used for comparing the qualities of Bayesian network clas-
sifiers, is theclassification accuracy[24, 19]. In essence, we define the classification accuracy ofa
classifierC to be the probability of an instance being labelled with its true class value, that is,

accuracy(C) =
∑

Ak∈Ω(A)

P (Ak) · accuracy(C, Ak)

where

accuracy(C, Ak) =

{

1 if C returns the true class value forAk

0 otherwise

Note that the joint probability distributionP (Ak) over all possible value assignments toA is readily
established from the joint probability distribution over all variables involved:

P (Ak) =
∑

Cg∈Ω(C)

P (Cg, Ak)

Since upon constructing a Bayesian network classifier from data the true joint probability distribution
is not known, it is approximated for practical purposes by the observed distribution. The class value
included in a labelled instance in the dataset then is taken to be the true class value of the associated
unlabelled instance.

The MDL Function

The well-knownminimum description length(MDL) principle [10, 38, 30, 57, 74] is often employed
as the basis for comparing the qualities of Bayesian networks in general. Since in this paper we build
upon this principle, we briefly review the, more or less standard, two-parts MDL function.

Let V be a set of stochastic variables as before. LetD be a dataset ofN labelled instances overV
and letP̂ (V ) be the joint probability distribution observed inD. LetB be a Bayesian network over
V . Then, the MDL score of the network with respect to the data isdefined as

MDL(B | D) =
log N

2
· |B| − LL(B | D)
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where
|B| =

∑

Vi∈V

(|Ω(Vi)| − 1) · |Ω(pB(Vi))|

with pB(Vi) as before, and whereLL(B | D) is the log-likelihood of the network given the data.
The MDL function originates from information theory where it is used for encoding a string of

symbols with as few bits as possible [10, 38]. The basic idea underlying the function is the following.
Among all the possible Bayesian networks overV , the best network to explain the given data is
taken to be the one that minimises the sum of the length in bitsof an encoding of the network itself
and the length in bits of a description of the data encoded with the help of the network. The term
|B| now captures the length of the encoding of the network and therefore is related to the network’s
complexity; the associated termlog N

2 · |B| is commonly known as thepenalty termof the MDL
function. The length of the description of the data equals the length of the encoding of the observed
joint probability distributionP̂ (V ) factorised over the graphical structure ofB. The log-likelihood
term LL(B | D) of the function captures the length of this encoding and therefore is related to
the network’s ability to explain the data. Often, the MDL function is defined to include a third
term,log P (B), that captures prior information about the likelihood of the various possible networks
[10]. In this paper, however, we assume this term to be constant and will not take it into further
consideration.

The MDL score of a given network serves to indicate the network’s quality with respect to the
data under study. The smaller the score, the better the network is. The larger the value of the log-
likelihood term, that is, the closer it is to zero, the betterthe network models the observed probability
distribution. As a fully connected network perfectly matches the data, it will have the largest log-
likelihood term. Such a network will generally show poor performance, however, as a result of
overfitting. The penalty term now counterbalances the effect of the log-likelihood term within the
MDL function since it increases in value as a network becomesmore densely connected. For a
network that is too simple, the values of both the penalty term and the log-likelihood term are rather
small. For a network that is too complex, on the other hand, the values of the two terms are both
quite large. Although the MDL function is often used by practitioners for comparing the qualities
of alternative Bayesian networks, its use for this purpose is not without criticism. Van Allen and
Greiner [91], for example, argue that the MDL function tendsto underfit the data, unless the dataset
under study is quite large or the true probability distribution is quite simple; Kearns et al. [48] express
similar concerns.

The MDL function is used not just upon learning Bayesian networks, but upon learning Bayesian
network classifiers as well [38, 30, 56]. We recall, however,that upon constructing Bayesian networks
in general we are interested in thejoint probability distribution over their variables. For classifiers,
on the other hand, we are not so much interested in the joint distributionP (C, A) over all variables
involved but rather in theconditionalprobability distribution

P (C | A) =
P (C, A)

P (A)

over the class variable given the attributes. Using the conditional distribution in practice, however,
would raise computational as well as representational problems since it does not factorise over the
classifier’s graphical structure. Since basically only thetermP (C, A) of the conditional distribution
contributes directly to the actual classification, asP (A) does not include the class variable, generally
the joint distribution is used for the learning task.

To conclude, we would like to note that the two-parts MDL function reviewed above is just one
of the many forms of the minimum description length principle. An overview and comparison of the
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various alternative forms is provided by Hansen and Yu [42].The alternative MDL functions typically
are generalisations of the two-parts function. Many of these alternative functions have been designed
for other purposes and are hard to implement in the context oflearning Bayesian networks from
data. A possible exception is the normalised maximum log-likelihood (NML) function [76, 5] for
multimodal (discrete) data, which has been tailored to Naive Bayesian classifiers [53]. Unfortunately,
there are no known closed forms of the NML function for expressing more elaborate interactions
between the variables than can be captured by this simple family of Bayesian network classifiers.
Just like the two-parts MDL function, moreover, the NML function encodes the joint probability
distribution over the class variable and the attributes rather than the conditional distribution. In the
remainder of the paper, we will argue that the poor feature-selection behaviour of the two-parts MDL
function originates from not using the conditional distribution. Our observations can thus be extended
to the NML function and in fact to any form of the MDL function that captures the joint distribution
over the variables involved.

2.2 Feature Subset Selection

We now define the problem of feature subset selection.We further introduce the concept of redundant
attribute which we will use in the sequel for studying the feature-selection behaviour that is induced
by various different quality measures.

2.2.1 The problem of feature subset selection

For our motivating example for doing feature selection in the context of the Bayesian network clas-
sifiers, we consider the task of constructing a Bayesian network classifier over a set of attributesA
that contains two perfectly correlated attributesAi andAj whereAj is an exact copy ofAi. As
argued before [60], by including bothAi andAj in for example a Naive Bayesian classifier,Ai (or
Aj alternatively) will have twice the influence of the other attributes, which may strongly bias the
performance of the classifier. A possible way to improve the classification performance then is to
eliminate one of the attributesAi andAj from the setA and to construct the classifier over the re-
duced set of attributes; the resulting classifier is called aselective classifier. Eliminating attributes
upon constructing a classifier is commonly known asfeature subset selection. We define the problem
of feature subset selection more formally.

Definition 2.1 Let A be a set of attributes, letC be a class variable, and letD be a set of labelled
instances overA ∪ {C}. LetM be a specific family of Bayesian network classifiers and letR be a
performance measure onM. Theproblem of feature subset selectionfor A andD givenM andR is
the problem of finding a minimum subsetS ⊆ A such that the selective classifierC ∈ M constructed
overS maximises performance onD according to the measureR.

From the definition we have that the problem of feature subsetselection is restricted to a specific
family of Bayesian network classifiers and to a specific performance measure. Example families of
classifiers are the family of Naive Bayesian classifiers and the family of TAN classifiers, as reviewed
in the previous section. Examples of performance measures are the classification accuracy and the
conditional log-likelihood.

The problem of feature subset selection has been defined by various different researchers in
many different ways [9, 90, 39, 28, 29, 17], focusing on different objectives. Many researchers
[13, 47, 1, 95, 46, 54], for example, strive to achieve maximum classification accuracy. Tsamardi-
nos and Aliferis [90], Koller and Sahami [51] and Yu and Liu [94], on the other hand, aim to find
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a subset of attributes such that the conditional distribution of the class variable given this subset is
the same as that given the full set of attributes; Fleuret’s closely related goal [27] is to find a subset
of attributes that minimises the conditional entropy of theclass variable. Hall [41], Kononenko [52],
Robnik-Sikonja and Kononenko [78], and Dy and Brodley [25] aim to find a minimum subset of
attributes maximising a particular performance measure. For most of these objectives, the problem
of feature subset selection is an instance of the more general problem of finding simpler models with
better performance, which is known to be NP-hard in general [47]. We take for our objective find-
ing aminimum subset of attributesfor which performance, that is, either classification accuracy or
conditional log-likelihood, of the resulting selective classifier is maximised.

Our definition of the problem of feature subset selection is related to the first definition proposed
by Tsamardinos and Aliferis [90]. In our notation, they define a feature selection problem to be a
tuple 〈D, A ∪ {C}, alg,R〉, whereD is a dataset over the variablesA ∪ {C}, alg is the algorithm
used to construct the classifier with, andR is a performance measure. A solution to the problem
then is a subset of attributesS ⊆ A such that the selective classifier overS that is constructed
usingalg maximises performance onD givenR. There are a number of differences between the
two definitions, however. For example, we prefer sets with a minimum number of attributes, that is,
of minimum cardinality; we further do not have any preference among sets with the same number
of attributes as long as these give rise to the same classification performance. More importantly,
however, we assume in our definition a fixed family of classifiers from among which a model is to be
selected. Tsamardinos and Aliferis argue that practitioners would not like to solve a feature-selection
task for a fixed family of classifiers and therefore do not restrict their definition. Our main motivation
for including a fixed family of classifiers in our definition isthat practitioners often are forced to
select a model from among a fixed family for computational reasons or for lack of data. Another
motivation for restricting our definition to a family of classifiers, is that it provides for studying the
feature-selection behaviour of different quality measures in more detail. We further note that we
do not specify a particular learning algorithm with our definition of the problem of feature subset
selection. Our main motivation for not including a learningalgorithm is that we do not want to
capture the biases introduced by the heuristics involved into our definition. Defining the problem
feature subset selection as a fundamental concept now allows us to study and compare the biases of
the various learning algorithms in use.

Finding an appropriate subset of attributes for inclusion in a classifier amounts to searching the
space of all possible selective classifiers, given some predefined measure of quality. Since this search
space is infeasible large, often a heuristic algorithm is employed for its traversal. Various different
algorithms have been proposed to this end. These algorithmsessentially take one of two approaches
[90, 47, 50, 39]. Within thefilter approach[51, 90, 94], feature subset selection is performed in a
pre-processing step; within thewrapper approach[47, 50, 58, 83], feature selection is merged with
the learning algorithm. The difference between the two approaches in practice often lies in whether
or not the algorithms employ the same measure for the selection of attributes and for measuring
performance. In this paper, we will present our fundamentalresults from both a wrapper and a filter
perspective. All algorithms used in this paper are characterised by their starting point(s) in the search
space, by the search operator(s) they apply, and by their stopping criterion [9]. Possible starting points
in the space of selective classifiers are theempty classifierthat is built from the empty set of attributes
and thefull classifier that includes all attributes. If the starting point for the search is the empty
classifier, then the algorithm typically applies the operator of adding a single attribute; the algorithm
is said to performforward selection[41, 50, 83]. If the starting point is the full classifier, on the
other hand, the algorithm typically applies the operator ofremoving a single attribute; it then is said
to performbackward elimination[51, 94]. The stopping criterion that is commonly employed with
the various algorithms, is to stop the traversal of the search space as soon as application of the search
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operators does no longer result in classifiers of improved quality. We will return to these algorithmic
issues in Section 3.6 where we discuss our experimental results.

2.2.2 The concept of redundancy

Upon constructing a selective classifier, the set of attributesA under study is split into two subsetsS
andO, with S ∪ O = A andS ∩ O = ∅. S is the subset of attributes that are selected to construct
the classifier with andO is the subset of attributes that will not be incorporated in the classifier. The
attributes included inS are deemed important, whereas the attributes fromO are considered to be
redundantfor the classification task. We define our concept of redundancy.

Definition 2.2 LetAi ∈ A be an attribute, letS ⊆ A \ {Ai} be a subset of attributes, and letC be
the class variable as before. LetD be a dataset of labelled instances overA ∪ {C}. We say thatAi

is redundantfor C givenS in D, if for every valueak
i of Ai, for every valuecl of C, and for every

value assignmentsj to S such thatN(ak
i , sj) > 0, we have that

N(ak
i , sj , cl)

N(ak
i , sj)

=
N(sj , cl)

N(sj)

For |S| = m, we say thatAi is redundant forC at levelm. We further say thatAi is irredundantfor
C givenS in D if it is not redundant forC givenS in D. If, for all subsetsS with |S| = m, attribute
Ai is not redundant forC givenS, we say thatAi is irredundant forC at levelm.

We note that, if an attributeAi is redundant forC givenS in D, we have, in terms of probabilities,
that P̂ (C | Ai, S) = P̂ (C | S), that is, the class variableC is independent ofAi givenS in the
observed distribution. Moreover, ifAi is redundant forC givenS andN(sj , cl) > 0 for all value
assignmentscl andsj , then

N(ak
i , sj , cl)

N(sj , cl)
=

N(ak
i , sj)

N(sj)

from which we have that̂P (Ai | S, C) = P̂ (Ai | S).
The following example illustrates our concept of redundancy as well as the different levels at

which attributes can be redundant for a class variable.

Example 2.1 We consider a classification problem with the binary attributesA = {A1, . . . , A8} and
the binary class variableC. The class variableC is defined asC = (A4⊕A1)∨A2, where⊕ denotes
the XOR operator and∨ the logical OR operator. Among the nine variables involved,there are some
logical relationships and some probabilistic independence relationships. The logical relationships
among the attributes areA6 = A1 ∨ A2 ∨ A4, A7 ≡ A5, andA8 ≡ A2. For the independence
relationships, we have thatA3 is independent ofC givenA2; A3 further is unconditionally dependent
of A2 and ofC. Given these relationships, there are32 possible instances of the variables involved;
these instances are shown in Table 2.1. We now assume that we have a dataset in which each possible
instance occurs exactly once. From the dataset, we observe that the attributesA1 andA4 both are
redundant for the class variableC at level0; so, for all valuesaj

1 ∈ Ω(A1), ak
4 ∈ Ω(A4) and

cl ∈ Ω(C), we have thatN(cl, aj
1)/N(aj

1) = N(cl)/N and N(cl, ak
4)/N(ak

4) = N(cl)/N . A1

andA4 are irredundant forC at all higher levels, since for all subsetsS ⊆ A \ {A1, A4} there are
valuesaj

1, ak
4 , cl, andsi ∈ Ω(S), for whichN(cl, aj

1, a
k
4 , s

i)/N(aj
1, a

k
4 , si) 6= N(cl, si)/N(si). The

attributesA5 andA7 are redundant for the class variable at all possible levels,that is, from level0
to level|A| − 1 = 7. The attributeA2 is irredundant forC at all levels including level0. A3 and
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C A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 2.1: The example dataset illustrating the concept of redundancy

A8 are irredundant forC at level0, but redundant at all higher levels given any subset of attributes
that containsA2. The attributeA6 is irredundant forC at all levels below level3; at level 3 and
higher, it is redundant forC given any subset of attributes that containsA1, A2 andA4. We note that
the attributesA1, A2 andA4 serve to completely determine the value of the class variable C. The
Bayesian network classifier with the smallest number of attributes giving the highest classification
accuracy is shown in Figure 2.2.2

We are not the first to define a concept of redundancy in the context of feature subset selection
[9, 90, 41, 47, 50, 51, 28]. The various concepts in use differin whether they address redundancy
with respect to the class variable in terms of single attributes or in terms of sets of attributes. Using
a concept of redundancy in terms of single attributes involves studying the relationship between the
class variable and each attribute separately. Using a concept of redundancy in terms of subsets of
attributes involves investigating all possible subsets ofattributes and, as a consequence, is much more
demanding from a computational point of view. Caruana and Freitas conducted experiments using
various different concepts of redundancy and reported better results from using sets of attributes [13].
Tsamardinos and Aliferis [90] studied redundancy in terms of sets of attributes from a more funda-
mental perspective and found that the concept does not behave monotonically with respect to taking
supersets of attributes, that is, a redundant subset of attributes may become irredundant by includ-
ing an additional attribute, and vice versa. We have decided, in accordance with this observation, to
explicitly distinguish between redundancy at various different levels.

We compare our concept of redundancy to some of the other concepts that have been defined in
terms of sets of attributes. John, Kohavi and Pfleger [47], for example, defined the closely related
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A1

A2

A4

C

Figure 2.2: The optimal Bayesian network classifier for our example dataset

concepts of relevance and irrelevance. Upon introducing their concepts, they argued that a simple
distinction between relevant and irrelevant attributes does not suffice to partition the set of attributes
into subsets that provide for studying the differences in feature-selection behaviour of alternative
algorithms and quality measures. They therefore introducetwo degrees of relevance. They define an
attributeAi to bestrongly relevantfor the class variableC in D, if there exist valuesak

i andcl for Ai

andC respectively, and a value assignmentsj to the setS = A\{Ai} such thatN(ak
i ,sj ,cl)

N(ak
i ,sj)

6= N(sj ,cl)
N(sj)

The attributeAi is calledweakly relevantfor the class variableC in D, if it is not strongly relevant
for C and there exist valuesak

i andcl for Ai andC respectively, and a value assignmenttj to some

setT ⊂ A \ {Ai} such thatN(ak
i ,tj ,cl)

N(ak
i ,tj)

6= N(tj ,cl)
N(tj) . Any attribute that is neither strongly nor weakly

relevant for the class variableC is called irrelevant for C in D. Our concept of redundancy, as
introduced in Definition 2.2, is closely related to the concepts defined by John, Kohavi and Pfleger.
It is readily shown that an attributeAi is strongly relevant for the class variableC if and only if it is
irredundant forC at level|A|−1. Moreover, the attributeAi is weakly relevant forC if and only if it
is redundant forC at level|A|−1 and irredundant at some levelm < |A|−1. Moreover, the attribute
Ai is irrelevant forC if and only if it is redundant forC at all levels. For the classification problem
from Example 2.1, we find for instance that the attributesA1, A2 andA4 are strongly relevant for
the class variable; the attributesA3, A6 andA8 are just weakly relevant and the attributesA5 and
A7 are irrelevant for the classification task. Note that with the concept of John, Kohavi and Pfleger,
no distinction is made between the attributesA3 andA8 on the one hand andA6 on the other hand.
With our new concept of redundancy, however, different levels of redundancy are identified for these
attributes. In contrast with the concept of John, Kohavi andPfleger, therefore, our concept provides
for studying redundancy atall possible levels0, . . . , |A|−1 separately. In the sequel we will illustrate
the importance of distinguishing between these levels for learning different types of classifier.

Alternative definitions of redundancy have also been proposed by Tsamardinos and Aliferis [90]
and by Koller and Sahami [51]. Tsamardinos and Aliferis relate the conditional probability of the
class variable given a set of attributes to conditional independence and build their concept of redun-
dancy on the associated concept of Markov blanket. Given a dataset of labelled instances, the Markov
blanket of the class variable is the minimal set of attributes which, upon value assignment, completely
substitutes the influences of the other attributes on the class variable; given its Markov blanket, there-
fore, the class variable is independent of all other attributes. Tsamardinos and Aliferis now showed
that, for any probability distribution that is faithful to aBayesian network, the Markov blanket of the
class variable coincides with the set of strongly relevant attributes; a distribution is said to be faithful
to a Bayesian network if all dependences and independences embedded in the distribution can be cap-
tured by a graphical structure. They further showed that, ina Bayesian network faithfully modelling
the distribution, an attributeAi is weakly relevant for the class variableC if and only if Ai is not
strongly relevant and there is an undirected path fromAi to C. The concept of redundancy defined
by Tsamardinos and Aliferis thus in essence is equivalent tothat of John, Kohavi and Pfleger for any
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probability distribution that is faithful to a Bayesian network. For the classification problem from
Example 2.1, we have that the observed probability distribution is faithful to a Bayesian network.
Using the concept of redundancy defined by Tsamardinos and Aliferis, therefore, would result in the
same selection of attributes as mentioned above. For an observed distribution that is not faithful to a
Bayesian network, however, the Markov blanket of the class variable may not be unique. Moreover,
any of the multiple blankets may then include weakly relevant attributes in addition to strongly rel-
evant ones [94]. Building upon the concept of Markov blanketwould then not result in a minimal
subset of attributes shielding the influences of the other attributes from the class variable.

2.2.3 The issue of noise

When constructing a selective classifier in practice, the relationship between an attributeAi and the
class variableC, as captured by the available data, is investigated. Using our definition, the attribute
can be either redundant or irredundant for the class variable, that is, it can be either (conditionally)
independent or dependent ofC. The (in)dependences are established from a dataset of instances that
are assumed to have been generated from an unknown true probability distribution. As the dataset
under study is finite, however, it may not reflect the (in)dependences from the true distribution exactly;
the dataset then is said to includenoise[96]. More specifically, the attributeAi may be independent of
the class variableC in the true distribution, yet appear to be irredundant in theobserved distribution,
for example, due to chance of observed instances or to the misclassified instances. Attributes that
have a very weak dependence of the class variable in the observed distribution therefore, may in fact
be independent. To provide for feature subset selection in apractical setting, we introduce the concept
of redundancy within an allowed amount of noise.

Definition 2.3 Let Ai ∈ A be an attribute, letS ⊆ A \ {Ai} be a subset of attributes, and let
C be the class variable as before. LetD be a dataset ofN labelled instances overA ∪ {C}. Let
ξ(Ai, C, S, N) > 0 be a threshold value for the allowed amount of noise. We say thatAi is redundant
for C givenS in D within the allowed amount of noiseξ(Ai, C, S, N), if

HP̂ (C | S) − HP̂ (C | Ai, S) < ξ(C, Ai, S, N)

Otherwise, we say thatAi is irredundant forC givenS.

From the above definition, we have that an attributeAi is said to be redundant for the class variable
C givenS within some allowed amount of noiseξ, if obtaining a value forAi serves to reduce the
conditional entropy ofC givenS by at mostξ. Note that if obtaining a value forAi does not reduce
the entropy ofC givenS at all, that is, ifHP̂ (C | S) − HP̂ (C | Ai, S) = 0, we have thatAi is
simply redundant forC givenS. Since the conditional entropy depends on the number of values that
the variables involved can adopt [52], we have defined the allowed amount of noise to be functionally
dependent ofAi, C andS. The function is also taken to be dependent of the number of observed
instances, since we would like to allow less noise for largerdatasets in which the true (in)dependences
are better represented. The threshold function may have many different forms; we will return to this
observation in subsequent sections where we analyse the feature-selection behaviour of the MDL
function.

Note thatHP̂ (C | S) − HP̂ (C | Ai, S) = HP̂ (Ai | S) − HP̂ (Ai | C, S). We further call the
termHP̂ (Ai | S) − HP̂ (Ai | C, S) − ξ(C, Ai, S, N) theamount of irredundancythe attributeAi

has forC given the attribute setS within the allowed noise levelξ(C, Ai, S, N). We observe that a
negative amount of irredundancy corresponds to redundancyof the attributeAi for C givenS within
ξ(C, Ai, S, N), whereas a positive amount of irredundancy corresponds with irredundancy.
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Zhu and Wu [96] experimentally study the relationship between the (in)dependency between
attributes and the class variable and the impact of noise over the performance of a classifier. In
their study, they make the assumption that attributes are independent of each other given the class
variable. They show that the stronger the relationship between an attribute and the class variable the
more impact the noise of this attribute has over the classifier. Our definition of noise also captures
the relationships between the class variable and the involved attributes. Furthermore, it generalises
the above observation by considering also the dependenciesbetween the attributes given the class
variable.

By redefining our concept of redundancy, we explicitly provide for handling a limited amount of
noise in a dataset under study. Another approach to the problem of insufficient data is to not allow
explicitly for noise, but to use heuristic algorithms for establishing redundancy. Such an algorithm for
example never studies a larger number of variables at the same time. In the next sections, we compare
the behaviour of our enhanced concept of redundancy with various feature-selection heuristics on the
problem from Example 2.1 and on five more realistic datasets.





Chapter 3

MDL for feature selection

In this chapter, we introduce and analyze a MDL function for performing feature selection for
Bayesian network classifiers. After introducing the new MDLfunction in the next section, we inves-
tigate the general properties of this new function in Section 3.2. We study the properties of MDL-FS
on practical Bayesian network classifiers (e.g. Naive Bayesand TANs) in Section 3.3. We introduce
a MDL function suited for learning Bayesian network classifiers in Section 3.4. In the last section of
this chapter, we discuss some experimental results.

3.1 An MDL-based quality measure for feature subset selection

The minimum description length principle is often employedas the basis for comparing the qualities
of Bayesian network classifiers, and of alternative selective classifiers more specifically. We recall
that the MDL function models the joint probability distribution over all the variables of a classifier.
As a consequence, the function prefers classifiers in which the relatively strong relationships among
all variables are properly captured. We have argued in Section 2.1 however, that for classification
purposes we are not so much interested in the joint distribution over all variables, but rather in the
conditional distribution over the class variable given theattributes. In the context of feature selection,
therefore, we would prefer classifiers in which the strong relationships of the attributes with the class
variable are properly captured. Strong relationships among attributes that have no bearing on the class
variable are not of interest; in fact, including these relationships could bias the classifier. Because of
its use of the joint probability distribution, the MDL function would nonetheless value and capture
any strong relationships among the attributes. The MDL function as a consequence is not really
suitable for constructing selective Bayesian network classifiers. In fact, the MDL function is able
to identify and eliminate attributes that are redundant forthe class variable at level0 only. We will
return to this observation in Section 3.2.

Building upon the assumption that the relatively poor feature-selection behaviour of the MDL
function originates, to at least some extent, from not usingthe conditional probability distribution. For
that we introduce a new quality measure, calledMDL-FS, that is tailored to feature selection [21, 20].
The MDL-FS function in essence is based upon the same ideas asthe MDL function. Like the MDL
function, it captures the joint probability distributionP (C, A) over all variables involved in a log-
likelihood term. In addition however, it captures the jointprobability distributionP (A) over just the
attributes. We note that while the joint distributionP (C, A) factorises over the structure of the classi-
fier under study, the distributionP (A) does not; to allow for ease of computation, the function there-
fore uses anauxiliary Bayesian networkto factoriseP (A). The function now establishes the differ-
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ence between the log-likelihood of the probability distributionP (C, A) and the log-likelihood of the
distributionP (A), and thereby effectively models the conditional probability distributionP (C | A).
Informally speaking, by capturing the difference between the two log-likelihood terms, the strengths
of the relationships among the attributes themselves are eliminated from the joint distribution. In
contrast with the MDL function, therefore, the MDL-FS function will identify and remove attributes
that are redundant for the class variable yet strongly related to one or more other attributes.

In Section 3.1.1, we introduce the MDL-FS function. In Section 3.1.2, we study the relationships
of the conditional log-likelihood term of the function and the conditional distribution of the class
variable given the set of attributes; we will argue more specifically that the former may be considered
an approximation of the latter.

3.1.1 The MDL-FS function for feature selection

We formally define the MDL-FS function.

Definition 3.1 Let A be a set of attributes and letC be the class variable as before. LetD be a
dataset ofN labelled instances overA ∪ {C}. LetC be a Bayesian network classifier overA ∪ {C}
and letS be a Bayesian network overA. Then,

MDL-FS(C,S | D) =
log N

2
· |C| − CLL(C,S | D)

where|C| is as before and

CLL(C,S | D) = LL(C | D) − LL(S | D)

with LL(C | D) as before and

LL(S | D) = −N ·
∑

Ai∈A

HP̂ (Ai | pS(Ai))

where, for each attributeAi ∈ A, the setpS(Ai) is the set of parents ofAi in the graphical structure
of the networkS.

The basic idea underlying the MDL-FS function is the same as that of the MDL function. The MDL-
FS function also includes apenalty termto capture the length of an encoding of the classifier and
a term that indicates the length of an encoding of the observed probability distribution given the
classifier. The latter term in essence captures the observedconditional distribution and is called the
conditional log-likelihood termof the MDL-FS function. Like the MDL score, the MDL-FS score
of a Bayesian network classifier indicates the classifier’s quality with respect to the data under study.
The smaller the score, the better the classifier is.

For the conditional log-likelihood term, we have that the larger the value of the termLL(C |
D), that is, the closer it is to zero, the better the classifier models the observed joint probability
distribution, as we have argued before in Section 2.1. The term therefore tends to approach zero for
classifiers with a complex graphical structure and to be quite small for simpler models. The term
LL(S | D) also attains its minimum value for the simplest Bayesian network and its maximum value
for a fully connected model. The maximum value of the conditional log-likelihood term therefore is
obtained for a fully connected Bayesian network classifier and an empty auxiliary Bayesian network
without any arcs. Now, to achieve a small score for a classifier, we basically would like to maximise
the conditional log-likelihood term of the MDL-FS function. From the above considerations however,
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we must conclude that we cannot simply maximise the term, as the function does not suggest any
reason for using a more complex auxiliary network than the empty one. Yet, using an empty auxiliary
network would not meet our purpose of capturing the relationships among the attributes from the
joint distribution: for this purpose, a more complex auxiliary network is required. As the MDL-
FS function has no control over the complexity of the auxiliary network to be used, in practical
applications we propose to set a specific family of auxiliarynetworks beforehand. Since we would
like to eliminate the influence ofP (A) from P (C, A), we should select from this family a maximum
log-likelihood networks. We thus have to maximise the log-likelihood of both the classifier and the
auxiliary networks to model a conditional log-likelihood term suited for feature subset selection.

Like the MDL function, the MDL-FS function includes a penalty term to counterbalance the effect
of the conditional log-likelihood term. From the definitionof the MDL-FS function, we observe
that this penalty term captures just the complexity of the classifier and not the complexity of the
auxiliary network. We have decided not to include a penalty term for the auxiliary network since
we are basically interested in the complexity of the classifier only. A difference of penalty terms
for the complexities of the classifier and the auxiliary network however, would serve to more evenly
counterbalance the difference between the log-likelihoods of the two networks. A quality measure
that includes such a difference of penalty terms would amount to taking the difference of the MDL
score of the classifier and the MDL score of the auxiliary network. The penalty term for the auxiliary
network would then have a negative effect on the feature-selection behaviour of the MDL-FS function
in the sense that it would become less selective. We discuss the properties of such an alternative
function in Section 3.4.

3.1.2 Comparing the conditional log-likelihood with conditional entropy

Upon reviewing the MDL-FS function, we have argued that its conditional log-likelihood term in
essence models the log-likelihood of the conditional probability distribution of the class variable
given the attributes. In this section, we show that for a fully connected classifier and a fully con-
nected auxiliary network, the term indeed models the log-likelihood of the conditional distribution.
In practical applications, fully connected classifiers have major disadvantages: in addition to the large
number of data required for their construction, these classifiers tend to overfit the available data and to
show poor generalisation performance. As a consequence, they are hardly ever used in practice. Our
result therefore serves to give a fundamental insight only.We will further argue that for classifiers and
auxiliary networks that do not accurately capture all information from the data, the conditional log-
likelihood term can only be looked upon as an approximation of the log-likelihood of the conditional
distribution.

Proposition 3.1 Let A be a set of attributes and letC be the class variable as before. LetD be a
dataset ofN labelled instances overA∪{C}. LetC be a fully connected Bayesian network classifier
overA ∪ {C} and letS be a fully connected Bayesian network overA. Then,

CLL(C,S | D) = −N · HP̂ (C | A1, . . . , An)

Proof. Since the Bayesian network classifierC is fully connected, we have that

LL(C | D) = −N · HP̂ (C, A1, . . . , An) =

= −N · (HP̂ (C | A1, . . . , An) + HP̂ (A1 | A2, . . . , An) + . . . + HP̂ (An))

For the Bayesian networkS moreover, we have that

LL(S | D) = −N · HP̂ (A1, A2, . . . , An)
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= −N · (HP̂ (A1 | A2, . . . , An) + . . . + HP̂ (An))

For the conditional log-likelihood term of the MDL-FS function, we thus find that

CLL(C,S | D) = −N · HP̂ (C | A1, . . . , An)

as stated above.2

From the previous proposition, we have that for fully connected classifiers and fully connected aux-
iliary networks, the conditional log-likelihood term of the MDL-FS function accurately models the
log-likelihood of the conditional distribution. As we haveargued above, in practical applications
classifiers of a simpler complexity than fully connected ones are used. For these classifiers, the previ-
ous proposition no longer holds and the conditional log-likelihood term of the MDL-FS function may
differ from the log-likelihood of the conditional distribution. A less complex classifier may have a
smaller log-likelihood than a fully connected one. The conditional log-likelihood term then decreases
compared to the log-likelihood of the conditional distribution. A less complex auxiliary network may
also have a smaller log-likelihood than a fully connected one. The conditional log-likelihood term
then increases. For a less complex classifier and an associated less complex auxiliary network there-
fore, the conditional log-likelihood term can be either smaller or larger than the log-likelihood of the
conditional distribution. If the auxiliary network modelsweaker relationships between the attributes
than the classifier, for example, the conditional log-likelihood term will be larger than the conditional
entropy. If the relationships between the attributes are stronger in the auxiliary network, then the
conditional log-likelihood term will be smaller than the log-likelihood of the conditional distribution.

3.2 The feature-selection behaviour of the MDL-FS and MDL
functions in general

We begin by studying the feature-selection behaviour of theMDL-FS function for complete Bayesian
network classifiers and auxiliary structures, to review in an informal way some of its general prop-
erties. Recall that fully connected networks perfectly model the data and are of maximum log-
likelihood for that data but, for pragmatical reasons, are seldom used in practice; we will substantiate
the reviewed properties in the subsequent sections for morecommonly used classifiers. In this sec-
tion, we study the ability of the MDL and MDL-FS functions to identify and eliminate redundant
attributes at different levels. We will argue that the MDL function tends to eliminate from a Bayesian
network classifier only attributes that are redundant at level 0 for the class variable as well as for the
other attributes. The MDL-FS function overcomes this drawback by comparing the strength of the
relationship between an attribute and its parents in the classifier with the strength of the relationship
between an attribute and its parents in the auxiliary structure. We show that MDL-FS tends to elimi-
nate from fully connected Bayesian network classifiers the attributes that are redundant for the class
variable at the highest level within an allowed amount of noise determined by the penalty term by
using a fully connected auxiliary network whereas MDL tendsto not eliminate these attributes. We
find that the level of the eliminated redundant attributes with the MDL-FS score depends on the com-
plexity of the auxiliary network: with a fully connected auxiliary network, it eliminates redundant
attributes at level|A| − 1, whereas with an empty auxiliary network, MDL-FS eliminates attributes
redundant at level0 for the class variable and for the other variables from the attributes set.

We investigate the feature selection behavior of the MDL function, in Section 3.2.1; in Sec-
tion 3.2.2 we study the behaviour of the MDL-FS function.
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3.2.1 The feature-selection behaviour of the MDL function

In this section, we investigate the feature-selection behaviour of the MDL function. We will show
that the MDL function is able to identify and eliminate only attributes that are redundant at level0
for the class variable as well as for the other attributes. Before presenting this result, we observe
that, to allow for comparing the MDL and/or MDL-FS scores of two classifiers, they both need to
capture a joint probability distribution over the same set of variables. When comparing the score of a
selective classifier with the score of a classifier that includes more attributes therefore, we look upon
the selective classifier as being extended with the deleted attributes by means of nodes without any
incident arcs.

Proposition 3.2 LetA be a set of attributes, letC be the class variable, and letD be a dataset ofN
labeled instances overA ∪ {C} as before. LetC be a Bayesian network classifier overA ∪ {C} and
let Ai ∈ A be an attribute inC with the set of parentspC(Ai) and the set of childrencC(Ai). FromC,
we construct the selective classifierC− by deleting the incident arcs ofAi. Then,

MDL(C− | D) < MDL(C | D)

if and only if


HP̂ (Ai) − HP̂ (Ai | pC(Ai)) −
log N

2 · N · (|Ω(Ai)| − 1) · (
∏

Aj∈pC(Ai)

|Ω(Aj)| − 1)



 +

∑

Ak∈cC(Ai)

[

HP̂ (Ai | pC−(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ai | Ak, pC−(Ak))−

log N

2 · N · (|Ω(Ak)| − 1) ·
∏

Aj∈pC(Ak)\{Ai}

|Ω(Aj)| · (|Ω(Ai)| − 1)



 < 0

Proof. We begin by observing that, since the two classifiers differonly in the incident arcs for the
attributeAi, the difference of their MDL scores pertains to justAi and its parents and children. To
investigate the difference of the two scores, we now study the differences of their log-likelihood terms
and of their penalty terms separately. The difference of thelog-likelihood terms for the two classifiers
equals

LL(C | D) − LL(C− | D) = −N ·
(

HP̂ (Ai | pC(Ai)) − HP̂ (Ai)
)

−

N ·
∑

Ak∈cC(Ai)

(

HP̂ (Ak | pC(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ak | pC−(Ak))
)

The difference of the penalty terms of the two classifiers equals

log N

2
· (|C| − |C−|) =

log N

2
·



(|Ω(Ai)| − 1) ·





∏

Aj∈pC(Ai)

|Ω(Aj)| − 1



 +

∑

Ak∈cC(Ai)

(|Ω(Ak)| − 1) ·
∏

Aj∈pC(Ak)\{Ai}

|Ω(Aj)| · (|Ω(Ai)| − 1)
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Note that the difference of the two penalty terms is positivesince the classifierC is more complex
than the selective classifierC−. Using

MDL(C | D) − MDL(C− | D) =
log N

2
· (|C| − |C−|) −

(

LL(C | D) − LL(C− | D)
)

and

HP̂ (Ak | pC(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ak | pC−(Ak)) = HP̂ (Ak, Ai, pC−(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ai, pC−(Ak))+

HP̂ (Ak, pC−(Ak)) − HP̂ (pC−(Ak)) = HP̂ (Ai | Ak, pC−(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ai | pC−(Ak))

for each attributeAk ∈ cC(Ai), wherepC(Ak) = {Ai} ∪ pC−(Ak), we now straightforwardly obtain
the proposition’s inequality.2
By definition we have that the MDL function prefers the selective classifierC− overC if and only if
C− has a smaller MDL score thanC, that is, if and only ifMDL(C− | D) < MDL(C | D) for the
datasetD under consideration. The differencelog N/2 · (|C| − |C−|) of the penalty terms for the
classifierC and the selective classifierC− is greater than zero sinceC has a complexer structure than
C−. The differenceLL(C | D) − LL(C− | D) of the two log-likelihood terms also is greater than
0 because the classifierC captures the observed joint probability distribution at least as accurately
as the selective classifierC−. The proposition now indicates under which condition the additional
complexity ofC is no longer counterbalanced by its increased log-likelihood.

We study the condition stated in the proposition in some closer detail. We observe that the condi-
tion basically pertains to the strengths of the relationships of the attributeAi with the other attributes.
Informally speaking, the stronger the relationships ofAi with its neighboring attributes inC, the more
the observation of a value assignment to these attributes can contribute to resolving the uncertainty as
to the value ofAi. The stronger the relationships ofAi with its neighbouring attributes, therefore, the
more likely the inequality stated in the proposition does not hold and the full classifier is preferred
over the selective one. The next corollary now quantifies themaximal amount of irredundancy the
attribute can have with its neighbours before it is effectively removed by the MDL function.

Corollary 3.1 Let C, C− andAi be as in Proposition 3.2. The selective classifierC− is preferred
over the full classifierC if only if

• the attributeAi is redundant at level0 for the variables in its set of parentspC(Ai) in C
within the allowed amount of noiseξ(Ai, pC(Ai), ∅, N) < log N/(2 · N) · (|Ω(Ai)| − 1) ·
(

∏

Aj∈pC(Ai)
|Ω(Aj)| − 1

)

; and

• the attributeAi is redundant for each child attributeAk ∈ cC(Ai) givenAk ’s other parents
in C within the allowed amount of noiseξ(Ai, Ak, ∅, N) < log N/(2 · N) · (|Ω(Ak)| − 1) ·
∏

Aj∈pC(Ak)\{Ai}
|Ω(Aj)| · (|Ω(Ai)| − 1).

From the property stated in the corollary, we conclude that,upon feature selection, an attribute is
removed by the MDL functiononly if it is redundant at level0 for all other variables, within an
amount of noise that is dependent of the structure of the classifier. For Naive Bayesian classifiers, the
function will thus serve to remove attributes that are redundant for the class variableC at level0, since
in such a restricted classifier the attributes are assumed tobe mutually independent givenC. For more
complex Bayesian network classifiers, however, attributesthat are redundant for the class variable at
various levels will not be removed unless these attributes are redundant for all other attributes as well.
We conclude that the MDL function is not very well suited for the task of identifying and removing
attributes that are redundant for the class variable.
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3.2.2 The feature-subsection behaviour of the MDL-FS function

In this section, we study the feature-selection behaviour of the MDL-FS function in detail. Before
doing so, we relate the function to the MDL function and show under which conditions the two
functions exhibit the same behaviour.

We have argued in Section 3.1 that the MDL-FS function is closely related to the MDL function
and differs from this function mainly in that it captures, inaddition to the joint probability distribution
over the set of all variables, also the joint distribution over just the attributes. We now show that upon
comparing classifiers over the same set of variables, the twofunctions exhibit the same preference
behaviour as long as the MDL-FS function uses auxiliary networks that have the same log-likelihood
given the data.

Proposition 3.3 Let A be a set of attributes and letC be the class variable as before. LetD be a
dataset of labeled instances overA ∪ {C}. Let C andC′ be two Bayesian network classifiers over
A ∪ {C}. LetS andS′ be two Bayesian networks overA with LL(S | D) = LL(S ′ | D). Then,

MDL(C | D) − MDL(C′ | D) = MDL-FS(C,S | D) − MDL-FS(C′,S′ | D)

Proof. The property stated in the proposition follows directly from the definitions of the two func-
tions.2

The condition described in the previous proposition hardlyever occurs in a practical setting. Espe-
cially in view of feature selection, will it hardly ever be the case that classifiers are compared using
(different) auxiliary networks of the same log-likelihood. The importance of the proposition there-
fore lies mainly in the observation that, with a fixed auxiliary network over a fixed set of attributes,
the MDL-FS function will always prefer the same classifier asthe MDL function. More specifically,
the two functions will exhibit the same preference behaviour if the MDL-FS function uses an empty
auxiliary network.

We now turn to the feature-selection behaviour of the MDL-FSfunction in a more practical setting
where classifiers are compared using auxiliary networks of possibly different log-likelihood. To
informally review some of the function’s properties, we begin by studying the MDL-FS score of a
Bayesian network classifierC overA∪{C} and an auxiliary Bayesian networkS overA. We rewrite
this score as a sum of terms for the class variable and for eachattributeAi separately:

MDL-FS(C,S | D) = N ·
[

HP̂ (C) +
log N

2 · N · (|Ω(C)| − 1)

]

+

N ·
∑

Ai∈A

[

HP̂ (Ai | pC(Ai)) − HP̂ (Ai | pS(Ai)) +

log N

2 · N · (|Ω(Ai)| − 1) · |Ω(pC(Ai))|
]

wherepC(Ai) andpS(Ai) are the sets of parents ofAi in the networksC andS, respectively. We
observe that strong relationships between the attributeAi and its parents in the classifierC, that is,
HP̂ (Ai | pC(Ai)) going to0, would decrease the score, while strong relationships betweenAi and its
parents inS, that is,HP̂ (Ai | pS(Ai)) going to0, would increase the score. In view of feature subset
selection, therefore, the stronger the relationships of the attributeAi with its parents in the classifier
and the weaker the relationships with its parents in the auxiliary network, the less likely the attribute
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is to be removed. To study the differences in strength of these relationships in more detail, we express
the differenceHP̂ (Ai | pS(Ai)) − HP̂ (Ai | pC(Ai)) in terms of the amounts of irredundancy that
the attributeAi has with its parents in the two networks. LetpC∩S(Ai) = pC(Ai) ∩ pS(Ai) be the
set of parents ofAi in both the classifier and the auxiliary network. Then,

HP̂ (Ai | pS(Ai)) − HP̂ (Ai | pC(Ai)) =
(

HP̂ (Ai | pC∩S(Ai)) − HP̂ (Ai | pC(Ai))
)

−
(

HP̂ (Ai | pC∩S(Ai)) − HP̂ (Ai | pS(Ai))
)

The two terms capturing the amount of irredundancy for attributeAi both are positive. The amount
of irredundancyHP̂ (Ai | pC∩S(Ai)) − HP̂ (Ai | pC(Ai)) describes how “far” the attributeAi is
from being redundant for the set of variablespC(Ai) \ pS(Ai) given pC∩S(Ai); note that the set
pC(Ai) \ pS(Ai) includes the class variable and all attributes that are parents ofAi in C but not in
S. The closer to0 this term is, the larger the MDL-FS score will be and the more likely the attribute
will be removed upon feature subset selection. The termHP̂ (Ai | pC∩S(Ai)) − HP̂ (Ai | pS(Ai)),
on the other hand, indicates how “far” the attributeAi is from being redundant for the set of variables
pS(Ai) \ pC(Ai) given pC∩S(Ai)); note that the setpS(Ai) \ pC(Ai) includes all attributes that
are parents ofAi in S but not inC. The closer to0 this term is, the smaller the MDL-FS score
will be and the less likely the attribute is to be removed. We conclude that the differenceHP̂ (Ai |
pS(Ai)) − HP̂ (Ai | pC(Ai)) represents the amount of irredundancy of the attributeAi for the class
variable and its exclusive parent attributes in the classifier given its parent attributes in the auxiliary
network.

We now begin by studying the feature-selection behaviour ofthe MDL-FS function for complete
Bayesian network classifiers using complete auxiliary networks. To pertain to the same joint proposal
distributions like the full classifier and auxiliary network, we again extend the selective networks with
the deleted attributes by means of nodes without incident arcs.

Proposition 3.4 LetA be a set of attributes, letC be the class variable, and letD be a dataset ofN
labeled instances overA ∪ {C} as before. LetC be a Bayesian network classifier over the variables
A∪{C} and letAi be an attribute inC with the set of parentspC(Ai) and the set of childrencC(Ai).
From C, we construct the selective classifierC− by deleting the incident arcs ofAi. In addition, let
S be an auxiliary network over the attributesA and letpS(Ai) be the set of parents andcS(Ai) be
the set of children ofAi in S. LetS− be the selective auxiliary network that is obtained fromS by
deleting the incident arcs ofAi. Then ,

MDL-FS(C−,S− | D) < MDL-FS(C,S | D)

if and only if


HP̂ (Ai | pS(Ai)) − HP̂ (Ai | pC(Ai)) −
log N

2
· (|Ω(Ai)| − 1) ·



|Ω(C)| ·
∏

Aj∈pC(Ai)

|Ω(Aj)| − 1







+

∑

Ak∈cC(Ai)

[

HP̂ (Ai | pC−(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ai | Ak, pC−(Ak))−

log N

2 · N · (|Ω(Ak)| − 1) ·
∏

Aj∈p
C− (Ak)\{Ai}

|Ω(Aj)| · (|Ω(Ai)| − 1)



 <

∑

A′

k
∈cS(Ai)

[HP̂ (Ai | pS−(A′
k)) − HP̂ (Ai | A′

k, pS−(A′
k))]
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wherepC−(Ak), with pC(Ak) = {Ai} ∪ pC−(Ak), andpS−(Ak), with pS(A′
k) = {Ai} ∪ pS−(A′

k),
are the parents sets ofAk andA′

k in C− andS− graphical structures, respectively.

Proof. To investigate the difference between the two MDL-FS scores, we study the differences of
the log-likelihood terms of the classifiers, the log-likelihood terms of the auxiliary networks and of
the penalty terms separately. Since we modify only locally the Bayesian structures, the difference
in the MDL-FS score will be reflected only by the locally modified parts. The difference of the two
log-likelihood terms of the classifiers and of the auxiliarynetworks equals

LL(C | D) − LL(C− | D) = −N ·
(

HP̂ (Ai | pC(Ai)) − HP̂ (Ai)
)

−

N ·
∑

Ak∈cC(Ai)

(

HP̂ (Ak | pC(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ak | pC−(Ak))
)

LL(S | D) − LL(S− | D) = −N ·
(

HP̂ (Ai | pS(Ai)) − HP̂ (Ai)
)

−

N ·
∑

A′

k
∈cS(Ai)

(

HP̂ (A′
k | pS(A′

k)) − HP̂ (A′
k | pS−(A′

k))
)

The difference of the penalty terms of the two MDL-FS scores equals

log N

2
· (|C| − |C−|) =

log N

2
· (|Ω(Ai)| − 1) ·



|Ω(C)| ·
∏

Aj∈pC(Ai)

|Ω(Aj)| − 1



 +

∑

Ak∈cC(Ai)

log N

2
· (|Ω(Ak)| − 1) ·

∏

Aj∈pC(Ak)\{Ai}

|Ω(Aj)| · (|Ω(Ai)| − 1)

We now have
MDL-FS(C,S | D) − MDL-FS(C−,S− | D) =

log N

2
· (|C| − |C−|) −

(

CLL(C,S | D) − CLL(C−,S− | D)
)

from which directly results the proposition’s inequality by substituting each childA′
k ∈ cS(Ai),

wherepS(A′
k) = {Ai} ∪ pS−(A′

k), in the equation

HP̂ (A′
k | pS(A′

k)) − HP̂ (A′
k | pS−(A′

k))HP̂ (Ai | A′
k, pS−(A′

k)) − HP̂ (Ai | pS−(A′
k)))

and each childAk ∈ cC(Ai), wherepC(Ak) = {Ai} ∪ pC−(Ak), in the equation

HP̂ (Ak | pC(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ak | pC−(Ak))HP̂ (Ai | Ak, pC−(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ai | pC−(Ak))

those proves are similar with the one from Proposition 3.2.2

By definition we have that the MDL-FS function prefersC overC− if and only if C has a smaller
MDL-FS score thanC−, that is, if and only ifMDL-FS(C,S | D) − MDL-FS(C−,S− | D) < 0
for the datasetD. Again the difference between the penalty terms is greater than zero because the
full Bayesian network classifier is more complex than the selective one. WhenAi does not have
any children inC, the difference between the two conditional log-likelihoods is equal with theAi’s
term in the conditional log-likelihood of the full connected classifier,N · (HP̂ (Ai | pC(Ai)) −
HP̂ (Ai | pS(Ai))). WhenAi has children (e.g.Ak) in C, we add a term that indicates the amount
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of irredundancy ofAi for Ak givenAk ’s parents inC except forAi; whenAi has children (e.g.A′
k)

in S, we subtract a term that indicates the amount of irredundancy of Ai for A′
k givenA′

k ’s parents
in S except forAi. Thus, the difference of conditional log-likelihoods increases with the strength of
the relationships between the attribute and the other variables in the classifier, and decreases with its
strength of the relationship between the attribute and the other attributes in the auxiliary network.

Informally speaking, the stronger one or more of the relationships betweenAi and the other
variablesA\{Ai} in the classifier are and the weaker the relationships ofAi in the auxiliary network
are, the more the full classifier is preferred over the selective classifier with the MDL-FS function.
It is interesting to note that the feature selection behaviour of the MDL-FS function can be derived
directly from the function itself as we have presented in thefirst part of this section. Thus only the
parents sets of an attribute in the classifier and in the auxiliary structure determine the amount of
(ir)redundancy an attribute has. The children of an attribute compare the amount of irredundancy
the attribute has for them given the other parents of these children in the classifier with the amount
of irredundancy the attribute has for their children given the other parents of these children in the
auxiliary structure. As a consequence, the feature selection properties in removing or not a redundant
attribute with the MDL-FS function is correlated to the complexity of the parents set of the attribute
in the classifier and in the auxiliary structure, and not to the attribute’s children sets.

From these observations, we conclude thatthe MDL-FS function is more suited for the task of
feature selection since it can serve to identify and remove redundant attributes at various levels.
Whereas with the MDL function we can eliminate only the attributes that are redundant at level0 for
all other variables from the dataset,{C}∪A \ {Ai}, and thus it can be only used for Naive Bayesian
classifiers, the MDL-FS function can be used to eliminate redundant attribute at various levels from
more complex classifiers. In the following, we practically illustrate the use of the MDL-FS score in
reducing redundant attributes at various levels from Bayesian network classifiers of interest.

In the following paragraph, we show thatthe level of redundancy for which the MDL-FS function
reduces attributes depends on the complexity of the auxiliary structure. We consider two cases:(i)
a fully connected auxiliary network and an arbitrary complex Bayesian network classifier, and(ii) a
fully connected Bayesian network classifier and an arbitrary complex auxiliary network. Since the
eventual children ofAi in the classifier indicate how irredundantAi is for its children rather than for
the class variable, in the following discussion, we consider only the parents sets ofAi in a classifier
or/and an auxiliary network. WhenAi have also children inC or/andS, we referee to the discussion
following Proposition 3.4 for understanding the behaviourof the MDL-FS score.

In the following corollary of Proposition 3.4, we show that the attributes that are redundant for
the class variable at level|A| − 1 are eliminated from any classifier, whereAi has no children, if
the auxiliary network is a fully connected Bayesian network. However, since they might be relevant
attributes at the lower levels captured by the correlationsin the classifier, their removal mightnot be
beneficial for the classification task.

Corollary 3.2 Consider the fully connected auxiliary networkS over the set of attributesA and the
selective auxiliary networkS− over the set of attributesA\ {Ai} as described before. Let’s consider
further a Bayesian network classifierC1 over A ∪ {C} whereAi has the parents setpC1(Ai) ⊂
A \ {Ai} and no children; from the classifierC1, we construct the selective Bayesian classifierC−

1

over{C} ∪ A \ {Ai} by deletingAi and its incident arcs. IfAi is redundant forC at level|A| − 1
within the allowed noiseξ(Ai; pC1(Ai); N) < log N/(2 ·N) ·(|C|−|C−|) then the selective classifier
C−
1 is preferred to the full classifierC1.

Proof. Because the attributeAi is connected to all other attributes in a fully connected auxil-
iary structureS, we can rewriteS such thatAi has no children without changing the dependen-
cies. Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume,for ease of exposition, thatAi has
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the set of variablesA \ {Ai} for its parents in the graphical structure ofS. If Ai is redundant
for C given A \ {Ai} within the allowed noise levelξ(Ai; pC(Ai); N) < log N/(2 · N) · (|C| −
|C−|), thenHP̂ (Ai | A \ {Ai}) − HP̂ (Ai | C, A \ {Ai}) ≤ log N/(2 · N) · (|C| − |C−|), where

log N/(2 · N) · (|C| − |C−|) = log N/(2 · N) · (|Ω(Ai)| − 1) ·
(

∏

Aj∈A\{Ai}
|Ω(Aj)| − 1

)

. From

Proposition 3.4, we have that the selective classifier is preferred to the full one if and only ifHP̂ (Ai |
A \ {Ai}) − HP̂ (Ai | pC1(Ai)) < log N/(2 · N) · (|C| − |C−|). SincepC1(Ai) ⊆ {C} ∪ A \ {Ai},
we haveHP̂ (Ai | C, A \ {Ai}) ≤ HP̂ (Ai | pC1). From the above two inequalities, we conclude the
stated property.2

A direct consequence to the above property is that the redundant attributes at level|A| − 1 are
effectively removed from a fully connected Bayesian network classifier with the MDL-FS score using
a fully connected auxiliary network. Again, without loss ofgenerality, we can assume, for ease of
exposition, thatAi has the set of variables(A \ {Ai})∪ {C} for its parents in the graphical structure
of C. In this case, the difference of the two conditional log-likelihood terms is greater than or equal
to zero because the amount of uncertainty of an attribute in the fully connected Bayesian network
classifier is less or equal to the amount of uncertainty of thesame attribute in the fully connected
auxiliary network. Thus, the full classifierC captures the observed conditional probability distribution
P̂ (C | A) at least as accurately as the selective classifierC−. Informally speaking, the stronger the
relationship between the possible eliminated attributeAi and the class variableC, the more inclined
the MDL-FS function is to prefer the full classifier over the selective one. Since the relationship
betweenAi, the class variable and the other variables in the attributeset is captured with a fully
connected Bayesian network classifier, we consider that theredundant attributeAi at level|A| − 1 is
correctly eliminated with the MDL-FS score and would be incorrectly kept with the MDL score.

In opposition, for a simpler auxiliary network than the fully connected one, a redundant attribute
at level |A| − 1 might not be eliminated with MDL-FS from a fully connected Bayesian network
classifier whereAi has no parents.

Corollary 3.3 Consider a fully connected Bayesian network classifierC overA∪{C} and a selective
Bayesian classifierC− overA \ {Ai} ∪ {C} as before. Let’s now consider an auxiliary networkS1

over the set of attributesA, where the attributeAi has the parent setpS1(Ai) ⊂ A \ {Ai} and no
children; fromS1, we construct the selective auxiliary networkS−

1 over the set of attributesA\ {Ai}
by deletingAi and its incident arcs. An attributeAi is eliminated fromC if and only if it is redundant
for the class variable and the attributes that are not its parents in the auxiliary structure but are
parents in the classifier,HP̂ (Ai | pS1(Ai))−HP̂ (Ai | C, A \ {Ai}) < log N/(2 ·N) · (|C| − |C−|).
Proof. The proof follows directly from Proposition 3.4.2

Informally speaking, the MDL-FS score eliminates an attribute if the redundancy forC givenS
is an approximation of the redundancy forC at level |A| − 1. The above property pertains to the
strength of the relationship betweenAi and its parents in the classifier as compared to its parents
in the auxiliary structure; the stronger the relationship with the class variableC and the remaining
attributesA \ {Ai} as compared with the subsetS, the less inclined the MDL-FS score function to
eliminate the redundant attributeAi. We note that the MDL-FS function eliminates only redundant
attributes at level0 for the class variable and for the attributes when an empty network is used for the
auxiliary structure.

To illustrate that, in fact, the MDL-FS function, unlike theMDL score, removes attributes re-
dundant at level|A| − 1 from full Bayesian network classifiers with a complete Bayesian auxiliary
structure, upon feature selection, we consider again the classification problem from Example 2.1.

Example 3.1 Let’s consider the datasetD from Example 2.1 by copying it128 times - thenN = 4096
- andA = {A1, . . . , A8}. Let’s consider a complete Bayesian network classifierC and a selective
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oneC− as before. Let’s consider a complete Bayesian networkS and a selective oneS− as before.
Suppose thatAi ≡ A5, whereA5 is redundant forC at all levels. SinceHP̂ (A5 | C, A \ {A5}) =
HP̂ (A5 | A \ {A5}), from the above proposition, the selective Bayesian classifier C− is preferred to
the full Bayesian classifierC when we use MDL-FS. Thus,A5 is correctly removed from the classifier.

When we use MDL, sinceA5 ≡ A7 and, then,HP̂ (A5 | C, A \ {A5}) = HP̂ (A5 | A7) = 0, the
full Bayesian classifierC is preferred to the selective Bayesian classifierC− because−HP̂ (A5) =
−1 < −log(4096)/(2 · 4096) · (|Ω(A5)| − 1) ·

(

28 − 1
)

≈ −0.37. AlthoughA5 is redundant for
C at all levels, we have thatA5 is wrongly kept in the classifier. Furthermore, an arc between A5

and A7 will be always considered by any algorithm for constructingBayesian network classifiers
by maximizing the log-likelihood term, becauseHP̂ (A5 | A7, S) = 0, for any subset of attributes
S ⊆ A \ {A5, A7}; thus, an arc betweenA5 andA7 will represent the most powerful dependence
in the Bayesian network classifier. But, since the MDL-FS score uses an auxiliary structure that
includes also this arc, MDL-FS eliminates the influence ofA5 from the classifier, whereas the MDL
score wrongly keeps it in the classifier. Similar conclusions we draw forA6 - when the set of parents
includes{A1, A2, A4} -, A3 - when the set of parents includesA2-, andA8 - when the set of parents
includeA2.

We conclude that when the MDL score is employed none of the attributes will be removed fromC.
When the MDL-FS score is employed, the remaining attributesA1, A2 andA4 are irredundant for
the class variable at level|A| − 1 and are not removed from the classifier. Then, the fully connected
classifier has the same conditional log-likelihood as the optimal classifier and the same number of
attributes. We have that the conditional log-likelihood when a complete network is used for the
auxiliary network is equal to the conditional entropyHP̂ (C | A1, A2, A4) = 0. 2

Now, we show that using the above analysis we can predict the minimum size of the dataset
from which a Bayesian network classifier can be constructed using the MDL-FS score. We say
that a dataset is too small to construct a specific class of Bayesian network classifiers from, if for
any attributeAi from the dataset,Ai is eliminated from the classifier regardless the strength of
the relationship with other attributes. With the MDL-FS score, the size of the dataset depends on
the number of values for the attribute under discussion and its parents, and the difference between
conditional entropies of an attributeAi in the fully connected classifier and in the fully connected
auxiliary network,HP̂ (Ai | C, A \ {Ai}) − HP̂ (Ai | A \ {Ai}). We note that this difference
is lower bounded by−HP̂ (Ai | A \ {Ai}) ≥ −HP̂ (Ai). Thus, if there is an attributeAi for
−HP̂ (Ai) > −logN/(2 · N) · (|C| − |C−|) we say that the dataset is not large enough for construct-
ing the specific type of Bayesian network classifier from it sinceAi will be always removed from
the full Bayesian network classifier regardless of its relationship with the classifier or with the other
attributes.

Note that the size of the dataset needed for the MDL score is the same as for the MDL-FS score. In
the above analysis, the difference of the log-likelihood between classifiers has the same lower bound
−HP̂ (Ai) ≤ HP̂ (Ai | C, A\{Ai})−HP̂ (Ai) and the same right term− logN/(2 ·N) ·(|C|−|C−|).

Example 3.2 Let’s consider again the dataset from the previous example where the 32 instances from
Example 2.1 are copied128 times and the full Bayesian network classifierC and the selective one
C− from the previous example. We recall from Section 2.1 that anattributeAi’s entropy attains its
maximum value for a uniform probability distribution over its values. The maximum value thus is
found for a distribution withN(A1

i ) = N(A2
i ); the maximum equals1.00. We obtain the entropy’s

highest bound forA1, A2, A4, A5, A7 andA8 because they have half instances 1 and half 0. The
lowest bound of the entropy for an attribute from Example 2.1, depends of the32 instances we have
listed in Table 2.1 and it islog 32/(2 · 32) ·

(

27+1 − 1
)

≈ 19.92. If we assume that the32 instances
include the two possible values ofAi at least once, then the minimum value for the entropy is attained
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for A6 with H(A6) ≈ 0.54. To not eliminateA6 from a full Bayesian network classifier just because
there are not enough data in the dataset, we need a dataset of sizeN = 4096 = 32 · 128. We have
that log 4096/(2 · 4096) ·

(

27+1 − 1
)

≈ 0.37.
In general, the classifiers which are build in practice, are less complex, with a smaller set of

parents for one attribute. For example, ifA6 has one parent or two parents,32 instances are enough
for Example 2.1. SinceA6 is the attribute with the lowest entropy, we can use the dataset of size32
(or larger) to construct Naive Bayesian or TAN classifiers.2

To conclude the example, we note that for datasets with larger numbersN of instances, we have that
the termlog N/(2 · N) approaches0. The closer this term gets to zero, the less noise the function
will allow for a redundant attribute. A larger number of values per variable, on the other hand, would
substantially increase the allowed noiseξ(Ai; C, A \ {Ai}; N) < log N/(2 · N) · (|C| − |C−|).

3.3 Learning Bayesian network classifiers with MDL-FS

While in the previous section we have investigated general properties of the feature-selection behavior
of the two functions, in this section we study their properties in a practical setting. We use the MDL-
FS function for constructing Naive Bayesian and TAN classifiers from data using tree structured
auxiliary networks of maximum log-likelihood. Within the approach adopted in this thesis, the basic
idea is that the search space of alternative classifiers is traversed by a heuristic algorithm that generates
in a greedy way various graphical structures, as outlined inSection 2.2. The MDL-FS function is
used for comparing the qualities of the classifiers that are supplemented by tree structured auxiliary
networks of maximum log-likelihood. As soon as the algorithm cannot construct a new classifier
that improves upon the MDL-FS score of the currently best classifier, the algorithm is halted. In the
following, we investigate the feature-selection behaviorof the MDL-FS function in this context.

In Section 3.3.1 we learn Naive Bayesian classifiers with theMDL function and we show that
only redundant attributes at level0 for the class variable are reduced. In Section 3.3.2 we learnNaive
Bayesian classifiers with the MDL-FS function using a tree structured auxiliary network of maxi-
mum log-likelihood; and we show that this time attributes redundant at level0 and1 are eliminated.
Similarly, in Section 3.3.3 we learn TAN classifiers with theMDL function and we show that only
redundant attributes at level0 for the rest of the variables (the class variable and the other attributes)
are eliminated. In Section 3.3.4, we show that the MDL-FS function serves to identify and elimi-
nates redundant attributes at level1 from TANs when we use tree structured auxiliary networks of
maximum log-likelihood.

3.3.1 The MDL score for selective Naive Bayesian classifiers

Learning a Naive Bayesian classifier over a given set of attributes is straightforward as the classi-
fier’s graphical structure is uniquely defined. At the beginning of the learning process, we compute
the conditional entropies for each attribute given the class variable. Such an algorithm has a time
complexity ofO(n · N).

Learning a selective Naive Bayesian classifier, on the otherhand, amounts to selecting a graphical
structure from among exponentially many alternatives. We recall that the forward-selection algorithm
for this purpose starts with the empty Naive Bayesian classifier and iteratively adds single attributes
that upon removal serve to maximally decrease the MDL score of the classifier. The algorithm stops
as soon as adding a single attribute can no longer decrease the classifier’s score [50, 60]. As we
already have stated in Section 3.2.1 in Proposition 3.2, theMDL function tends to eliminate from
a Naive Bayesian classifieronly attributes redundant at level0. Since a Naive Bayesian classifier
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cannot express the information contributed by an attributeat a level higher than level0, we may look
upon an attribute’s contribution at level0 as anapproximationof its contribution at level|A| − 1.
Thus, the redundant attributes for the class variable at level 0 are correctly removed from a Naive
Bayesian classifier.

3.3.2 The MDL-FS score for selective Naive Bayesian classifiers

This section presents the algorithm we use to construct a selective Naive Bayesian classifier with
MDL-FS from the data and we study the feature selection behavior of such classifier. Previously,
we argued that to be able to exploit the underlying idea of theMDL-FS function, a more complex
auxiliary network than the empty structure needs to be used.The auxiliary network should not have
a structure too complex, however, because of the number of instances and the computational effort
it requires for its construction. In the following, we show how to learntree-structured auxiliary
networkswith the MDL-FS function. The use of tree-structured auxiliary networks was motivated by
an efficient learning algorithm from Chow and Liu [16], that is guaranteed to result in a tree-structured
network of maximum log-likelihood as described in Section 2.1. Chow and Liu’s algorithm has a
time complexity ofO(n3 · N), which is given by a preprocessing step, where the conditional mutual
information between each pair of attributes is computed [30].

The forward-selection algorithm for learning selective Naive Bayesian classifiers starts with the
empty Naive Bayesian classifier and auxiliary network. The algorithm iteratively adds single at-
tributes, where in each iteration it computes a Naive Bayesian classifier and a maximum log-likelihood
tree over the selected set of attributes. The MDL-FS function is used for selecting the attributes to
be added as well as for a stopping criterion: the algorithm stops as soon as adding a single attribute
cannot result in a classifier of smaller score.

In the following, we study the behavior of the MDL-FS function when constructing selective
Naive Bayesian classifiers from a given dataset using a tree structure auxiliary network of maximum
log-likelihood. Proposition 3.4 from Section 3.2.2 does not cover this case; now, after deleting an
attribute, we construct the selective tree structure auxiliary network of maximum log-likelihood over
the remaining set of attributes. The following propositions pertain to an attribute that is either an
internal node or a leaf in the auxiliary tree under consideration. Similar observations also hold for the
attribute that constitutes the root of the tree.

Proposition 3.5 Let C be a Naive Bayesian classifier overA ∪ {C}. LetC− be the selective Naive
Bayesian classifier over(A \ {Ai}) ∪ {C} that is constructed fromC by deletingAi and its incident
arcs. In addition, letS be a tree-structured Bayesian network overA and letAi ∈ A be an attribute
that, in the graphical structure ofS, has the attributeAj ∈ A \ {Ai} for its parent. LetS− be a
tree-structured Bayesian network overA \ {Ai}. Then

MDL-FS(C−,S− | D) < MDL-FS(C,S | D)

if and only if

HP̂ (Ai | Aj) − HP̂ (Ai | C) <
log N

2 · N · (|C| − |C−|) +
∑

Ak∈A\{Ai}

(

HP̂ (Ak | pS(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ak | pS−(Ak))
)

Proof. The difference between the log-likelihood of the classifiers and of the auxiliary structures are

LL(C | D) − LL(C− | D) = −N ·
(

HP̂ (Ai | C) − HP̂ (Ai)
)
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LL(S | D) − LL(S− | D) = −N ·
(

HP̂ (Ai | Aj) − HP̂ (Ai))
)

− N ·
∑

Ak∈A\{Ai}

(

HP̂ (Ak | pS(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ak | pS−(Ak))
)

Using the same line of reasoning as before, the stated inequality follows directly. 2

From the previous proposition, we have that under certain conditions, the MDL-FS function prefers
the selective Naive Bayesian classifier over the full Naive Bayesian classifier. To interpret these
conditions, from the selective auxiliary networkS−, we now construct another full networkS′ by
adding the attributeAi as a child ofAj . We note that the new networkS′ also is a tree-structured
network; it may not be of maximum log-likelihood, however. SinceS ′ differs fromS− in just the
parent ofAi, we have that

LL(S− | D) = LL(S′ | D) − N ·
(

HP̂ (Ai) − HP̂ (Ai | Aj)
)

By replacing the log-likelihood ofS− with the log-likelihood ofS′ in the difference of log-likelihoods
LL(S | D) − LL(S− | D), we obtain

LL(S | D) − LL(S′ | D) = −N ·
∑

Ak∈A\{Ai}

(

HP̂ (Ak | pS(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ak | pS−(Ak))
)

.

Based upon these observations, we find that the full classifier C is preferred over the selective classifier
C− if and only if

HP̂ (Ai | C) − HP̂ (Ai | Aj) <
log N

2 · N · (|C| − |C−|) − LL(S | D) − LL(S′ | D)

N

Whether or not the full classifier is preferred over the selective one, therefore, basically depends on
the termsHP̂ (Ai | C) − HP̂ (Ai | Aj) and1/N · (LL(S | D) − LL(S′ | D)). For the latter term we
observe that, sinceS is a tree-structured network of maximum log-likelihood givenD, we have that
LL(S | D)− LL(S′ | D) ≥ 0. Now, the full auxiliary networkS′ in general may not be of maximum
log-likelihood. Because it was constructed from a selective network of maximum log-likelihood,
however, it is expected to have a relatively large log-likelihood. Especially for larger values ofN ,
therefore, the impact of the term1/N · (LL(S | D) − LL(S ′ | D)) on the right-hand side of the
inequality is expected to be small. The difference in entropy in the left-hand side of the inequality
depends on the strength of the relationship ofAi with the class variableC on the one hand, and on the
strength of its relationship with the attributeAj on the other hand. Informally speaking, the stronger
the relationship ofAi with Aj and the weaker its relationship withC, the more inclined the MDL-FS
function is to removeAi.

Building upon the above discussion, we now formally prove that, for the class of Naive Bayesian
classifiers, the MDL-FS function serves to identify and remove attributes that are redundant for the
class variable at level0, and in addition, with a tree-structured auxiliary network, removes attributes
redundant at level1.

Proposition 3.6 Let A be a set of attributes and letAi ∈ A; let C be the class variable as before.
Let D be a dataset ofN labeled instances overA ∪ {C}. Now, letC be a Naive Bayesian classifier
overA ∪ {C} and letC− be the selective Naive Bayesian classifier over(A \ {Ai}) ∪ {C} that is
constructed fromC by deletingAi and its incident arc. LetS be a tree-structured Bayesian network
overA and letAj be the parent ofAi in the graphical structure ofS, andAi has no children. LetS−

be a tree-structured Bayesian network overA \ {Ai}.
If Ai is redundant forC at level0 and/or1 within the allowed noiseξ(Ai; C) < log N/(2 · N) ·

(|Ω(Ai)| − 1) · (|Ω(C)| − 1), then, with the MDL-FS score, the selective Bayesian classifier C− is
preferred over the full classifierC.
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Proof. When the attributeAi is redundant for the class variableC at level0 within the allowed
noiseξ(Ai; C), we have thatHP̂ (Ai) − HP̂ (Ai | C) < ξ(Ai; C). From the properties of the
entropy function, moreover, we have thatHP̂ (Ai) ≥ HP̂ (Ai | Aj). We thus find that the difference
HP̂ (Ai | C) − HP̂ (Ai | Aj) is positive. We conclude thatAi is removed.

Similarly, assume that the attributeAi is redundant forC at level1 givenAj within the allowed
noiseξ(Ai; C). We have thatHP̂ (Ai | Aj) − HP̂ (Ai | C, Aj) < ξ(Ai; C). FromHP̂ (Ai | C) ≥
HP̂ (Ai | Aj , C), we now find that the differenceHP̂ (Ai | C)−HP̂ (Ai | Aj) is positive. Thus, also
in this case,Ai is removed.2
From the previous proposition, we have that, using a tree-structured auxiliary network of maximum
log-likelihood, the MDL-FS function will always identify and remove from a Naive Bayesian clas-
sifier any attribute that is redundant for the class variableat level0 and/or level1 within an allowed
noise level determined by the penalty term. Even though a Naive Bayesian classifier can only capture
the information contributed by an attribute to the class variable at level0, in practice, it is expected
that the function will identify many of the attributes that are redundant at level1, since it is quite
likely that an attributeAi that is redundant for the class variable givenAj , will be connected toAj

in the auxiliary network. More specifically, the function identifies the attributes that are redundant
for the class variable given their parent in the auxiliary network because it models the most important
relationships among the attributes, from which it can identify redundancy at level1 to at least some
extent. For example, the MDL-FS function can identify attributes that are copies of one another. We
recall from Section 2.2 that the inclusion of perfectly correlated attributes may bias the accuracy of
the classifier and should in fact be removed.

We observe that the MDL-FS function, when using a tree structured auxiliary structure, tends
not to eliminate any other attributes from a Naive Bayesian classifier than the ones reviewed above.
To investigate whether or not such attributes should indeedbe removed, we consider the following
two types of attribute:(i) Ai is irredundant at level0, Ai is irredundant at level1, redundant at
level 2 and irredundant at level|A| − 1; and(ii) Ai is irredundant at level0, Ai is irredundant at
level 1, redundant at level2, and redundant at level|A| − 1. As we mentioned before, in situation
(ii), attributeAi should be removed and in situation(i), attributeAi should in essence contribute
to the classification at level|A| − 1. Even though a Naive Bayesian classifier can only express the
information contributed by an attribute at level0 for the class variable, a tree structured Bayesian
network overA as auxiliary structure can express the attribute’s dependency at level0 with other
attributes fromA. We now may look upon the attribute’s contribution in the auxiliary structure as an
approximationof its contribution at level1; furthermore we may look upon this as anapproximation
of its contribution at level|A| − 1. Then, the attributeAi should not be removed from the Naive
Bayesian classifier. We note that, for identifying redundancy at a higher level, an auxiliary network
of higher complexity is required. To conclude, we illustrate the basic idea by means of an example.

Example 3.3 We consider again the classification problem from Example 2.1. We noteA = {A1, . . . , A8}.
Let’s consider a Naive Bayesian classifierC and a selective Naive Bayesian classifierC− as be-
fore. Associated to these classifiers are a tree-structuredBayesian networkS and a selective tree-
structured Bayesian networkS− as before.

We have thatA5 andA7, whereA5 ≡ A7, are redundant for the class variableC at level0 and
higher. From Proposition 3.2, with the MDL score,A5 is removed fromC. Also according with the
previous proposition, with the MDL-FS score, the selectiveclassifierC− is preferred over the full
classifierC, andA5 is effectively removed. We note thatA5 is removed regardless of the strengths of
its relationships with the other attributes. A similar observation holds for the attributeA7 ≡ A5.

We further recall from Example 2.1 that the attributesA1 andA4 are redundant for the class vari-
able at level0 but irredundant at higher levels than1. A full Naive Bayesian classifier overA ∪ {C}
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Figure 3.1: The selective Naive Bayesian classifier and its associated tree structured auxiliary network
(left), the selective TAN classifier and its tree structuredauxiliary network ( middle) and the selective
TAN classifier and its complete auxiliary network (right), constructed with the MDL-FS function.

only includes the prior probability distributionP (C) and the conditional probability distributions
P (A1 | C) andP (A4 | C). The XOR operator that captures the combined influence ofA1 andA4

on C cannot be modeled by a Naive Bayesian classifier. Although these attributes cannot bias the
classification as it does not contribute any information to the class variableC at level0, it adds to
the complexity of the classifier and therefore they are correctly removed by the MDL and MDL-FS
functions.

Suppose thatAi ≡ A8, which is redundant forC givenA2 and irredundant at level0. ThenAj ≡
A2 sinceA8 ≡ A2 and then the mutual information ofA8 andA2 is maximal. The MDL-FS function
prefers the selective classifierC− over the selective classifierC; the attributeAi is thus removed from
the classifier. Unlike the MDL-FS score, the MDL function prefersC overC− wheneverHP̂ (A2) −
HP̂ (A2 | C) > ξ(A2; C). For N = 32, for example, we find thatξ(A2; C) < log 32/(2 · 32) ·
(|Ω(A2)| − 1) · (|Ω(C)| − 1) ≈ 0.08. We further have thatHP̂ (A2) − HP̂ (A2 | C) ≈ 0.16. We
conclude that the full classifierC therefore is always preferred over the selective classifierC− and the
attributeA2 is not removed. Similar observations hold for the attributeA3 that is strongly connected
to A2.

With MDL-FS, after eliminating the redundant attributes atlevel 0 and 1, there are only two
left: A2 andA6. Suppose thatAi ≡ A2, whereA2 is irredundant forC at level0 and higher, and
Aj ≡ A6. The MDL-FS function now prefers the full classifierC over the selective classifierC−

because, forN = 32, for example, we have thatHP̂ (A2 | A6) − HP̂ (A2 | C) = 0.87 − 0.69 >
ξ(A2; C) = 0.08. The attributeA2 is thus not removed from the classifier. Similar observations hold
for the attributeA6 that is irredundant forC at level0 up to3.

The selective Naive Bayesian classifier yielded for the example dataset by the MDL-FS function
is shown in Figure 3.1 on the left. The conditional log-likelihood of these Naive Bayesian classifier is
proportional with CLL(C,S | D)/N ≈ 0.47. This score it higher than the conditional log-likelihood
of the selective Naive Bayesian classifier selected by the MDL score−0.02. With a tree-structured
auxiliary network of maximum log-likelihood, therefore, the MDL-FS function serves to remove at-
tributes that are redundant at level0 and/or at level1 upon feature selection. We observe that the
conditional log-likelihood of the selective Naive Bayesian selected by the MDL-FS score is higher
than the conditional entropy of the class variable given theattribute setA; the conditional log-
likelihood of the Naive Bayesian classifiers when considering a tree structured auxiliary network of
maximum log-likelihood is positive when the auxiliary network has a higher score than the Naive
Bayesian classifiers.2

We would like to note that, in practical applications, generally good feature-selection results
are obtained with the MDL function for Naive Bayesian classifiers [50]. Apparently, the function’s
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ability to identify and remove attributes that are redundant for the class variable at level0 suffices
to yield relatively simple classifiers of good accuracy. However, the MDL-FS score is reducing even
more redundant attributes - that are attributes redundant at level 1 - since the contribution of these
attributes are captured by the tree structured auxiliary network. Thus, we consider that MDL-FS is
more suited for the task of constructing selective Naive classifier from data with the reduction of
redundant attributes at chosen levels.

3.3.3 The MDL score for selective TAN classifiers

Learning a TAN classifier over a given set of attributes is more involved than learning a Naive
Bayesian classifier, because the graphical structure of theTAN classifier is not unique. A well-
known search algorithm for learning TAN classifiers[30] starts with a Naive Bayesian classifier and
iteratively inserts undirected edges between pairs of attributes, under the constraint of acyclicity; the
selection of the edges to be inserted is based upon the conditional mutual information of two attributes
given the class variable. The algorithm stops adding edges as soon as the undirected graphical struc-
ture over the attributes constitutes a tree. After randomlyselecting a root for the tree, the edges in
the structure are oriented from the root towards the leaves.The resulting TAN classifier is guaranteed
to havemaximum log-likelihoodgiven the data. In the sequel, we assume a TAN classifier to be of
maximum log-likelihood unless explicitly stated otherwise. The time complexity of this algorithm is
O(n3 · N) and is given by the preprocessing step, where conditional mutual informations between
each pair of attributes are computed [30].

The forward-selection algorithm for constructing a selective TAN classifier now starts with the
empty TAN classifier and iteratively adds single attributes. In each iteration, it computes a TAN
classifier over the selected set of attributes by means of thealgorithm described above. The MDL
function again is used for selecting the attributes to be added as well as for a stopping criterion: the
algorithm stops as soon as adding a single attribute cannot result in a TAN classifier of higher score.

In contrast with Naive Bayesian classifiers, TAN classifierscan express information at level1:
they can model the relationship of an attribute with the class variable conditional on a single other
attribute. Although similar, the following property is nota direct consequence of Proposition 3.2;
when deleting an attribute from a TAN classifier, now, the selective classifier is also a TAN classifier
of maximum log-likelihood which might be different from theselective classifier obtained from the
full TAN by deleting the given attribute and its incident arcs. This proposition and the following up
discussion pertain to an attribute that is either an internal node or a leaf in the attribute tree of the
TAN classifier. Similar observations also holds for the attribute that constitutes the root of the tree.

Proposition 3.7 LetC be a TAN classifier overA ∪ {C} and letAi ∈ A be an attribute that, in the
graphical structure ofC has the set of variablespC(Ai) = {Aj , C}, for someAj ∈ A \ {Ai}, for its
parents. LetC− be a selective TAN classifier over(A \ {Ai}) ∪ {C}. Then

MDL(C | D) < MDL(C− | D)

if and only if

HP̂ (Ai | C, Aj) − HP̂ (Ai) < − log N

2 · N · (|C| − |C−|)−
∑

Ak∈A\{Ai}

(

HP̂ (Ak | pC(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ak | pC−(Ak))
)

Proof. The proof follows the same line of reasoning as in Proposition 3.2.2
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Thus, under certain conditions, the MDL function prefers the selective TAN classifier over the full
TAN classifier, and, therefore, it removes an attribute under consideration. To interpret these con-
ditions, from the selective classifierC−, we now construct another full classifierC′ by adding the
attributeAi as a child ofAj andC. We observe that the new classifierC′ is also a TAN classifier yet
not necessarily of maximum log-likelihood. SinceC′ differs fromC− in just the set of parents of the
attributeAi, we have that

LL(C− | D) = LL(C′ | D) − N ·
(

HP̂ (Ai) − HP̂ (Ai | Aj , C)
)

Based upon this observation, we find that the full classifierC is preferred over the selective classifier
C− if and only if

HP̂ (Ai | Aj , C) − HP̂ (Ai | A′
j) < − log N

2 · N (|C| − |C−|) +
LL(C | D) − LL(C′ | D)

N

Whether or not the full classifier is preferred over the selective one, therefore, depends basically on
the termsHP̂ (Ai | Aj , C) − HP̂ (Ai | A′

j) and 1
N · (LL(C | D) − LL(C′ | D)). For the latter

term, we observe that, sinceC is a classifier of maximum log-likelihood givenD, we have that
LL(C | D) − LL(C′ | D) ≥ 0. Now, the full classifierC′ in general may not be of maximum
log-likelihood. Because it was constructed from a selective classifier of maximum log-likelihood,
however, it is expected to have a relatively large log-likelihood given the data. Especially for larger
values ofN , therefore, the impact of the term1N · (LL(C | D) − LL(C′ | D)) on the right-hand
side of the inequality is expected to be small. For the left-hand side of the inequality, we have that
HP̂ (Ai | Aj , C) − HP̂ (Ai | A′

j) ≤ 0. The difference in entropy depends on the strength of the
relationship ofAi with its parents in the classifier. Informally speaking, theweaker the relationship
of Ai with its parents in the classifier, the more inclined the MDL-FS function is to removeAi.

Building upon the same argument as before, therefore, we conclude that any attribute that is
redundant for the class variable at level1, should be removed. Unless the attribute is quite weakly
related to its neighboring attributes in the classifier, according with the above proposition, however,
the MDL function tends not to remove it. We conclude, as a consequence, that generally poor fea-
ture-selection results are obtained with the MDL function upon constructing TAN classifiers.

3.3.4 The MDL-FS score for selective TAN classifiers

In this section, we show how to learn selective TAN classifiers of maximum log-likelihood with the
MDL-FS score by using a tree structured auxiliary network also of maximum log-likelihood. Learn-
ing a TAN classifier over a given set of variables with the MDL-FS function amounts to constructing
both a classifier and an auxiliary network from the availabledata. Upon learning a selective TAN
classifier with the MDL-FS score, moreover, learning the twonetworks is performed iteratively. In
this section, we focus again on the use of tree-structured auxiliary networks with the MDL-FS func-
tion. In addition to the use of tree-structured networks of maximum log-likelihood as in the previous
section, we also study the use of the attribute tree of the constructed TAN classifier for its associated
auxiliary network. Note that using the attribute tree of a TAN classifier with the MDL-FS function
serves to substantially reduce the computational effort involved in the learning task.

In the following, we investigate the ability of the MDL-FS function to identify and remove, from
a TAN classifier, redundant attributes at different levels.We study the use of maximum log-likelihood
tree-structured auxiliary networks for this purpose and establish the condition under which the MDL-
FS function with such a network removes an attribute from a classifier. Although similar, the follow-
ing property is not a direct consequence of Proposition 3.4;when deleting an attribute from a TAN
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classifier, now, the selective classifier is also a TAN classifier of maximum log-likelihood which might
be different from the selective classifier obtained from thefull TAN by deleting the given attribute
and its incident arcs. Similar observations hold also for the selective tree structure auxiliary network.
The following observations pertains to an attribute that iseither an internal node or a leaf in the at-
tribute tree of the TAN classifier and in the auxiliary tree under consideration. Similar observations
also hold for the attribute that constitutes the root of the tree.

Proposition 3.8 Now, letC be a TAN classifier overA ∪ {C} and letAi ∈ A be an attribute that, in
the graphical structure ofC has the set of variablespC(Ai) = {Aj , C}, for someAj ∈ A \ {Ai}, for
its parents. LetC− be a selective TAN classifier over(A \ {Ai}) ∪ {C}. In addition, letS be a tree-
structured Bayesian network overA and letA′

j ∈ A be the parent ofAi in the graphical structure of
S and letS− be a tree-structured Bayesian network overA \ {Ai}. Then

MDL-FS(C,S | D) < MDL-FS(C−,S− | D)

if and only if

HP̂ (Ai | C, Aj) − HP̂ (Ai | A′
j) < − log N

2 · N · (|C| − |C−|)−
∑

Ak∈A\{Ai}

(

HP̂ (Ak | pC(Ak)) − HP̂ (Ak | pS(Ak)) −

HP̂ (Ak | pC−(Ak)) + HP̂ (Ak | pS−(Ak))
)

Proof. The difference between the two log-likelihoods of the classifiers and of the auxiliary structures
are

LL(C | D) − LL(C− | D) = −N · (HP̂D
(Ai | C, Aj) − HP̂D

(Ai))

−N ·
∑

Ak∈A\{Ai}

(HP̂D
(Ak | pC(Ak)) − HP̂D

(Ak | pC−(Ak)))

LL(S | D) − LL(S− | D) = −N · (HP̂D
(Ai | Aj ′) − HP̂D

(Ai))

−N ·
∑

Ak∈A\{Ai}

(HP̂D
(Ak | pS(Ak)) − HP̂D

(Ak | pS−(Ak)))

Following the same line of reasoning as before, the proof is straightforward.2
Thus, under certain conditions, the MDL-FS function prefers the selective TAN classifier over the
full TAN classifier, and, therefore, it removes an attributeunder consideration. To interpret these
conditions, from the selective classifierC−, we now construct another full classifierC′ by adding the
attributeAi as a child ofAj andC. Similarly, from the selective auxiliary networkS−, we now
construct another full networkS′ by adding the attributeAi as a child ofAj . Following the same
line of reasoning as in Section 3.3.2 and 3.3.4, we find that the full classifierC is preferred over the
selective classifierC− if and only if

HP̂ (Ai | Aj , C) − HP̂ (Ai | A′
j) < − log N

2 · N (|C| − |C−|)

+
LL(C | D) − LL(C′ | D)

N
− LL(S | D) − LL(S′ | D)

N

Whether or not the full classifier is preferred over the selective one, therefore, depends basically on
the termsHP̂ (Ai | Aj , C)−HP̂ (Ai | A′

j) and1/N ·(LL(C | D)−LL(C′ | D))−1/N ·(LL(S | D)−
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LL(S′ | D)). For the latter term, we observe that, sinceC is a classifier of maximum log-likelihood
givenD, we have thatLL(C | D)− LL(C′ | D) ≥ 0. Now, the full classifierC′ in general may not be
of maximum log-likelihood. Because it was constructed froma selective classifier of maximum log-
likelihood, however, it is expected to have a relatively large log-likelihood given the data. Similarly,
sinceS is a tree of maximum log-likelihood givenD, we have thatLL(S | D)−LL(S ′ | D) ≥ 0 and
S′ is expected to have a relatively large log-likelihood giventhe data. Especially for larger values of
N , therefore, the impact of the term1/N ·(LL(C | D)−LL(C′ | D))−1/N ·(LL(S | D)−LL(S ′ | D))
on the right-hand side of the inequality is expected to be small. For the left-hand side of the inequality,
we have thatHP̂ (Ai | Aj , C)−HP̂ (Ai | A′

j) ≤ 0. The difference in entropy depends on the strength
of the relationship ofAi with its parents in the classifier on the one hand and with its parent in the
auxiliary network on the other hand. Informally speaking, the stronger the relationship ofAi with its
parent in the auxiliary network and the weaker the relationship of Ai with its parents in the classifier,
the more inclined the MDL-FS function is to removeAi.

We illustrate the basic idea by means of an example.

Example 3.4 Again, we consider the classification problem from Example 2.1. We noteA = {A1, . . . , A8}.
Let’s consider a full TAN classifierC overA ∪ {C}, its associated tree structured auxiliary structure
S, and a selective TAN classifierC− over(A\{Ai})∪{C} and its associated tree structure auxiliary
networkS− as before. We now compare the MDL-FS score ofC andS, with the MDL-FS score of
C− andS−.

Since the conditional mutual information ofA5 andA7 givenC is maximal and both variables do
not have strong relationships with other attributes, any full TAN classifier of maximum log-likelihood
will include an edge between the two attributes. Similar observations hold for the auxiliary network.
SinceA5 ≡ A7, A7 perfectly replacesA5 in the classifier; we assume, without loss of generality,
thatA5 does not have any children. From the equivalence of the two attributes, we now observe that
HP̂ (A5 | A7, C) = 0. We find that any TAN classifierC that contains bothA5 andA7 has a lower
MDL score than the selective classifiers that are constructed fromC by removingA5 or A7. Recall
that A5 andA7 are redundant forC at all levels. However, any TAN classifierC that contains both
A5 andA7 has a higher MDL-FS score than the selective TAN classifiers that are constructed fromC
by removingA5 or A7. These two attributes will therefore be correctly removed.Similar observations
hold for the attributesA3, A7 andA8 which are redundant forC at level 1 and higher.

The attributesA1, A2, A4 andA6 again are identified as being irredundant at level1 and there-
fore are correctly kept in the classifier by both scoring functions.

With a tree-structured auxiliary network of maximum log-likelihood, therefore, the MDL-FS func-
tion serves to remove from TAN classifiers attributes that are redundant at level1 upon feature se-
lection. A selective TAN classifier yielded for the example dataset by the MDL-FS function is shown
in Figure 3.1 in the middle. We observe that the conditional log-likelihood of this classifier is pro-
portional with CLL(C,S | D)/N = 0.75. This score is lower than the conditional entropy of the
selective Naive Bayesian classifier obtained the MDL score0.84 but higher than the conditional en-
tropy of the class variable given the minimum set of irredundant attributes{A1, A2, A4} that is 0.
2

We observe that the MDL-FS function, when using a tree structured auxiliary structure, tends
to eliminate attributes redundant at level1 within the allowed noise modeled by the penalty term,
log N/(2 · N)(|C| − |C−|), from a TAN classifier. Since we look upon the attribute’s contribution at
level 1 as an approximation of its contribution at level|A| − 1, thenAi is correctly removed from
the classifier. To the attributes that are redundant for the class variable at a level higher than level1,
a similar analysis applies as the previous one. We note that,for identifying redundancy at a higher
level, an auxiliary network of higher complexity is required.
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The attributes that are redundant for the class variable at alevel higher than level1 tends to not be
removed from the classifier. To study if such an attribute should indeed be removed, we now consider
an attributeAi that is redundant for the class variableC at level0 yet irredundant at level1. If it is
redundant at the highest level|A| − 1, then the attribute should not contribute to the classification.
In fact, it may bias the classification by its contribution tothe class variable at level1 if it is not
removed. We note, however, that the MDL-FS function tends not to remove the attribute. If, on the
other hand, the attributeAi is irredundant at level|A| − 1, then it should in essence contribute to the
classification at this level. We recall, however, that a TAN classifier can only express the information
contributed by an attribute at levels0 and1. If we may look upon the attribute’s contribution at levels
0 and1 as an approximation of its contribution at level|A| − 1, thenAi should not be removed from
the classifier. The MDL-FS function indeed tends to not remove it.

We argued before that learning a TAN classifier over a given set of attributes with the MDL-FS
function can be computationally demanding if the function uses a maximum log-likelihood tree-
structured auxiliary network, since basically two tree-structured networks need to be learned from
the data. To reduce the computational effort involved in thelearning task, instead of a separately
learned maximum log-likelihood tree-structured network,the attribute tree of the TAN classifier can
be used as an auxiliary network. We recall that this attribute tree is obtained from the TAN classifier
by deleting the class variable and its incident arcs. When the attribute tree of the TAN classifier
under study is used with the MDL-FS function, a property similar to the property described in the
previous lemma holds. Since the differences in entropy willbe smaller with the attribute tree than
with the maximum log-likelihood tree-structured network,the MDL-FS function will the less inclined
to prefer the selective classifier.

3.4 An MDL score for learning Bayesian network classifiers from
data

In the previous section we have analyzed an MDL score for feature selection in the context of
Bayesian network classifiers. In the following, we propose aslight modification of the MDL-FS score
- it also includes a penalty term for the auxiliary structure- for learning the structure of Bayesian
network classifiers from data. Such an MDL score is the interplay between the (approximation)
of the conditional log-likelihood of the class variable given a set of attributes and a corresponding
penalty term which captures the length of the encoding of the(approximation of the) conditional
log-likelihood.

Let’s now consider the MDL-FS score from Definition 3.1 to which we add a term for the penalty
term of the auxiliary structure. LetC be a Bayesian network classifier overA ∪ {C} and letS be a
Bayesian network overA as before. Then,

MDL-C(C,S | D) =
log N

2
· (|C| − |S|) − CLL(C,S | D)

whereCLL(C,S | D) = LL(C | D) − LL(S | D); |C| and |S| the penalty terms ofC andS,
respectively;LL(C | D) andLL(S | D) are the log-likelihood terms ofC andS, respectively.

The MDL-C score of a given Bayesian network classifier and theassociated auxiliary structure
serves to indicate the classifier’s quality with respect to the data under study. The length of the
description of the class variable given the data equals the length of the encoding of the observed
conditional probability distribution̂P (C | A); since it does not factorise over the graphical structure
of C we approximate it again with the conditional log-likelihood termCLL(C,S | D). In Section 3.1,
we have showed thatCLL(C,S | D), whenC andS are complete Bayesian networks, captures the
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length of the encoding of̂P (C | A) and therefore is related to the classifier’s ability to explain the
class variable given the data. The smaller the score, the better the classifier is. Although a fully
connected network perfectly matches the data, it will generally show poor performance, as a result
of overfitting. If C andS are simpler Bayesian networks than the complete networks, to approximate
the conditional probability distribution with the conditional log-likelihood term, we maximize the
log-likelihood of both the classifier and the auxiliary networks of a given family. For a discussion
about the behavior of the conditional log-likelihood term we refer to Section 3.1.2.

The penalty termlog N/2 · (|C| − |S|) captures the length of the encoding ofCLL(C,S | D),
unlike the penalty term of the MDL-FS score,log N

2 · |C|, that captures the length of the encoding of
LL(C | D). It is therefore related to the complexity of the conditional log-likelihood: from the en-
coding of the Bayesian network classifier we subtract the encoding of the auxiliary network. Like the
conditional log-likelihood term, the penalty term attainsits maximum for a fully connected Bayesian
network classifier and the empty auxiliary network. It attains its minimum for the empty classifier
and a fully connected auxiliary network. Recall that, in a practical setting, we maximize the log-
likelihood of both the classifier and the auxiliary networksof a given family. The penalty term now
counterbalances the effect of the conditional log-likelihood term within the MDL-C function since it
increases in value as the Bayesian network classifier is moredensely connected as compared with the
auxiliary network.

Let’s now investigate the feature selection behavior of theMDL-C function. The MDL-C score
is a sum over terms that compares the strength and the complexity of the relationships between an
attribute and its parents in the classifier and of the relationships of the same attribute and its parents in
the auxiliary network. LetC be a Bayesian network classifier overA ∪ {C} and letS be a Bayesian
network overA. We can rewrite the MDL-C score as a sum of terms for the class variable and for
each attributeAi.

MDL-C(C,S | D) = N ·
(

HP̂ (C) +
log N

2 · N · (|Ω(C)| − 1)

)

+N ·
∑

Ai∈A

(

HP̂ (Ai | pC(Ai)) − HP̂ (Ai | pS(Ai))
)

+N ·
∑

Ai∈A

log N

2 · N · (|Ω(Ai)| − 1) · (|Ω(pC(Ai))| − |Ω(pS(Ai))|)

where, for each attributeAi ∈ A, the setspC(Ai) andpS(Ai) are the set of parents ofAi in the
graphical structure of the networksC andS, respectively. We observe the similarity between the
above formula and the first formula from Section 3.2.2 which describes the MDL-FS score. The
MDL-C score reduces redundant attributes for the class variable at the level dictated by the auxiliary
structure within an allowed noise that, this time, models the difference between the complexity of
the classifier and the complexity of the auxiliary network. Unlike for the MDL-FS score, for the
MDL-C score the complexity of the auxiliary structure should be similar with the complexity of the
Bayesian network classifier; otherwise, the penalty term would be negative and its purpose the punish
too complex classifiers is lost.

Furthermore, the MDL-C function can be rewritten as the difference between two MDL scores:
from the MDL score for the classifierC we subtract the MDL score of the auxiliary networkS. We
have

MDL-C(C,S | D) = MDL(C | D) − MDL(S | D)

Then, a property similar with the one from Proposition 3.3 holds also for MDL-C. LetC andC′ be
two Bayesian network classifiers overA ∪ {C}. Let S andS ′ be two Bayesian networks overA. If
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MDL(S | D) = MDL(S′ | D), then

MDL(C | D) − MDL(C′ | D) = MDL-C(C,S | D) − MDL-C(C′,S′ | D)

Informally speaking, for identical auxiliary structures,the MDL-C score behaves as with the MDL
score, learning Bayesian network classifiers that maximizethe log-likelihood of the joint probability
distribution. This situation occurs only after a set of irredundant attributes for the class variable is
selected.

For example, a greedy algorithm for learning Bayesian network classifiers from data first elimi-
nates redundant attributes for the classification task and,in the same time, constructs good classifiers.
Let’s consider a forward selection algorithm that starts with the empty Bayesian network classifier
and auxiliary structure. It iteratively adds single attributes, where in each iteration it computes (or ap-
proximates) a maximum log-likelihood Bayesian network classifier and auxiliary network of a given
family over the selected set of attributes. The MDL-C function is used for selecting the attributes to
be added as well as for a stopping criterion: the feature selection algorithm stops as soon as adding
a single attribute cannot result in a classifier of higher score. The output of such an algorithm is a
Bayesian network classifier of (approximative) maximum log-likelihood over an irredundant set of
attributes for the classification.

We conclude that the MDL-C score is less suited for feature selection than the MDL-FS score
since it is less selective, but the Bayesian network classifiers learned with MDL-C are better than
the classifiers learned with MDL-FS since the penalty of MDL-C now encodes the complexity of the
conditional log-likelihood term. Our theoretical findingsare supported by the experimental results in
Section 3.6.

3.5 Related work

In the previous sections we have proposed an MDL like function score for learning Bayesian network
classifiers from data. In this section, we review the relatedwork on practical algorithms for feature
selection, and on learning Bayesian network classifiers from data using MDL-like functions.

After the crisp theoretical definitions of useful and not-useful attributes for the class variable
given a set of attributes based on the associated conditional probability, for practical use, Tsamardi-
nos and Aliferis [90] and Koller and Sahami [51] propose heuristics where they consider only the
relationships between two attributes given the class variable at the time. Koller and Sahami [51] pro-
pose an approximative iterative algorithm that uses the cross entropy measure of two attributes given
the class variable to find an approximative Markov Blanket. The cross entropy ofAi andAj given
C, using the conditional entropy isHP (C | Ai, Aj) − HP (C | Ai), which is equivalent with the
amount of irredundancy ofC for Ai givenAj from Section 2.2. This algorithm iteratively deletes
the attribute with the smallest cross-entropy for the classvariable given one other attribute from the
dataset until some stopping criteria is met (e.g. some predefined number of attributes are deleted or
the cross-entropy of the remaining attributes is larger than a thresholdγ). Using Example 2.1, Koller
and Sahami’s algorithm deletes, in a random order, the attributesA5 andA7 - they are redundant
for C and for the other attributes -A8 andA3 - they are conditionally independent forC givenA2

- andA1 andA4 - they are redundant forC givenA2. Since this algorithm deletes attributes only
by looking at its redundancy forC given another attribute, the algorithm fails to identify thatA1 and
A4 are important for the classification task. Recall that the MDL-FS score for both selective Naive
Bayesian and TAN classifiers using a tree auxiliary structure of maximum log-likelihood correctly
identifies the attributesA1, A4, A2 andA6 as useful for the classification task.
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Since Tsamardinos and Aliferis’s and Yu and Liu [93]’s heuristics also consider the interactions
between attributes one at a time in an iterative algorithm similar with Koller and Sahami’s algorithm,
they have similar properties. Thus, they will also wrongly delete the attributesA1 andA4 from our
example.

Fleuret [27] related the conditional probability definition to the notion of conditional mutual infor-
mation. In his heuristic, he iteratively adds attributes that have high conditional mutual information
scores with the class variable given each of the attributes that are already picked. Note that, in our ex-
ample, the attributesA2 andA6 will be the first to be picked by the algorithm. However, the attributes
A1 andA4 are again not picked because the conditional mutual information of A2 andC givenA1,
andA4 respectively, are low.

In the sequel, one can use Pearson’s correlation to study thepaired correlation between two vari-
ables [39]. We now briefly review the concept of redundancy build upon Pearson’s correlation coef-
ficient used by Hall [41]. Informally speaking, he defines a subset of attributesSc to be important for
the classification task if each attribute fromSc is correlated to the class variable and not correlated to
any other attribute fromSc. He measures the correlation between two variables using the difference
between the entropy of a variable and the conditional entropy between the variable given the other
variables. Upon applying Hall’s concept of redundancy to our example, we find that the correlations
betweenA1 andC, betweenA4 andC, and betweenA1 andA4 are considered. Since the relation-
ship between the attributesA1 andA4 on the one hand and the class variableC on the other hand is
not considered, the two attributesA1 andA4 would be deemed irrelevant for the classification task.

Our approach differs from previous work in the sense that we work with the conditional proba-
bility distribution directly and include the conditional log-likelihoods in an MDL-based function. As
a consequence, the impact of these methods as compared with MDL-FS score for feature selection
task is very different although they use similar definitionsbased on conditional entropy of the class
variable given a set of attributes to denote useful and not useful set of attributes. The analysis is in
favor for our method. Informally speaking, the previous algorithms will require that an attribute is
irredundant for the class variable givenall other attributes from the selected set. In our example, the
previous algorithms will fail to identify the attributesA4 andA1 as important for the classification
task because these attributes are redundant for the class variable givenA2 and thus their relevancy for
the class variable at level1 given each other is overlooked. In the previous sections we have shown
that the MDL-FS score overcomes this drawback by: capturingfirst the strongest relationships be-
tween attributes and the class variable and evaluating a sumof terms that indicates the amount of
irredundancy a set of attributes has for the class variable.

Kontkanen and co-authors [54] propose to perform feature subset selection using the supervised
marginal log-likelihood (closely related with the conditional log-likelihood). When they evaluate
a subset of features, they only consider the case when the attributes are independent of each other
given the class variable. Their method is closely related with our method because it learns the joint
probability distribution over the class variable and the attribute set. However, unlike our method,
they do not use an auxiliary structure to express the joint probability distribution over the attribute
set and, as a consequence, this method is too computationally expensive to consider the relationships
between attributes given the class variable (for example tolearn TANs). Jebara and Jaakkola [46] as-
sociate to each attribute a probability value with a maximumentropy discrimination framework. They
use regression methods in discriminant functions (closelyrelated with conditional log-likelihood) to
perform classification or regression.

Furthermore, our MDL-C method discriminatingly learns thestructure of Bayesian network clas-
sifiers [71] - (e.g. learns Bayesian network classifiers using the conditional probability distribu-
tion of the class variable given the attribute set). With this scope, Bilmes [8] uses a measure that
prefers arcs between two attributes which have a high conditional mutual information given the class
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variable but a low un-conditioned mutual information. Then, for the attributesAi andAj we have
IP (Ai; Aj | C) − IP (Ai; Aj) which we can equivalently rewrite in terms of (conditional)entropies
as−HP (C) − HP (C | Ai, Aj) + HP (C | Ai) + HP (C | Aj). Such an algorithm has a differ-
ent behavior in learning the structure of the Bayesian network classifiers than an algorithm that uses
the MDL-C score since it does not perform feature selection (e.g. the arcs are preferentially added
between attributes of the entire set of attributes). Grossman and Domingos [37] also maximize the
conditional log-likelihood using the parameters of maximum log-likelihood. For that, they use the re-
gression algorithm of Zhou and Greiner [36]. Burge and Lane [12] learn also discriminative structures
by using separate Bayesian network classifiers for each class value. They approximate the conditional
log-likelihood for the two value class as the ratio between the log-likelihood of the classifier given
one class variable and the classifier given the other class variable and the same classifier.

We note that there are several researchers that use the MDL score (or a MDL like score) for the
feature selection task [52, 25, 83]. Kononenko [52] uses an MDL like score to assign the relevancy of
an attribute for the class variable. Dy and Brodley [25] firstcluster the dataset and then use an MDL
like function to perform feature selection. Singh and Provan [83] first iteratively eliminate attributes
if this improves the classification accuracy, and then construct a Bayesian network classifier using an
MDL like score. Unlike in the previous work, we use an MDL likescore for both the feature selection
task and to construct a performant classifier.

3.6 Experimental Results

In the following, we study the feature-selection behavior of the MDL and MDL-FS functions in a
practical setting by constructing selective Naive Bayesian and TAN classifiers from various different
datasets using both functions. Then, we compare them with three other popular methods from feature
selection literature: a wrapper method which uses the accuracy measure for training and testing the
selective classifiers [50], Koller and Sahami’s [51] and Hall’s [41] filter methods.

For our experimental study, we use four datasets from the UCIIrvine repository eliminating any
incomplete instances, and two artificially generated datasets. The characteristics of these UCI datasets
are throughly analyzed in literature. For thechessdataset, Hall [41] obtains accurate selective Naive
Bayesian classifiers over just 3 out of 36 attributes. From the mushroomsdataset simple logic rules
can be extracted that contain only a small number of attributes (e.g. rules with only 2, 3 or 4 out of
22 attributes might have an accuracy between98% to 100%). For thesplicedataset, Domingos and
Pazzani [19] point out that the most accurate classifiers were Naive Bayesian. Theoesoca dataset
was generated from a hand-crafted Bayesian network in the field of oesophageal cancer. Theartificial
datasetwas generated by copying the 32 instances of the Example 2.1,100 times, resulting in a
dataset with3200 instances. We used the method of Fayyad and Irani to discretize any continuous
attributes in the various datasets [26].

In our study, we used the six datasets for learning several Naive Bayesian classifiers and TAN
classifiers, with different algorithms and different scoring functions. In each experiment, we split
each dataset randomly into atraining setand atest setat a2 : 1 ratio; the training set was used
to construct the classifier and the test set was used to establish the performance of the constructed
classifier. We observe that in this case the training and testsets will be at different size. Thus, to
fairly measure the conditional log-likelihood, we divide it by the size of the training set. We repeated
each experiment50 times, each time splitting the dataset anew in a training setand a test set to be
able to compare the mean scores (to be able to say that one method is better than the other). We have
performed Wilcox statistical tests, see Table 3.3, with theresults obtained for each of the datasets
for all methods presented in the experimental results for:(i) the number of selected attributes,(ii)
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data inst attr l = 0 l = 1 NB TAN

% acc CLL % acc CLL
chess 3196 36 2 ± 1 1 ± 1 88 ± 1 −3.11 ± 0.04 92 ± 1 0.89 ± 0.01
mush 5644 22 5 ± 0 14 ± 0 100 ± 0 −6.23 ± 0.03 100 ± 0 2.77 ± 0.02
splice 3000 60 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 96 ± 1 −0.20 ± 0.05 95 ± 1 3.43 ± 0.06
spam 4601 57 4 ± 0 4 ± 0 91 ± 1 −3.78 ± 0.04 92 ± 0 2.33 ± 0.03
oesoca 10000 25 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 71 ± 1 −1.63 ± 0.02 74 ± 0 1.46 ± 0.01
artif. 3200 8 0 ± 0 75 ± 0 81 ± 4 −1.64 ± 0.02 100 ± 0 0.84 ± 0.01

Table 3.1: The characteristics of the six datasets

the accuracies of the considered classifier and(iii) the conditional log-likelihood of the considered
classifiers computed using the tree structured auxiliary network.

Prior to learning the classifiers, we established from the training set the numbers of redundant
attributes at the levels0 and1. We report the averages and associated standard deviationsobtained
over all runs in percentage in Table 3.1. Recall that in Example 2.1, four attributes are redundant for
the class variable at level0 - they areA1, A4, A5 andA7 - and four attributes are redundant for the
class variable at level1 given one other variable - they areA3, A5, A7 andA8. However, when we
split the artificial dataset in training and test set as described before, there is noise inherent to this
process. We observe that most attributes are deemed irredundant forC except the copiesA5 andA7

that are redundant forC at level1 regardless of the splitting in training sets.

In our first experiment, we constructed from each dataset a full Naive Bayesian classifier and a full
TAN classifier. The basic idea of this experiment was to establish baseline performances to compare
the selective classifiers resulting from the other experiments against. Table 3.1 summarizes the results
from the first experiment; it reports for each dataset the accuracy and the conditional log-likelihood
divided by the size of the training set of constructed classifiers with the algorithms described in pre-
vious sections, averaged over50 runs. We would expect the performance of the TAN classifier con-
structed from a specific dataset which has interactions between attributes, to be higher than that of the
corresponding Naive Bayesian classifier, since a TAN classifier takes them into consideration while
a Naive Bayesian classifier does not. For the splice dataset we find that the accuracy of the Naive
Bayesian classifier slightly exceeds that of the TAN classifier. The slightly lower accuracy of the TAN
classifier is readily explained from the random effect of splitting the dataset into a training set and
a test set. For five of six databases, we found statistical significantly higher accuracy for TAN than
for Naive Bayesian classifiers. Domingos and Pazzani [19] show that the improvement in accuracy
classification by using a more complex Bayesian network classifier than the Naive Bayesian classi-
fier is not necessary to be significant. Furthermore, for all databases, we found significantly higher
conditional log-likelihoods for TAN than for Naive Bayesian classifiers. Recall that a TAN classifier
has equal or higher log-likelihood than a Naive Bayesian classifier over the same attributes set; thus,
it has equal or higher conditional log-likelihood with the same auxiliary network. We observe that,
for mushrooms, splice and spambase datasets, the conditional log-likelihoods of the full TAN classi-
fiers are positive but the ones of the Naive Bayesian classifiers are negative. Then, the attributes are
strongly connected to each other given the classifier since the conditional log-likelihoods of TANs
are higher than of NBs. But the attributes are weakly connected between them in the absence of the
class variable - since a low log-likelihood for the auxiliary structure dominates the log-likelihood of
the classifier.

For the second experiment, Table 3.2 reports the percentages of selected attributes and the classi-
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fication accuracies of the selective Naive Bayesian and TAN classifiers constructed with the forward-
selection using the MDL, MDL-FS and MDL-C functions and three popular feature-selection spe-
cific methods: the accuracy method for evaluation a specific classifier [58, 50] and Koller and Sa-
hami [51]’s and Hall [41]’s algorithms described in the previous section. In Table 3.3, we present
some statistical tests we performed to compare the experimental results: the number of significant
wins-losses (we have performed Wilcox tests as described above), the averages and the rank of the
MDL-FS score over the other methods used to construct (selective) Naive Bayesian classifiers. Ac-
cording with the definition of the wrapper and filter approach[50, 90], the MDL, MDL-FS and
MDL-C algorithms are wrappers when the performance measureis the conditional log-likelihood,
and they becomes filters when the performance measure is the classification accuracy. Whereas, if
the accuracy measure is used instead of the MDL score, the resulting algorithm is a wrapper when
the algorithm evaluates selective NB and TAN classifiers over the test set using the accuracy mea-
sure, and a filter when the algorithm evaluates the performance of the specific classifiers with the
conditional log-likelihood.

We observe that, upon constructing a selective Naive Bayesian classifier, with the MDL-FS func-
tion, more selective classifiers were obtained than with theMDL function. From Section 3.3, we
recall that the MDL function serves to remove any attribute that is redundant for the class variable
at level0; it tends not to remove any other attribute unless it is very weakly related with the class
variable. We observe that indeed the 4 attributes redundantat level0 were eliminated from the clas-
sifier for the artificial dataset. The more selective behavior was expected of the MDL-FS function as
it removes, not just attributes that are redundant at level0, but also many attributes that are redundant
for the class variable at level1. We observe that indeed, for the artificial dataset, in addition to the
four attributes redundant at level0, attributes redundant at level1 for the class variable - these areA3

andA8 - were removed.
In the sequel, upon constructing a TAN classifier with the MDLfunction, hardly any attributes

were removed. From Section 3.3, we recall that the MDL function tends to remove redundant at-
tributes only if they are very weakly related with the other attributes. From the feature-selection
results obtained, we thus have that, apparently, most redundant attributes show a relatively strong
relationship with one or more other attributes. For the artificial dataset, the redundant attributes at
level 0 or 1, because they are strongly connected with other attributes, were indeed not eliminated.
With the MDL-FS function, more selective TAN classifiers were obtained. For the artificial dataset,
redundant attributes at level1 were indeed eliminated; the resulting TAN classifier is presented in
Figure 3.1 in the middle. We note that, although with the MDL-FS function far more selective clas-
sifiers were yielded, the accuracies obtained are approximately the same as with the MDL function.
For the conditional log-likelihood measure function for all datasets except the splice dataset and the
artificial dataset, the conditional log-likelihoods for the MDL-FS function are slightly lower than for
the MDL function. From Section 3.1.2 we recall that the conditional log-likelihood score increases
when the complexity of the classifier increases. We note thatthe feature-selection behavior of the two
functions is relatively robust as the standard deviation ofthe average accuracies is quite small. Higher
standard deviations of the conditional log-likelihoods were obtained for the MDL scoring than for the
MDL-FS function, showing that the latest function models better the conditional log-likelihood than
the earlier one.

The classifiers learned with the MDL-C scoring functions areless selective than the classifiers
learned with the MDL-FS function because the penalty term ofMDL-C is smaller than the penalty of
MDL-FS and thus MDL-C is less selective. In the sequel, the classifier learned with MDL-C is more
selective than the classifiers learned with the MDL functionbecause of the use of the conditional
log-likelihood. Note that for TAN classifiers, where the complexity of the classifier is higher than
the complexity of the tree structured auxiliary structure,with the MDL-C function we have higher
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conditional log-likelihood than with the MDL-FS function.As in Section 3.4, for TAN classifiers,
we thus have that MDL-C is less selective than MDL-FS but the classifiers learned with MDL-C are
more performant than the ones learned with the MDL-FS function.

The accuracy method has the highest accuracies for both Naive Bayesian and TAN classifiers
since it evaluates the accuracy itself in constructing selective classifiers. However, this algorithm
is computationally very expensive since we have to compute each step the accuracy over the test
set; the amount of evaluation also increases with the complexity of the classifiers we construct. The
conditional log-likelihoods of this function are slightlyworse than the conditional log-likelihoods for
our MDL-FS function. However, we observe that the standard deviations are considerable higher
for this function than for the MDL-FS score because various classifiers can have good accuracies
but their conditional log-likelihood can be rather large. For example, for the artificial dataset, all
TAN classifiers which contains the attributesA1, A2 andA4 and an arc betweenA1 andA4 have
the accuracy1 (e.g. full TAN classifiers and the selective TAN obtained with the MDL-FS function)
whereas their conditional log-likelihood can vary. For theartificial dataset, the greedy algorithm
might fail in learning the complex relationship between attributes (e.g. the xor betweenA1 andA4).
However, for the same dataset, the TAN classifier obtained using the backward elimination is the one
illustrated in Figure 3.1 on the right; in Section 3.2, we show that we need a more complex auxiliary
network than the tree structured one to learn this classifierwith the MDL-FS score.

Koller and Sahami’s approximative method depends heavily on the thresholdγ over which an
attribute is considered useful for the classification task.The higher the thresholdγ the more selective
is this method, but the performance of the selective Naive Bayesian classifier can be diminished; the
lower the threshold, the less selective the resulting classifier is. In this paper, we present results with
γ = 0.05; for all datasets the selection is very strong and the accuracies are comparable with the
full Naive Bayesian classifiers. Hall’s and Koller and Sahami’s algorithms, on average, for Naive
Bayesian classifiers, have a comparable performance regarding the number of selected attributes and
the classification accuracy with the algorithms using the MDL-FS function. However, the conditional
log-likelihood, on average, even though it is positive, is considerable smaller than the conditional
log-likelihood obtained using the MDL-FS score.When we compare these algorithms with the other
algorithms for constructing TAN classifiers, we find they arevery selective, with slightly worse ac-
curacies, but with much worse conditional log-likelihoods. For the artificial dataset, both algorithms
select on average only two attributesA2 andA6, as when the MDL-FS score for Naive Bayesian clas-
sifiers is used. As we have showed in the previous section, neither of these two methods, however,
are able to identify the XOR relationship betweenA1 andA4.

We observe that the MDL-FS has the best conditional log-likelihood score. It is the second most
selective methods (on average only Hall’s method reduces more attributes). The accuracies of the
MDL-FS method are comparable with the accuracies of the other algorithms. Let’s now compare
the MDL-FS score function with the algorithms for constructing (selective) Naive Bayesian classi-
fiers. We observe that the more selective algorithms than theMDL-FS for TAN’s are: the algorithm
which uses the classification accuracy for evaluation, and the ones which we presented previously for
constructing Naive Bayesian classifiers Hall’s, Koller andSahami’s and MDL-FS for NB algorithms.



NB TAN

alg data % sel % acc CLL % sel % acc CLL
MDL-FS chess 13 ± 2 94 ± 0 0.41 ± 0.01 42 ± 4 93 ± 1 0.86 ± 0.02

mush 5 ± 0 98 ± 0 0.86 ± 0.01 51 ± 4 100 ± 0 2.56 ± 0.05
splice 22 ± 1 96 ± 1 1.59 ± 0.03 14 ± 1 94 ± 1 1.75 ± 0.05
spam 22 ± 1 93 ± 0 0.88 ± 0.02 59 ± 4 93 ± 0 2.01 ± 0.08
oesoca 26 ± 2 69 ± 1 0.97 ± 0.01 47 ± 5 73 ± 1 1.24 ± 0.05
artif 25 ± 0 87 ± 1 0.47 ± 0.01 50 ± 0 100 ± 0 0.76 ± 0.01

MDL-C chess 20 ± 2 94 ± 0 0.41 ± 0.01 49 ± 6 93 ± 2 0.88 ± 0.02
mush 9 ± 0 99 ± 0 0.86 ± 0.01 60 ± 3 100 ± 0 2.68 ± 0.05
splice 46 ± 2 95 ± 1 1.59 ± 0.03 23 ± 2 94 ± 1 2.12 ± 0.07
spam 29 ± 2 93 ± 1 0.88 ± 0.02 73 ± 2 92 ± 1 2.26 ± 0.04
oesoca 26 ± 2 68 ± 1 0.98 ± 0.01 52 ± 5 74 ± 1 1.29 ± 0.04
artif 28 ± 1 87 ± 1 0.47 ± 0.01 50 ± 0 100 ± 0 0.75 ± 0.01

MDL chess 58 ± 3 88 ± 1 −1.50 ± 0.22 97 ± 1 92 ± 1 0.90 ± 0.02
mush 92 ± 3 100 ± 0 −6.08 ± 0.14 94 ± 2 100 ± 2 2.77 ± 0.03
splice 47 ± 2 96 ± 0 1.25 ± 0.05 34 ± 1 96 ± 0 2.47 ± 0.04
spamb 96 ± 0 90 ± 1 −3.74 ± 0.06 95 ± 1 92 ± 1 2.34 ± 0.04
oesoca 72 ± 2 72 ± 1 −0.31 ± 0.14 98 ± 2 74 ± 1 1.45 ± 0.02
artif. 50 ± 0 81 ± 1 −0.02 ± 0.01 100 ± 0 100 ± 1 0.84 ± 0.01

Acc chess 14 ± 1 95 ± 1 0.40 ± 0.01 14 ± 0 95 ± 0 0.68 ± 0.01
mush 14 ± 0 100 ± 0 0.23 ± 0.01 14 ± 0 100 ± 0 0.98 ± 0.01
splice 19 ± 4 95 ± 1 1.40 ± 0.06 19 ± 4 95 ± 1 1.76 ± 0.15
spam 25 ± 5 93 ± 1 0.30 ± 0.20 27 ± 4 93 ± 1 1.14 ± 0.10
oesoca 43 ± 9 72 ± 1 0.37 ± 0.25 64 ± 6 75 ± 1 1.32 ± 0.03
artif. 12.5 ± 0 88 ± 1 0.29 ± 0.01 12.5 ± 0 87 ± 1 0.30 ± 0.01

K & S chess 11 ± 0 90 ± 1 0.36 ± 0.01 11 ± 0 90 ± 1 0.63 ± 0.01
mush 37 ± 1 100 ± 0 −2.41 ± 0.07 37 ± 1 100 ± 0 1.86 ± 0.05
splice 29 ± 1 96 ± 1 1.46 ± 0.05 29 ± 1 96 ± 1 2.30 ± 0.04
spam 18 ± 1 91 ± 1 −0.11 ± 0.07 18 ± 1 91 ± 1 1.30 ± 0.05
oesoca 24 ± 1 70 ± 1 0.83 ± 0.03 24 ± 1 71 ± 1 1.08 ± 0.02
artif. 26 ± 0 87 ± 2 0.43 ± 0.03 26 ± 0 88 ± 1 0.49 ± 0.03

Hall chess 8 ± 0 91 ± 1 0.38 ± 0.08 8 ± 0 91 ± 1 0.61 ± 0.01
mush 9 ± 1 100 ± 0 0.52 ± 0.01 9 ± 1 100 ± 0 0.95 ± 0
splice 10 ± 1 94 ± 1 1.25 ± 0.02 10 ± 1 94 ± 1 1.40 ± 0.02
spamb 25 ± 2 80 ± 1 −1.13 ± 0.16 25 ± 2 83 ± 1 0.44 ± 0.03
oesoca 24 ± 1 68 ± 1 0.90 ± 0.01 24 ± 1 68 ± 1 1.00 ± 0.01
artif. 25 ± 0 87 ± 1 0.46 ± 0.01 25 ± 0 88 ± 1 0.46 ± 0.01

Table 3.2: The feature-selection results obtained for Naive Bayesian and TAN classifiers, with the
forward-selection (FS) algorithms using the MDL, MDL-C andMDL-FS functions that use a max-
imum log-likelihood tree auxiliary network and the accuracy evaluation wrapper method and Koller
and Sahamis and Halls filter algorithms.
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NB TAN

alg % sel % acc CLL % sel % acc CLL
Average full BNC 100 87 −2.77 100 92 1.95

MDL-FS 19 90 0.86 42 92 1.53
MDL-C 26 90 0.87 51 92 1.66
MDL 69 88 −1.73 83 91 1.79
Acc 21 91 0.49 27 93 1.03
K&S 24 88 0.09 92 1.28
Hall 17 86 0.40 89 0.81

Nr. sign. full BNC 6-0 2-2 6-0 6-0 0-0 0-5
wins MDL-FS MDL-C 6-0 0-1 0-0 5-0 0-0 0-4
from MDL 6-0 2-2 6-0 6-0 6-0 0-6

Acc 2-2 0-3 6-0 2-4 1-2 4-1
K&S 2-1 2-2 6-0 1-5 4-1 5-1
Hall 2-3 3-2 6-0 0-6 4-0 6-0

Rank full BNC 7.0 3.34 7.0 7.0 1.67 1.0
MDL-FS 2.0 2.67 1.17 3.5 2.0 4.17
MDL-C 3.33 2.5 1.0 4.5 2.0 3.33
MDL 5.83 3.83 5.83 6.0 1.67 1.33
Acc 3.17 1.17 4.0 3.33 1.5 5.5
K&S 2.5 4.17 4.83 2.33 4.17 5.0
Hall 1.67 4.0 4.33 1.33 5.0 6.83

Table 3.3: Wilcox significance tests for the MDL-FS functionwhen compared with the MDL and
accuracy scores, K & S and Hall’s methods for Naive Bayesian and TAN classifiers.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

In the first part of this thesis, we have studied the feature-selection behavior of the MDL-FS function,
an MDL kind of function, for learning Bayesian network classifiers from data. We define the concept
of redundant and irredundant attributes for the class variable given sets of attributes; based on the
cardinality of these attributes, we have different levels of redundancy and irredundancy. Based on the
observation that the poor feature-selection behavior of the MDL function is due to the use of the joint
probability distribution over a classifier’s variables, wehave analysed an MDL-based function that
captures the conditional distribution instead of the jointprobability from the standard MDL. Since
computing conditional log-likelihood is generally acknowledged to be hard, we associate to each
Bayesian network classifier an auxiliary network to model also the distribution over the variables set.
We have argued, both theoretically and experimentally, that the MDL-FS function is better tailored
to the task of feature selection for more complicated Bayesian network classifiers than the Naive
Bayesian ones than the MDL score: with the MDL-FS function, classifiers are yielded that have a
performance comparable to the ones found with the MDL function, yet include fewer attributes. We
also have showed that a slight modification of the MDL-FS function results in a score suited to learn
Bayesian network classifiers from data. We perform some experiments that compare our method with
popular methods from feature selection literature; in somecases, with the MDL-FS score, we have
obtained better or/and more selective classifiers.
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Part II

Evolutionary MCMC





Chapter 5

Preliminaries

The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) framework is used for sampling from complicated target
distributions (e.g. multi-variable distributions with non-linear correlations between dimensions) that
cannot be sampled with simpler, distribution specific, methods. MCMC algorithms are applied in
many fields, and their use in Machine Learning has recently been advocated in Andrieu et al. [3].
There are common points in the stochastic process of evolutionary computation (EC) and MCMC:
both areMarkov chainswith fixed transition probabilities between states. Furthermore, from all the
standard MCMC techniques, the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithms have the most in common
with EC: both MH and EC algorithms have a selection like step to propagate good individuals to
the next generation. There are however also many differences that arise from the different scope
of these algorithms: EC is used for optimization and MCMC is used for sampling. Furthermore,
MCMC uses a single chain which runs for a long time, whereas ECalgorithms use a population of
individuals that interact. Motivated by the common points of these two algorithms, and to improve
the efficiency of standard MCMC, there are some variants thatwork with a population of MCMCs. In
the Evolutionary MCMC (EMCMC) framework of Drugan and Thierens [23, 22], population-based
MCMCs exchange information between the individual states,such that at population level, they are
still MCMCs. In this part of the thesis, we propose a generalEMCMC framework where we theoret-
ically and experimentally study recombination operators,acceptance rules, and their interaction.

Ideally, an MCMC algorithm proposes individual states (or individuals) directly from the target
distribution. Such an algorithm would mix – or converge to the target distribution – very fast since
all states would be proposed in proportion with their targetprobability. Unfortunately, in practice
one cannot sample directly from the target distribution. A standard MCMC typically generates in-
dividuals with a distribution (e.g. the normal distribution) that does not have any knowledge of the
target distribution. We study proposal distributions thattry to adapt to the target distribution by using
recombination operators. Due to the sampling process the population contains more often individual
states with high probability in the target distribution; the recombination operators exploit the struc-
tural information present in the parent states to generate new states which also have a high probability
in the target distribution. If the exploration bias of the recombination operators coincides with the
structural relationships present in the target distribution then the proposed states will more likely be
accepted by the acceptance rule, thus increasing the performance of the EMCMC sampling algorithm.
In this perspective, the recombination operators adapt theproposal distribution towards the target dis-
tribution. We call EMCMCs that use recombination to adapt the proposal distributionrecombinative
EMCMCs.

In this part of the thesis, we design recombination operators for efficient multi-dimensional EM-
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CMCs. On one hand, we want to “economically” generate new individuals; on the other hand, we
want to generate “good” individuals such that the EMCMC algorithm is performing well. We show
how our framework extends the recombination operators described in the literature; here, recom-
bination exploits new types of commonalities and relationships - such as correlation - between the
dimensions of the target distribution. We identify and discuss important constraints that are reflected
in the sort of recombination operators allowed in order to preserve the Markov chain property at
population level.

We investigate the properties of recombination operators to further integrate them into EMCMCs
that sample from the desired target distribution. The mutation and recombination operators usually
have no information about how fit the individuals in the current and proposed population are. Then,
as in standard MCMCs, we need an acceptance rule to ensure correct sampling from the target dis-
tribution. We investigate various acceptance rules and their interactions with various mutation and
recombination operators. We show where and how the use of recombination can improve the perfor-
mance of MCMCs.

5.1 Background: MCMC framework

MCMC is a general framework to generate samplesX(t) from a probability distributionP (·) while
exploring its search spaceΩ(X) using aMarkov chain. MCMC does not sample directly from
P (·), but only requires that the densityP (X) > 0 can be evaluated within a multiplicative con-
stantP (X) = P ′(X)/Z, whereZ is a normalization constant andP ′(·) is the unnormalized target
distribution. A Markov chain is a discrete-time stochasticprocess{X(0), X(1), . . .} with the prop-
erty that the stateX(t) given all previous values{X(0), X(1), . . . , X(t−1)} only depends onX(t−1):
P (X(t) | X(0), X(1), . . . , X(t−1)) = P (X(t) | X(t−1)). We callP (· | ·) the transition matrix(or
distribution) of the Markov chain. AhomogeneousMCMC has astationary- this is, independent of
time t - transition matrix(or distribution) with the following properties:(i) all the entries are non-
negative, and(ii) the sum of the entries in a row is1. We consider an MCMC homogeneous unless
specified otherwise.

In infinite time, an MCMC converges to the probability distributionP (·), thus it samples with
higher probability from more likely states ofP (·). A MCMC which has anirreducibleandaperiodic
stationary transition matrix, and the probability1 to pass any state infinitely often (or all states are
recurrent), converges to a uniquestationary distribution[89]. A MCMC chain is irreducible if,
and only if, every state of the MCMC chain can be reached from every other state in several steps.
A MCMC is aperiodic if, and only if, there exist no cycles to betrapped into. A sufficient, but
not necessary, condition to ensure thatP (·) is the stationary distribution is that the irreducible and
aperiodic MCMC satisfies thedetailed balance condition[3]. A MCMC satisfies the detailed balance
condition if, and only if, the probability to move fromX to Y multiplied by the probability to be
in X is equal to the probability to move fromY to X multiplied by the probability to be inY :
P (Y | X) · P (X) = P (X | Y ) · P (Y ).

5.1.1 Metropolis-Hastings algorithms

Many MCMC algorithms are Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithms [66, 45]. Since we cannot sam-
ple directly fromP (·), MH algorithms consider a simpler distributionS(· | ·), called theproposal
distribution for sampling the next state of an MCMC chain.S(Y | X(t)) generates the candidate
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stateY from the current stateX(t), and the new stateY is accepted with probability:

A(Y | X(t)) = min (1,
P ′(Y ) · S(X(t) | Y )

P ′(X(t)) · S(Y | X(t))
)

If the candidate state is accepted, the next state becomesX(t+1) = Y . Otherwise,X(t+1) = X(t).
For continuous search spaces, the transition probability for arriving in Y when the current state is
X(t) is

T (Y | X(t)) = S(Y | X(t)) · A(Y | X(t)) + δX(t)(Y ) · r(X(t))

whereδX(t)(Y ) is the Dirac function, which is1 only if X(t) = Y , and0 otherwise, andr(X(t)) is
the term associated with rejectionr(X(t)) =

∫

Ω(X) S(Y | X(t)) · (1 − A(Y | X(t)))dY .

For finite search spaces, the transition probability for arriving in Y when the current state isX(t)

is

T (Y | X(t)) =

{

S(Y | X(t)) · A(Y | X(t)) if X(t) 6= Y

1 − ∑

Y ′,Y ′ 6=X(t) S(Y ′ | X(t)) · A(Y ′ | X(t)) otherwise

A MH algorithm is aperiodic, since the chain can remain in thesame state with a probability
greater than0, and by construction it satisfies the detailed balance condition,P (X(t))·T (Y | X(t)) =
P (Y ) · T (X(t) | Y ). If, in addition, the chain is irreducible, then it converges to the stationary distri-
butionP (·). The rate of convergence depends on the relationship between the proposal distribution
and the target distribution: the closer the (marginalization of the) proposal distribution is to the sta-
tionary distribution, the faster the chain converges. A popular Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is the
Metropolis algorithm, where the proposal distribution issymmetricalS(Y | X(t)) = S(X(t) | Y )

and the acceptance rule becomesA(Y | X(t)) = min (1, P ′(Y )
P ′(X(t))

). Note that, to find these ac-
ceptance probabilities, we do not have to compute the proposal probabilities. Thus, the Metropolis
algorithm is computationally more efficient than a general MH algorithm were we have to compute
these proposal probabilities.

5.1.2 Mutation

A popular irreducible proposal distribution often used within MH algorithms is defined by amutation
operator. We present two mutation operators: uniform mutation for discrete search spaces and normal
mutation for real-coded search spaces. We generically denote the proposal distributions resulting
from mutation operators withSm. In real space, we consider a state (or an individual) as a vector
of real values with lengthℓ, X = (X [1], . . . , X [ℓ]). Similarly, we consider a state in the discrete
space as a string ofℓ characters,X=(X [1], X [2], . . . , X [ℓ]) Each positionh in an individualX is
instantiated with anallele X [h] ∈ Ω(X [·]), whereΩ(X [·]) is the multi-set of all possible values of
X [·]. Theh-th position inX is called thelocusof X [h], where1 ≤ h ≤ ℓ.

Uniform mutation

Theuniform mutation operator[62, 65, 85] randomly changes every value of each variable ofthe cur-
rent state with a non-zero probability, called mutation rate. We denote with∆(Y, X) some distance
metric between the individualsY andX .

For example, in the binary space, assuming a mutation rate ofpm > 0, the probability to generate
a candidate stateY from X(t) is:

Sm,u(Y | X(t)) = (1 − pm)ℓ−∆(Y,X(t)) · pm
∆(Y,X(t))
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where∆(Y, X(t)) is now thehamming distance.
The bigger the uniform mutation rate, the bigger the jump in the search space of the child state

from the parent state. We denote withSm,u theuniform mutation proposal distribution. When the
context is not ambiguous, we simple refer to it as mutation.

We now show that normal mutation is linearly scalable with the number of dimensions when
generating a child.

Theorem 5.1 The uniform mutation operator defines an irreducible, symmetric and stationary pro-
posal distribution. The time complexity of generating one individual withSm,u is linear with the
number of dimensionsℓ, O(ℓ).

Proof. Sm,u is irreducible because from any string there is a non-zero probability to go to any other
string, Sm,u(Y | X(t)) > 0. Sm,u is also stationary: it is invariant in time, and the sum of the
elements on one row is1,

∑

Y ∈Ω(X) Sm,u(Y | X(t)) = 1. Sm,u is symmetrical: the probability
to generate an individual from another one depends on the number of positions in which the two
individuals coincide.

The computational time to generate an individual in aℓ dimensional space isℓ times larger than to
generate a child in1 dimension because we have to multiplyℓ probabilities to generate an allele. We
haveSm,u(Y | X(t)) =

∏ℓ
h=1 Sm,u(Y [h] | X(t)[h]). The complexity is constant with the number of

parents since there is only one of them.2

Theuniform mutation transition matrix, Tm,u, proposes candidate individuals withSm,u and accepts
them withA.

Corollary 5.1 The uniform mutation transition matrix,Tm,u, defines an irreducible MH algorithm
which converges to its stationary distribution.

Normal mutation

This mutation changes every value of each variable of the current state with a non-zero probability
adding a random normal variable sampled from a normal distribution,N (0, σm), with mean0 and
the standard deviationσm. The probability to generate a candidate stateY from X(t) is:

Sm,n(Y | X(t)) =
ℓ

∏

h=1

1

σm

√
2 · π

· exp− (Y [h] − X(t)[h])2

2 · σ2
m

whereY [h] andX(t)[h] are the values ofY andX(t), respectively, in positionh. The larger the
standard deviation,σm, the bigger the jump in the search space of the child state from the parent
state. Note that withSm,n, each variable is generated independently of the other variables of the
same individual.

Theorem 5.2 The normal distributed mutation operator defines an irreducible, symmetric and sta-
tionary proposal distribution,Sm,n. The time complexity of generating one individual withSm,n is
linear with the number of dimensionsℓ, O(ℓ).

Proof. Sm,u is irreducible because from any vector there is a non-zero probability to go to any other
vector,Sm,n(Y | X(t)) > 0. Sm,n is also stationary: it is invariant in time, and

∫

Y ∈Ω(X)
Sm,n(Y |

X(t)) = 1. Sm,n is symmetrical: the probability to generate an individual from another one depends
on the distance between the two individuals.

The proof for the time complexity is similar to the proof fromTheorem 5.1.2
Thenormal mutation transition matrix, Tm,n, proposes candidate individuals withSm,n and accepts
them withA.
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Corollary 5.2 The normal mutation transition matrix,Tm,n, defines an irreducible MH algorithm
that converges to the stationary distribution.

5.1.3 Mixtures and cycles

Following simple mathematical rules, one can combine MCMC algorithms with the same target dis-
tribution in mixturesandcyclesin another MCMC with that target distribution [89]. Amixture is
a sum of transition distributions where at each step one distribution is selected according to some
constant positive probability. For example, let us consider T1 andT2 two transition matrices with the
target distributionP (·). Then,p1 · T1(· | ·) ⊕ (1 − p1) · T2(· | ·) is a mixture with the same target
distribution,P (·), wherep1 ∈ (0, 1) and⊕ shows that, in one step,T1(· | ·) or T2(· | ·) are applied
and not both at once. Mixtures have some remarkable properties. In a mixture of MH algorithms, if
one of the algorithms is irreducible, then the mixture is irreducible and converges to the target dis-
tribution. Since the irreducible transition matrix goes inseveral steps from any to any individual, so
does the mixture.

A cycle is the product of transition distributions where in each step one distribution is used in
turn, and when the last one is used, the cycle is restarted. For example,T1 × T2 is a cycle, withT1

andT2 as before. For cycles, there are no general rules to establish the irreducibility and detailed
balance of an MCMC. They have to be checked for each cycle. If one of the transition distributions
in a cycle is an irreducible MH transition matrix over a smallset (for example, bounded in real-vector
spaceIRl) then the cycle converges to the target distribution.

5.1.4 Simulated annealing (SA)

SA [49, 31] is a minor modification of a single chain MH algorithm used for optimization. Instead
of sampling from the distributionP (·), SA samples at stept from P ′(t)(·) = P ′(·)1/Temp(t)

, where
Temp(t) decreases according to a cooling schedule to0. With the temperature close to∞, the chain
accepts almost any candidate state according to the MH acceptance ruleA, whereas, when the tem-
perature is close to0, the chain rejects almost all states that have lower unnormalized probability than
the current one. Note that, for a constant temperatureTemp(t), SA is an MCMC which converges to
the distributionP (t)(·). This distribution,P (t)(·) is similar with the original distributionP (·), in the
sense that if one state is more probable that another one in the original distribution, it is also more
probable in the new distribution. If in additionTemp(t) < 1, P (t)(·) is concentrated in the maximum.
However, every time the SA chain is cooled, the transition matrix is changed and the detailed balance
is not satisfied. Yet, in infinite time, SA converges to the optimum and, more generally, ifTemp(t)

decreases to1, SA converges to the stationary distributionP (·). SA is anon-homogeneous MCMC
which converges to a given stationary distribution. The time to convergence depends on the cooling
schedule. In practice, a fast cooling schedule is preferredto a slower one, increasing the risk of poor
performance.

5.2 EMCMC framework

When we refer to the performance of an MCMC, we refer to how well an MCMC is mixing or how
”fast” it converges to the target distribution. We say that an MCMC is mixing “well” if it rapidly
traverses the search space and, in the same time, accuratelysamples the target distribution. Note that
the mixing concept in (E)MCMC is not related to the mixing of building blocks in the EC literature.
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A single MCMC is usually running for a long time until it converges to the stationary distribution
P (·). There exist variations on the standard MCMC algorithm to speed up this mixing process. We
are particularly interested in techniques that use multiple interacting chains in parallel as opposed to
a single chain. We generically denote these techniques the EMCMC framework.

An EMCMC allows interactions between the individual chainsunder the assumption that individ-
uals in the current population exchange information that “helps” the EMCMC to sample the desired
distribution. Note that, in EMCMCs, the population is a multi-set of individual states rather than a
collection of MCMCs: the current individual states depend on several states from the previous popu-
lation. Now the sample at timet is the populationX(t) = (x

(t)
1 , . . . , x

(t)
N ) of N states (or individuals)

x
(t)
· .

Definition 5.1 An evolutionary Markov chain Monte Carlo (EMCMC) algorithmis a population
MCMC that exchanges information between individual statessuch that, at population level, the EM-
CMC is an MCMC.

Similarly to an MCMC, the main goal of an EMCMC is to sample from a given distribution,P (·).
Ideally, an MCMC algorithm would propose individuals directly from the target distribution. Then,
there would be no bottlenecks because the individual statesare disproportionately proposed with
their probability. Unfortunately, in practice, this is hardly the case since we do not know where in
the search space there are the fit individuals. A standard MCMC, for example, generates individuals
with some mutation proposal distribution (e.g. the uniformmutation proposal distributionSm,u) that
does not have any knowledge of the sampled distribution.

A method to speed up the mixing is to propose individuals using proposal distributions that are
“close” to the target distribution. We use recombination operators that exploit the common structure
of the parents. In the next section, we give general rules fordesigning proposal distributions (e.g.
recombination) for efficient EMCMCs. In Chapter 6, we present various recombination operators
and their relevant properties for EMCMCs. We propose several recombination operators for discrete
spaces in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2, we use geometrical transformations - more specifically linear
transformations like translation and rotation - of the parents into children to formally express our
recombinations in real-coded spaces. We show that our framework extends the existing recombina-
tion operators; now, recombination exploits new types of commonalities and relationships between
dimensions (e.g. correlation) in the target distribution.Furthermore, these recombinations can ex-
press more complex expressions between dimensions than linear ones because we can transform any
function of two or more individuals.

We call EMCMCs that use recombination to exchange information between individualsrecom-
binative EMCMCs. Section 6.3 shows how mutation can be combined with recombination into irre-
ducible proposal distributions.

The recombination operators usually have no information about how fit the individuals in the
current and proposed population are. Then, like for the standard MCMCs, we need acceptance rules
to sample from the target distribution. In Chapter 7, we investigate various acceptance rules and their
interactions with various proposal distributions. In Section 7.1, we investigate the properties of the
recombinative EMCMC resulting from combining recombination with the standard acceptance rule.

Although the detailed balance condition does not hold for this recombinative EMCMC, we prove
that, in certain conditions, it still can be used to sample from the target distributionP (·).

Detailed balance is a sufficient, but not a necessary condition, for an irreducible aperiodic EM-
CMC to converge to a desired target distributionP (·). By definition, MH algorithms are aperiodic
and have detailed balance. Most EMCMCs are irreducible MH algorithms - by use of mutation - and
apply recombination in the proposal distribution. In Section 7.2, we show that to obtain detailed bal-
ance, the individuals that interact through recombinationneed also to interact in the acceptance rule.
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Figure 5.1: MH algorithms in the EMCMC framework: from two ormore individuals (e.g.x(t)
i

andx
(t)
j ) we generate children (e.g.yi andyj) using a proposal distributionS that may exchange

information between individuals and accept or reject them using an acceptance rule (e.g. the coupled
acceptance ruleAC ). The transition probabilities are considered at population level (e.g.T (X(t+1) |
X(t))).

We generically call this the coupled acceptance rule. However, such an acceptance rule has negative
effect over the performance of an EMCMC. If some children arefit individuals but the others are not,
this acceptance rule can reject “good” individuals whereasthe standard MH acceptance will always
accept them. Figure 5.1 outlines the MH algorithms in the EMCMC framework.

The acceptance rules directly derived from the EC’s elitistselection rules results in elitist accep-
tance rules that accept the most fit parents and children. In Section 7.3, we show that in general, such
EMCMCs do not have detailed balance; they have a target distribution which is disproportionately
peaked in the high regions of the initial target distribution. We control the performance of these EM-
CMCs by controlling the height of these peaks with a temperature schedule attached to the individuals
from the population such that the higher the fitness the lowerthe attached temperature. Then, the fit
individuals remain longer in the population whereas with less fit ones we explore the search space.

In Chapter 8, we analytically test the discussed (E)MCMCs onseveral problems. The obtained
results show that recombination improves the mixing of EMCMC especially when the standard MH
acceptance rule is used with recombination. Chapter 9 concludes the second part of this thesis.

5.3 Recombination for EMCMCs - general remarks

In the previous section we have outlined the EMCMC framework. In the following, we study how
to design recombination operators for efficient - computationally inexpensive and well performing -
multi-dimensional EMCMCs. We know that the “closer” the proposal distribution to the target dis-
tribution, the better an MH algorithm is [3]. Mutation and recombination operators generate special
cases of proposal distributions.

Definition 5.2 A recombination proposal distributionis the distribution defined by the recombination
probabilities to generate one or more children from two or more parents. Amutation proposal distri-
butionis the distribution defined by the mutation probabilities togenerate one child from one parent.
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Normal mutation, for example, generates a child from one parent with low computational cost, but
does not make any assumptions about the target distribution. Recombination generates one or more
children from two or more parents and make the assumption that “good” individuals are more often
present in the population than “bad” ones and thus information present in two or more individuals
might contain useful information about other “good” individuals. Therefore, recombination adapts
the proposal probabilities from the current population. With recombination, we can design a pro-
posal distribution that exploits the particularities of the target distribution and thus it can be more
efficient than mutation. For example, in the next section, wepropose recombinations that exploit the
correlations between dimensions. Generically, we denote recombination proposal distributions with
Sr.

In the next paragraphs, we define rules for recombination operators that generate proposal dis-
tributions for population-based MH algorithms. We are interested in irreducibility and symmetry -
properties that are common for all proposal distributions -but also in the properties of the interactions
between individuals (e.g. how they interact through recombination) and the interactions between the
loci of individuals (e.g. correlations).

5.3.1 Restrictions on the proposal distributions for EMCMCs

Because we intend to further integrate the recombinative proposal distributions in the MH framework,
there are several constraints in designing them. The probability to propose a new population from
the existing one should be constant in time to generate an MCMC’s transition matrix. We can only
use the information from the current population to propose the next population because otherwise we
do not have a Markov chain any more. Nevertheless, we should be able to compute non-symmetrical
proposal distributions and we restrict the acceptance rules of these recombination operators with ones
similar to the standard MH acceptance rule to have detailed balance. Note that the MH acceptance
rule is computationally more expensive than the Metropolisacceptance rule since we need to com-
pute the non-symmetrical probability to generate these children from their parents and the inverse
corresponding probability to generate these parents from their children.

Since we investigate MH algorithms that converge to the target distribution, we are interested in
search spaces that allow irreducible proposal distributions such that each state can be generated from
other states infinitely often. To visit a state infinitely often with a real valued MH algorithm, we
bound the search space. In the existing EMCMCs, the search spaces are also closed: the candidate
individuals generated should belong also to the search space. The requirements and assumptions we
add to a search space allow for proposal distributions with certain properties. However, in this way,
we restrict the types of the search spaces we could use.

5.3.2 Symmetry vs bias

It is important to establish if a proposal distribution is symmetrical or not: for the non-symmetrical
distributions, we have to compute the proposal probabilities, whereas for symmetrical ones we can
use the Metropolis algorithm. With a symmetrical proposal distribution, the probability to generate
candidate individual(s) from parent(s) is equal with the reverse probability. If, however, a proposal
distribution is not symmetrical, it should compensate the extra cost in computing the proposal proba-
bilities by, for example, being “closer” to the target distribution.

In the sequel, we think that the proposal distribution should not bias the sampling unless it con-
tains information (it is “closer”) about the target distribution. In the absence of acceptance - that is
all the states are accepted - the transition distribution ofan MH algorithm coincides with the proposal
distribution. If the target distribution of the algorithm where all individuals that are proposed are
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accepted is equal in all states - the distribution is uniform- we say that the proposal distribution does
not bias the sampling. Otherwise, we say that the proposal distribution does bias the sampling. If the
target distribution in the absence of acceptance is “closer” to the desired target distribution of an MH
algorithm - in the presence of acceptance - than to the uniform distribution we say that the proposal
distribution biases the sampling towards the target distribution.

A proposal distribution that depends on the target distribution is not symmetrical unless the target
distribution is uniformly distributed. In this case, to have detailed balance, we need to compute each
step the proposal probabilities to go from the current states to the proposed ones and vice-versa.
Such an algorithm is computationally more expensive than generating states with a symmetrical, but
non-biased, proposal distribution that can be used with theMetropolis acceptance rule. Thus, for a
non-symmetrical distribution, we want that the proposal distribution biases the sampling towards the
target distribution.

5.3.3 Scalable vs performant operators

When designing recombination operators, on one hand we wantproposal distributions that exploit
the properties of the target distribution (e.g. the relationships between dimensions). On the other
hand we want computational inexpensive proposal distributions that allow to economically generate
individuals (e.g. scalable distributions). In Chapter 6, we propose recombinations that exploit certain
types of common structure of the search space and with a computational complexity comparable with
mutation. In this case, we say that the recombination proposal distributions are efficient.

Definition 5.3 We call an operatorlinearly scalable in multi-dimension search spacesif the com-
putational time to generate a child linearly increases withthe number of dimensions. We call a
recombination operatorlinearly scalable with the number of parentsif the computational time to
generate a child linearly increases with the number of parents.

In the next chapter we propose linearly scalable recombinations with the number of dimensions,ℓ, and
with the number of parents,p. The complexity of most of the proposed symmetrical recombinations
that generates one child fromp parents isO(ℓ · p); these operators generatep children inO(ℓ · p2).
For some symmetrical recombinations that generatep children fromp parents, the complexity time
per child, in some cases, isO(ℓ), like for mutation; to generatep children, they spendO(ℓ · p). Note
that the time complexity to generatep children with normal mutation isO(ℓ · p). For our proposed
non-symmetrical recombinations the computational effortis non-linear.

We argue that, if a target distribution has certain types of correlation between dimensions, a
proposal distribution that exploits these correlations isbetter than a proposal distribution that does
not.

Definition 5.4 A proposal distribution hasno correlationsbetween loci of an individual if the gener-
ation of an allele in one locus is independent of generation of the alleles in the other loci. A proposal
distribution hascorrelationsbetween loci of an individual, if the generation of an alleleon a locus
depends on the alleles of the other loci.

Note that the normal mutationSm,n does not exploit the correlations between dimensions.

Proposition 5.1 A proposal distribution with no correlation between dimensions is linearly scalable
with the number of dimensions.

Proof. Each allele on a position is generated independently of the alleles of the other dimensions.2
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5.3.4 Family vs population recombinations

Given the number of chains that interact, we distinguish betweenfamily andpopulationrecombina-
tions. Recombining few states (e.g. two or three states) is an example of the first approach, while in
the latter all chains from the population exchange information. For family recombination, each gen-
eration, the population is grouped in families such that allchains of an EMCMC, eventually, interact
though recombination. The recombination proposal distribution, Sr is the distribution defined by
the recombination probabilities at population level. At individual (and at family level), the proposal
probabilities of recombination might not be stationary since they depend on the family members with
which they are grouped. At population level, the probability to generate with recombination one
population from another one is stationary.

Note that the larger the family, the more parents are used andthe more computationally expensive
a recombination is. Therefore, a large family should be justified by the complicated relationships
between individuals that recombination models. In this thesis, we focus on small size population
recombinations that are composed only of a family.

5.3.5 Irreducible vs reducible proposal distributions.

In the existing binary coded EMCMCs [23] and in some of the real-coded EMCMCs, recombination
is respectful. Withrespectfulrecombination, Radcliffe [73], the common parts of vectorsare pro-
tected against disruption: if at a certain locus the parentshave identical alleles, then the children have
the same alleles for that locus. All respectful recombinations are reducible, according with Drugan
and Thierens [23], but non-respectful recombinations can be both irreducible or reducible. With re-
spectful recombination, if in one dimension all parents have the same allele, there is no diversity in
information that children can exploit. Then, we generate a new allele similarly with mutation. In
Section 6.3, we show how to combine mutation - that is irreducible - with recombination to obtain
irreducible proposal distributions.



Chapter 6

Recombination

In the previous chapter we have discussed the EMCMC framework in general terms. In the chapter
we investigate the key properties of recombination operators for EMCMCs, more specifically we will
study their symmetry, bias, irreducibility, and scalability.

First, we study these properties of recombination operators for discrete sampling spaces; in Sec-
tion 6.2 we focus on recombination operators in real-coded sampling spaces. In Section 6.3 we show
how to combine recombination with mutation to obtain irreducible proposal distributions.

6.1 Discrete recombination as proposal distribution

From a computational point of view, it is extremely important to establish if a recombination operator
is symmetrical or not: for the non-symmetrical recombinations, we have to compute the proposal
probabilities, whereas for symmetrical operators we can use the Metropolis algorithm which allows us
to propose new individual states without calculating the proposal probabilities. In the next paragraphs,
we propose two generic rules to construct symmetric recombinations that we further refine for binary
sampling spaces. We also exemplify on non-symmetric recombinations for which the two rules do
not hold.

For our examples on both symmetrical and non-symmetrical recombinations, we restrict our at-
tention torespectfulrecombinations [73].

Focus: Respectful recombination is the interaction between two ormore parents in a search
space that generate individuals in the same search space such that if at a certain locus the parents
have identical alleles, then the children have the same alleles for that locus.

Thus, with respectful recombination the common parts of strings are protected against disruption. In
this thesis when we talk about recombination we always mean respectful recombination.

Theorem 6.1 The respectful recombination operators arereducible.

Proof. From a population of individuals with identical alleles on alocus, the probability to go to
some population with another allele on that locus is0. 2

In Table 6.1 we present the operators composed from mutationand/or recombination, their irre-
ducibility, their symmetry, and their number of parents compared with the number of children, their
correlation and if they are linearly scalable or not.
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type op op irred symmetry par/ch corr lin scal
mut Sm,u irred symm 1 / 1 no yes
recomb Sunif red symm 2 / 2 no yes

Sdif red symm 3 / 1 no yes
Smask red non-symm 2 / 1 no yes
Stree red non-symm N / 1 yes yes

mixture Sm⊕r irred symm 2 / 2
cycle Sm×unif irred symm 2 / 2 no no
sums Sm+mask irred non-symm 2 / 1 no yes

Sm+tree irred non-symm N / 1 yes no

Table 6.1: Properties of several discrete space mutation/recombination operators: if they are irre-
ducible or not, symmetrical or not, and how many children aregenerated from how many parents,
their correlation and if they are linearly scalable or not.

6.1.1 Symmetrical recombinations

In EMCMCs, the symmetry is obtained by preserving the distance between the parents and their chil-
dren. For example, the distance betweenp children is equal with the distance between thep parents
that generate the children, or the distance between a parentand its child is constant as compared with
the distance between two other individuals in the population.

p parents generatingp children

When the distance between the generated children is the samewith the distance between their parents,
the recombination operator is symmetrical.

Proposition 6.1 Considerp parents uniform randomly chosen without replacement from the cur-
rent population,{x(t)

i , . . . , x
(t)
i+p−1}. The recombination operator wherep candidate individuals,

{yi, . . . , yi+p−1}, are generated from these parents such that the distance between the parents is
equal with the distance between their children

∆(x
(t)
i , . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1) = ∆(yi, . . . , yi+p−1)

is symmetrical.

Proof. The parents and the children are interchangeable; they havethe same distance in between
them. Thus, this recombination is symmetrical.2

Note that if the number of children is different ofp, in general, the symmetry condition does not hold.
We discuss such examples in the next section.

The swapping recombinations, often used in EMCMCs and in standard GAs, are particular cases
of the above proposition where the distance between individuals are kept constant by swapping alle-
les.

Proposition 6.2 The recombination proposal distributions which swap partsof individuals in be-
tween chains using a uniform distribution are symmetrical,respectful and stationary.

Proof. Since there are equal probabilities to swap alleles (parts)in between parents and in between
children, this recombination is symmetrical and the distance between them remains equal. If the
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parents have the same allele on a locus, so do the children since the swapping does not change the
values of alleles.2
We have recombinations which exchange non-common alleles,e.g. uniform crossover, or parts of
individuals, e.g. 1 and 2 point crossover [62, 65]. These recombinations usually have only two
parents.

In binary space, an example of swapping recombination isparameterized uniform crossover,
Sunif , which generates two candidate individuals by swapping alleles between two parents with a
uniform probability,px. Thus, it is impossible to generate children that have othercommon alleles
than their parents. Where the two parents differ, an allele is swapped with the probabilitypx and is
not swapped with the probability1 − px. The probability to generateyi andyi+1 is

Sunif (yi, yi+1 | x
(t)
i , x

(t)
i+1) = px

∆(yi,x
(t)
i ) · (1 − px)∆(x

(t)
i ,x

(t)
i+1)−∆(yi,x

(t)
i )

whereℓ − ∆(yi, x
(t)
i ) − ℓ + ∆(x

(t)
i , x

(t)
i+1) is the number of common alleles foryi andx

(t)
i but not

common forx(t)
i and x

(t)
i+1. It is interesting to observe that the time complexity to generate two

children from two parents withSunif , like for uniform mutation, is linear with the dimensionality,
O(ℓ). Note that this operator has no correlations between dimensions.

Forpx = 0.5, the operator is called uniform crossover and has been applied for strings of bits [62]
and for strings of real numbers [33].

Three parents generating one child

In the following, we introduce a general condition to designsymmetrical recombinations using three
parents which generate one child.

Proposition 6.3 Consider three parents uniform randomly chosen without replacement from the cur-
rent population,{x(t)

i , x
(t)
i+1, x

(t)
i+2}. The recombination operator where a candidate individual,yi, is

generated from the three parents such that the total distance between parents is equal with the total
distance between the candidate individual and{x(t)

i+1, x
(t)
i+2},

∆(x
(t)
i , x

(t)
i+1) + ∆(x

(t)
i , x

(t)
i+2) + ∆(x

(t)
i+1, x

(t)
i+2) = ∆(yi, x

(t)
i+1) + ∆(yi, x

(t)
i+2) + ∆(x

(t)
i+1, x

(t)
i+2)

is symmetrical.

Proof. The parentx(t)
i and the childyi are interchangeable; they have the same total distance with

the other two parents. Thus, this recombination is symmetrical.2
As an example in the binary space, we propose thetotal difference crossover, Sdif . A similar type of
recombination has been used in real coded EAs [84, 87]. The new individual,yi has the same alleles
like x

(t)
i on the positions where the two other parents coincide. On theother positions, we flip the

alleles ofx(t)
i with the probabilitypx. The probability to generateyi is

Sdif (yi | x
(t)
i , x

(t)
i+1, x

(t)
i+2) = px

∆(yi,x
(t)
i ) · (1 − px)∆(x

(t)
i+1,x

(t)
i+2)−∆(yi,x

(t)
i )

Proposition 6.4 Sdif is symmetric, respectful and stationary. The time complexity of Sdif , like for
Sunif , is linear with the dimensionality,O(ℓ). Sdif has no correlations between dimensions.

Proof. The proof is immediate.2

The xor crossover [85] is a special case ofSdif where the probability to flip a bit is1 for x
(t)
i ’s

bits wherex(t)
i+1 andx

(t)
i+2 disagree.
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The main difference between the two symmetrical types of recombination is that one preserves
the sum of distances between the three parents when generating a child and the other preserves the
distance between two parents when generating two children.

6.1.2 Non-symmetrical recombinations

We show two types of non-symmetric recombinations –masked recombinationandpopulation fre-
quencies recombination[61] – that are closely related with the symmetric ones, but which do not
preserve the distance between parents and children.

Masked recombination

Masked recombination is a swapping recombination where only one child is generated. Then, the
distance between parents might not be the same with the distance between the child and one of the
parents. Thus, masked recombination is not symmetrical.

Inspired by the snooker recombination from real coded EMCMCs [33], we propose themasked
recombinationfor binary strings,Smask. A child yi is generated from a parent,x

(t)
i , and a mask,

x
(t)
i+1. The common alleles ofx(t)

i andx
(t)
i+1 are passed toyi, but the non-common alleles are flipped

in x
(t)
i with the ratepx. If the candidate individual does not coincide in positionswherex

(t)
i andx

(t)
i+1

coincide, the proposal distribution is0; otherwise the probability to generateyi is

px
∆(yi,x

(t)
i ) · (1 − px)∆(x

(t)
i ,x

(t)
i+1)−∆(yi,x

(t)
i )

This crossover and the parameterized uniform crossover hasthe same probabilities to generate one
child. But, sinceSmask generates only one child, in general, the distance is not preserved and the
symmetry condition does not hold. Thus, we have to compute the probabilities to generate a candidate
individual withSmask in the acceptance rule of the MH algorithm.

Proposition 6.5 Smask is reducible and stationary. Consider that from a parentx
(t)
i and a mask

x
(t)
i+1 we generate a child,yi with Smask. Then,Smask is non-symmetrical. The time complexity to

generate a child withSmask is linear with the string sizeℓ, O(ℓ). Smask has no correlations between
dimensions.

Proof. Let’s consider thatx(t)
i 6= yi because bits are flipped on some positions. In those positions, the

maskx(t)
i+1 and the childyi has the same values, whereasx

(t)
i andx

(t)
i+1 do not. Then, it is impossible

to generatex(t)
i from yi andx

(t)
i+1. The rest of the properties follow directly.2

Recombination using probabilistic models

This recombination builds a probabilistic model of the parents to generate the children. It is analogous
to the operator that generates individuals for the estimation distribution (EDA) algorithms applied in
Evolutionary Computation for solving optimization problems [70].

We propose thetree frequencies probabilistic recombination, Stree, closely related with the prob-
abilistic model of Baluja [4]. Unlike the previous recombination operators where an allele is gen-
erated only given the alleles on the same position,Stree considers the dependencies between two
positions in the population using the Chow and Liu [16] algorithm. ThusStree biases the exploration
according to these non-linear correlations between dimensions.
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In the following, we describe the algorithm we use to generate individuals withStree. This
algorithm constructs from the population of current individuals a tree with maximum entropy using
a mutual information function. The entropy describes the level of uncertainty in a statistical variable.
Here, the frequencies of the alleles in a position define a statistical variable for that position. Mutual
information captures the extent to which two statistical variables are dependent. This algorithm keeps
adding dependencies between variables based upon their mutual information under the constraint of
building a tree (e.g. there are no cyclic path between variables). The higher the mutual information
is, the sooner the algorithm tries to add the dependency in the tree.

A root for this tree is chosen at random from the set of positions. The allele for the root position
is chosen based on its frequencies in the current population. We iteratively generate the other alleles
based on their dependency with an allele - called parent - which was already instantiated in the tree.
If h is the root of the tree, then the alleleyi[h] is generated using the distributionN(yi[h])/N , where
N(yi[h]) is the number of allelesyi[h] in the current population. Otherwise, ifh has the parenth1 in
the tree, then the alleleyi[h] is generated with the probability

N(yi[h], yi[h1])

N(yi[h1])

whereyi[h1] is the allele already generated in positionh1, andN(yi[h], yi[h1]) is the number of
individuals in the current population that have alleleyi[h] on positionh and alleleyi[h1] in position
h1.

We observe thatStree is the most expensive recombinative proposal distributionwe have investi-
gated for EMCMC. Unlike the other discrete space recombinations,Stree exploits some relationships
between dimensions: it computes the dependencies between two positions in order to construct the
tree of maximum entropy and to assign a value to an allele given its parent. Then, the generation of
an allele on a position also depends on the alleles on anotherposition.

Proposition 6.6 Stree is respectful, non-symmetrical, stationary and biases theexploration accord-
ing to the non-linear correlations between dimensions. Assuming an acceptance rule that accepts
everything, all individuals will become the same after several steps. The computational complex-
ity to generate a child withStree is O(ℓ2 · N), wherel is the dimensionality andN the size of the
population.

Proof. When an individual is generated withStree and replaces a parent, some allele frequencies can
increase at the cost of the others. Then, the probability to generate the current population from the
next one is smaller than vice-versa, while the probability that the same alleles are generated at the
next step increases. The computational complexity of this operator is given by building the maximum
log-likelihood tree. Chow and Liu [16] show that this isO(ℓ2 · N). 2

Stree is a generalization of Laskey and Myers [61]’s recombination proposal distribution; when gen-
erating an allele, they consider only the frequencies of thealleles on the same position and not also
on the other positions asStree does. Therefore, their recombination, unlikeStree, does not exploit
the relationships between dimensions.

It is interesting to observe that these non-symmetrical recombination distributions cannot be sim-
ply used with the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm because the probability to generate the candidate
population from the current one can be0 even when the reverse probability is non-zero. Then, the
probability to accept the candidate population is0. In the next section, we show how to use non-
symmetrical proposal distributions by adding mutation.

Given the number of chains which interact, we distinguish betweenfamilyandpopulationrecom-
binations. Recombining few chains (e.g. two or three chains) is an example of the first approach,
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while in the latter all chains from the population exchange information. The above recombination
proposal distributions are all, except forStree, family recombinations since they recombine at most
three individuals;Stree is a population recombination since it constructs the tree of maximum log-
likelihood given all the individuals in the current population.

In case of family recombination, we assume that each generation the population is uniformly ran-
dom grouped in disjunct families such that each individual is belonging to exactly one family. All the
chains from an EMCMC, eventually, interact in population recombinations. We callrecombination
proposal distributionthe distribution defined by the recombination probabilities at population level.
We denote it withSr. At individual and at family level, the proposal probabilities of recombina-
tion are not stationary since they depend on the family members with which they are grouped. At
population level, the probability to generate with recombination one population from another one is
stationary.

For the above family recombinations (e.g.Sunif , Sdif andSmask), the time complexity at popu-
lation level is linear with the number of individuals in the population: each generation, each individual
is randomly paired in exactly one family. The complexity of these recombination proposal distribu-
tions at population level therefore isO(ℓ · N). Note that, at population level, the complexity of
the mutation proposal distribution depends also linearly on the number of individuals in the popula-
tion O(ℓ · N). Then, at population level,Stree is still the most expensive proposal distribution with
O(ℓ2 · N).

6.2 Real-coded recombination as proposal distribution

In the previous section we have proposed and investigated recombination proposal distributions for
discrete space EMCMCs. In the following, we propose a general framework for real-coded sampling
spaces where recombination operators generate children using linear transformations (e.g. rotation,
translation). Consider the parent solutions that we intendto recombine as the points of a geometrical
figure. Then, recombination itself can be considered as a geometrical transformation of the parents
into their children, where the set of children are, at their turn, points of another geometrical figure.
Using this framework, we propose new recombination operators that exploit new commonalities and
relationships between the dimensions of the target distribution to adapt the proposal probabilities
from the current population. For instance, with translation we assume that the set of parents suggest
a direction of sampling where “good” individuals are. With rotation, we assume that we can obtain
“good” individuals when rotating parents around a point given by the set of parents. We show that
with these transformations we can express any proposal distribution for a real-coded EMCMC.

In Table 6.2 we present the operators we have studied in real-coded space, their irreducibility,
their symmetry, their number of parents compared with the number of children and whether they
exploit the correlations between dimensions.

6.2.1 Linear transformations

Let us consider that a child has amain parentto which a value is added that depends on a certain
number of individuals in the current population. To generate the child, the main parent is transformed
with a linear transformation of a function ofp parents,e(·) : Ω(x)p → Ω(x). Recall that every linear
transformation corresponds to a unique matrix (and vice versa).

We considerΩ(x) anaffine space: for any individualyi ∈ Ω(x) there is a unique functione(·)
such that fromx

(t)
i ∈ Ω(x) we generateyi, yi = x

(t)
i + e(·). Thus, a closed affine spaceΩ(x) allows

for irreducible proposal distributions. The addition “+” and scalar multiplication “·” are operations
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type op op irred symm par/ch corr lin scal param
normal mut Sm,n yes yes 1 / 1 no yes σm

simplex Srot no yes p /1, . . . , p yes yes βi

Sdif no yes p / 1 no yes {γi, . . . , γk}
Spctx no yes p / p some yes
Sscl no yes p / 1,p no yes
Sref no yes p / 1 no yes
Sup no no some no
Swgh no no p / 1 some no

cyc & mix Sm×r⊕r×m yes yes p / p no/some
& sum Sm×r×m, Sr×m×r yes yes p / p no/some

Table 6.2: Several mutation and recombination operators and their combination

associated with the affine space. The parents are commutative and associative give the addition “+”
and the scalar multiplication “·”: the order of the parents is not important for the operators. An
example of such affine space is the real vector space.

We denote withΓ ∈ Ωℓ×ℓ(x[·]) a square matrix,ℓ × ℓ, with statistical variables as elements that
represent a linear transformation.

Focus.A proposal distributionon the closed affine search spaceΩ(x) is the distribution defined
by the probabilities to generate one or more individuals,yi, by adding to the corresponding main
parent,xi, a linear transformation of a functione(x(t)

i , . . . , x
(t)
i+p−1) that maps any, one or more

parents to a single state inΩ(x) and a matrixΓ with ℓ × ℓ stochastic variables. Then

yi = x
(t)
i + Γ × e(x

(t)
i , . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1) (6.1)

wheree(·) : Ω(x)p −→ Ω(x) is a function resulting in a vector andp is the number of parents.
Note thate(·) can be any function of the parents and it is specific for a proposal distribution. In the

next section, we give various specific examples of the function e(·). It is interesting to observe that
although Equation 6.1 represents a linear transformation,the correlations between the dimensions
can also be non-linear becausee(·) can be any function of the parents.

In the following, we show that all proposal distributions onan affine space can be expressed with
Equation 6.1.

Theorem 6.2 If Ω(x) is a closed affine space, then any irreducible proposal distribution for (population-
based) MH algorithms can be expressed with Equation 6.1.

Proof. Equation 6.1 can generate all individuals inΩ(x) from all other individuals by choosing
different functionse(·) and different matricesΓ with stochastic variables as elements.2

Theorem 6.2 shows that we can obtain any proposal distribution by choosing, in Equation 6.1, various
sets of parents, functionse(·) and matricesΓ. In particular, from Definition 5.2 it is clear how to
obtain any mutation and recombination proposal distribution.

Corollary 6.1 A mutation proposal distribution generates an individualyi fromx
(t)
i such that

yi = x
(t)
i + Γ × e(x

(t)
i )

A recombination proposal distribution generates an individualyi from two or more parents,{x(t)
i , . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1},

such that
yi = x

(t)
i + Γ × e(x

(t)
i , . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1)
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For example, for the normally distributed mutation,Γ is a diagonal matrix with normally dis-
tributed variables fromN (0, σm), and the functione(x(t)

i ) = [1, . . . , 1] is the identity vector. In the
following we show that, with translation, we can generate any individual from a set of parents. There-
fore, all the discussed operators can be formulated as translation. However, some linear transforma-
tions (e.g. rotation) have very complicated formulas as translations, so more specific expressions will
be used.

6.2.2 Translation recombination

We call translation, the generation of a childyi from a main parentx(t)
i with a translation vector

−→r i = Γ × e(x
(t)
i , . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1) in Equation 6.1, whereΓ is a matrix with statistical variables as ele-

ments ande(x(t)
i , . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1) a vector as before. To design efficient translation recombinations, we

use a basic algebraic property that any real-valued vector can be uniquely projected on an orthogonal
basis and a projection to an orthogonal basis determines a unique vector. As a consequence, any
translation direction of−→r i is a sum ofℓ perpendicular vectors, whereℓ is the dimension of the search
space. We now have

−→r i = γ0 · −→a 0 + . . . + γℓ−1 · −→a ℓ−1 (6.2)

where(−→a 0, . . . ,−→a ℓ−1) is an orthogonal basis and{γ0, . . . , γℓ−1} statistical variables, for example,
normally distributed that we use to vary the length of the corresponding vectors to obtain any length
for the vector−→r i.

Definition 6.1 Translation recombinationis a recombination that generates one or more children
{yi, . . . , yi+p−1} by translating their parents{x(t)

i , . . . , x
(t)
i+p−1} with a translation vector that de-

pends on two or more parents using Equation 6.2.

In the following proposition, we show that the translation vector from Equation 6.2 generates trans-
lation recombination proposal distributions; they are irreducible if(−→a 0, . . . ,−→a ℓ−1) is an orthogonal
basis and{γ0, . . . , γℓ−1} are statistical variables sampled from a distribution thatcovers the search
space,Ω(x[·]).

Proposition 6.7 Consider the orthogonal basis(−→a 0, . . . ,−→a ℓ−1) and a translation recombination

that generates a childyi from a main parentx(t)
i using the vector from Equation 6.2. This translation

recombination is irreducible when the involved statistical variables,{γ0, . . . , γℓ−1} are sampled from
a distribution that covers the search spaceΩ(x[·]). It is symmetrical if−→r i is independent of the main
parent, and the statistical variables{γ0, . . . , γℓ−1} are symmetrically distributed around0. If the
statistical variables{γ0, . . . , γℓ−1} are independently generated, this proposal distribution is biased
according to the linear correlations between dimensions.

Proof. When{γ0, . . . , γℓ−1} are sampled from a distribution that covers the search space, the com-
ponent vectors (e.g.γ0 · −→a 0) can have any length and we can translate the current individual in
any direction and with any value in the search space. If−→r i is independent of the main parent then
x

(t)
i = yi + −→−ri, and the probability to generateyi from x

(t)
i is equal to the probability to generate

x
(t)
i from yi.

Consider that the statistical variables{γ0, . . . , γℓ−1} are independently generated. Then, for such
a proposal distribution, the correlation between dimensions are given by the relationships between
the perpendicular vectors with different lenghts{−→a 0, . . . ,−→a ℓ−1}. But to compute a vector given
other perpendicular vector(s), we have to solve linear equations; therefore, the resulting proposal
distribution is biased according to the linear relationships between dimensions.2
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Note that all the proposal distributions in real-coded EMCMCs can be considered translations: a
child is generated by translating the main parent in the search space. Mutation, for example, can be
considered the translation of the current individualx

(t)
i with the unity vectore(·) in a direction and

at a distance given by a diagonal matrixΓ. For the normally distributed mutation,Γ has normally
distributed elements. However, some linear transformations, for example rotation, can be more ef-
ficiently expressed with specific equations rather than withEquation 6.2. Later, we show that with
translation and rotation operators we exploit different types of relationships between dimensions.

Related work

In the previous section we have specified a general frameworkfor defining recombination operators
in proposal distributions for real-coded EMCMCs. In the literature only a few specific recombina-
tive proposal distributions for real-coded EMCMCs can be found. We show that they are respectful,
symmetrical or non-symmetrical, and that they do not bias the search according to the linear correla-
tions between dimensions. In Section 6.2.5, we will proposetranslation recombinations that, unlike
the proposal distributions discussed here do bias the search in correspondence with the linear corre-
lations between dimensions. These proposal distributionscan be symmetrical and non-symmetrical
translations; some are symmetrical because they are constructed to preserve the distances between
or/and the volume of the individuals in a family. We will alsopropose efficient non-symmetrical
translation recombinations that bias the search toward thetarget distribution.

1. Difference recombination.It generates one individual by translating the main parent with a
vector whose direction and size is given by the difference between two other individuals in
the current population. Then,−→r i = γ0 · −→a 0, where−→a 0 = x

(t)
j − x

(t)
k and i 6= j 6= k

andγ0 is a constant. If, in addition,x(t)
j andx

(t)
k are randomly chosen from the population,

following Proposition 6.7, this recombination is reducible, symmetrical, and does not bias
the resulting proposal distribution according to the linear correlations. Therefore, it does not
exploit correlations between dimensions. Furthermore, this recombination is respectful: if the
three parents have the same value on a position, so does the child.

Difference recombination is linearly scalable with the number of dimensions and, because the
number of parents is constantp = 3, the computational complexity is constant with the number
of parents. This translation is commonly used in Differential Evolution algorithms [84], but
also in some EMCMCs [86, 87, 23]. In the next section, we extend this operator to more than
three parents.

2. Snooker recombination.If the translation vector−→r i depends on all the parents - thus also
on the main parent - the resulting proposal distribution is non-symmetrical in which case we
need to compute the proposal probabilities for the Metropolis Hasting acceptance rule. In the
existing EMCMCs, see Liang and Wong [63], Gilks and Roberts [34], Strens et al. [86], these
recombinations depend on two parents and samples on the direction specified by them. Then,
−→r i = γ0 · −→a 0, where−→a 0 = x

(t)
j − x

(t)
i . This recombination is, in general, non-symmetrical,

does not exploit correlations between dimensions and is respectful.

According to Proposition 6.7, this recombination is not biased and reducible. It is also respect-
ful: if the two parents have the same value on a position, so does the child.

3. Reflection recombination.A special case of translation is reflection. Here the main parent is
reflected through the geometrical shape given by the other parents, called the polygonal face.
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Note that, if the reflection of the main parent exists, the distance between the main parent and
a parent of the polygonal face is equal to the distance between the child and the same parent
from the face. Such a recombination operator is symmetricalalthough the translation vector
depends on all the parents in the family. Reflection for EMCMCwas proposed by Strens et.
al [86] for p = ℓ + 1 parents. It should be noted that reflection is an adaption of the non-
symmetrical simplex recombination used in optimization byNelder and Mead [68]. Here the
parent to be reflected is the one with the lowest value from allthe parents, whereas for reflection
in EMCMC it is chosen at random from the population. In the next section we will define a
non-symmetrical recombination for real-coded EMCMCs similar to the simplex method.

Section 6.2.4 proposes translations that are symmetrical because they are constructed to preserve
the distances between – and/or the volume of – the individuals in a family. We also propose efficient
non-symmetrical translation recombinations that bias thesearch toward the target distribution.

6.2.3 Rotation recombination

In the following, we introduce the rotation recombination proposal distribution. Rotation is a move of
a state around another state in the search space commonly used in 2D and 3D image processing. Using
Equation 6.1, we callrotation, the generation ofyi fromx

(t)
i using the stochastic rotation matrixΓ and

a stateM around which an individual is rotated. In 2D, the rotation matrix is Γ =
[

cos(αi) sin(αi)
−sin(αi) cos(αi)

]

,
whereαi is a statistical variable representing the angle with whicha state is rotated. Then, we have
e(x

(t)
i , . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1) = (x

(t)
i − M), whereM can be any function of the parents. However, for more

than two dimensions,Γ has a rather complicated expression and involves the multiplication of
(

l
2

)

matrices of sizel × l. To efficiently rotate a state around another one in a multi-dimensional search
space, we transform the real-valued space intopolar coordinates; in these coordinates, the rotation
of an individual around a state is equivalent with the translation of the corresponding angles in polar
coordinates.

To compute the transformations into polar coordinates and vice-versa, we use the method de-
scribed in Bauwens et al. [6]. Using the polar coordinates, we now describe the algorithm for rotating
the statex(t)

i around a stateM . We first translate the coordinate axes inM because we need to rotate

aroundM . In polar coordinates, we have(ρ(x
(t)
i − M), α

(t)
i ), where

ρ(x
(t)
i − M)=sign(x

(t)
i [1]−M [1]) ·

√

(x
(t)
i −M)′ · (x(t)

i −M)

αi[h]=arcsin
x

(t)
i [ℓ−h+1]− M [l−h+1]

ρ(x
(t)
i − M) · ∏h−1

g=1 cos (αi[g])

where1 ≤ h ≤ ℓ − 1, andsign(·) is the sign function and, by convention,
∏0

g=1 cos(αi[g]) = 1.
We now rotate clockwise aroundℓ axes with the anglesβ = (β[1], . . . , β[ℓ − 1]) ∈ [−π/2, π/2]ℓ−1

to obtain the candidate individualyi. Thus, in polar coordinates, the vectoryi − M has the same
length but different angles thanx(t)

i −M ; in short,(ρ(x
(t)
i −M), αi + β). We transform these polar

coordinates back into original coordinatesyi − M and we obtainyi:

yi[1] = M [1] + ρ(x
(t)
i − M) ·

ℓ−1
∏

h=1

cos (αi[h] + β[h])
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yi[h] = M [h] + ρ(x
(t)
i − M) · sin (αi[ℓ − h + 1] + β[ℓ − h + 1]) ·

ℓ−h
∏

g=1

cos (αi[g] + β[g])

Note that these transformations to the polar coordinates only exist if cos (α[g]) 6= 0 andcos (α[g] + β[g]) 6=
0, for all 1 ≤ g ≤ ℓ − 1.

We now formally define the rotation recombinationM .

Definition 6.2 Rotationgenerates a childyi by rotating a parentx(t)
i around a stateM ∈ Ω(x) with

an angleβ = (β[1], . . . , β[ℓ − 1]) ∈ [−π/2, π/2]ℓ−1 composed of statistical variables such that

yi = M + (ρ(x
(t)
i − M), αi + β) (6.3)

wherex
(t)
i = M + (ρ(x

(t)
i − M), αi) is the representation in polar coordinates ofx

(t)
i . Rotation

recombinationis a recombination that generates one or more children{yi, . . . , yi+p−1} by rotating

their parents{x(t)
i , . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1} around a stateM with Equation 6.3.

A direct consequence of the previous definition is that, for rotation recombination,M and/orβ depend
on at least one other parent in addition to the main one.

Proposition 6.8 Rotation recombination is reducible, linearly scalable with the number of dimen-
sions and biases the exploration according to non-linear correlations between the dimensions of the
sampling space.

Proof. Consider the equations that describe the transformation inpolar coordinates of a state. To
multiply a vector with a transpose vector we needO(ℓ) multiplications. Then, the computational

effort to compute(x(t)
i −M)′ · (x

(t)
i −M) is linearO(ℓ). In the sequel, the product of cosinesses

∏h−1
g=1 cos (αi[g]) can be stored; when generating an alleleh, we can use the previous product of

cosinesses and multiply it withcos (αi[h − 1]). This is also linear with the number of dimensions.
Similarly, we find that transforming a state back from polar coordinates is also linear. Translating
a state into polar coordinates is linear because, in polar coordinates, each allele is independently
updated. We conclude that rotation is linearly scalable. Itis reducible because not all individuals
from a real space can be generated by rotating a state around another one. SinceM and/orβ depend
on at least one other parent than the main one, rotation recombination biases the exploration according
to non-linear correlations between dimensions. All alleles – except the first one – non-linearly depend
on the values ofβ andM and therefore on values of alleles in the other dimensions.2

Note that the correlations between dimensions exploited with the rotation operator are linear in polar
coordinates. In the following section we propose a symmetrical rotation around the mean.

6.2.4 Simplex geometrical recombination operators

In the previous section, we have introduced the affine transformation framework for geometrical
recombination proposal distributions. Although our proposed operators cover the general case where
an arbitrary number of parents are used to generate one or anynumber of children, we will further
focus our study on recombination operators that are simplexgeometrical shapes. Simplex geometrical
shapes are the shapes in aℓ dimensional space consisting ofℓ + 1 points and all their interconnecting
line segments, etc. We are interested in non-degenerate geometrical shapes: there exists a unique
ℓ dimensional space that passes through such geometrical shape with ℓ + 1 vertexes. For example,
two points define a unique line that passes through them, three points define a unique 2D plane, and
four points a unique 3D space. We call these recombinationssimplex geometrical recombinations.
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Note that these simplex geometrical recombinations are different from simplex recombination in
Evolutionary Computation where the lowest fitted individual is reflected. Here, simplex geometrical
recombination is any linear transformation of simplex geometrical shapes.

6.2.5 Symmetric non-biased recombinations

We propose several symmetrical, simplex geometrical recombinations. Some of these recombinations
(e.g. rotation, parent centric translation), like normally distributed mutation, generate individuals in
the neighborhood of the main parent. But, with recombination, the size and the direction of the jump
from the (main) parent depends on the parent set. Reflection,on the other hand, reflects the main
parent through the polygonal face defined by the otherℓ parents. As a consequence, we consider that
these recombinations adapt the corresponding proposal distribution from the current set of parents
based on their proximity and correlations. Thus, if the parents are close to each other, the children are
in the neighborhood of their parents, and if the parents havecertain correlations between dimensions,
so will their children. Note that thep-parents,{x(t)

i , . . . , x
(t)
i+p−1}, are randomly selected from the

current population without replacement.

Rotation recombination around the mean

In the following, we propose a rotation recombination whereone, some or all parents,{x(t)
i , . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1},

are rotated around the parent’s mean,m =
∑i+p−1

j=i x
(t)
j /p, with some angle, not necessarily the same

for all parents. We sample the rotation’s anglesβi with a normal distribution with mean0 and the
standard deviation equal with the distance betweenx

(t)
i and the parent’s meanm, which is‖x(t)

i −m‖.
Values around0, both positive and negative, are generated more frequently; as a result we generate
more often small rotations, where children are situated in the vicinity of their parents. Note that the
rotation proposal distribution adapts the size and the direction of the jump of the child from its main
parent. Thus, the size of the jump is given by the distance‖x(t)

i −m‖ and the jump is on the spheroid

with center inm and the diameter2 · ‖x(t)
i − m‖. With rotation, we assume that good individuals

are in the vicinity of the main parent and on the same spheroidwith all the parents. We denote this
rotation withSrot.

Proposition 6.9 Srot is respectful and biases the exploration according to non-linear correlations
between dimensions. When we generate a child withSrot, the complexity time isO(ℓ · p), wherep
is the number of parents andℓ the number of dimensions. When we generatep children withSrot,
the time complexity is alsoO(ℓ · p). WhenSrot hasp = ℓ + 1 parents that defines a non-degenerate
simplex geometrical shape,Srot is symmetrical.

Proof. To prove the symmetry ofSrot, we use the property thatp = ℓ + 1 children that define a
non-degenerate simplex geometrical shape are equally distanced from their mean and determine a
uniqueℓ-dimensional spheroid with the center in the mean. As a consequence, when rotating one,
some or all individuals around the parent’s mean, the resulting individual is also on this spheroid.
From Proposition 6.8 it follows directly thatSrot is respectful, that it exploits non-linear correlations,
and that it is linearly scalable with the number of dimensions. WhenSrot generates one child, the
computational complexity is given by the computation of theparent’s meanm. It is O(ℓ · p) because

the values ofm are independently generated on each dimensionm[h] =
∑i+p−1

j=i x
(t)
j [h]/p, where

1 ≤ h ≤ l. Note that the rotation of a state around another state is only O(ℓ). Whenp children are
generated, the computational effort isO(ℓ · p), or onlyO(ℓ) per generated child, which is similar to
the computational effort for mutation.2
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Figure 6.1: (a) Rotation of{x(t)
i , x

(t)
j , x

(t)
k } around the parent’s meanm. (b) Differential recombina-

tion fromx(t) to yi.

In Figure 6.1 (a), we show an example in 2D space where three children are obtained by rotating
the parents with different angles.

Difference recombination

Consider the recombination that generates a childyi by translating the main parentx
(t)
i with a vector

−→r i =
∑i+p−1

j=i+2 γj · (x
(t)
i+1 − x

(t)
j ) whereγj ∈ Ω(x[·]) can be any statistical variable, for example,

sampled from a normal distribution. In Equation 6.2, we havethat

yi[h] = x
(t)
i [h] +

i+p−1
∑

j=i+2

γj · (x(t)
i+1[h] − x

(t)
j [h])

Note that−→r i is parallel and of the same size with the sum of vectors in-betweenℓ parents. We denote
this operator withSdif . Again,Sdif adapts the size and the direction of the jump of the child from

its main parent. The size and the direction of the jump is given by the sum of distancesx(t)
i+1 − x

(t)
j .

With Sdif , we assume that good individuals are in the vicinity of the main parent and on a vector
parallel with the vectors between the other parents in the family.

Proposition 6.10 Sdif is respectful, symmetrical, and has no correlations between dimensions. The
computational effort to generate a child withSdif isO(ℓ · p), with ℓ the number of dimensions andp
the number of parents.

Proof. Sdif is linearly scalable with the number of parents since−→r i is a sum ofℓ terms and linearly
scalable with the number of dimensions since the generationof one allele is independent of the alleles
from the other dimensions. From Proposition 6.7, the symmetry and respectfulness directly follows.
Since each allele is generated separately,Sdif does not exploit the correlations between dimensions.
2

For p = 3, we obtain the standard differential recombination used byreal-coded EMCMCs [87, 86]
and by some binary coded EMCMCs [23]. Since the standard differential recombination always uses
three parents, it is linearly scalable with the number of dimensions and the computational effort is
constant with the number of parents,O(ℓ). In Figure 6.1 (b), we give an example of translation of the

parentx(t)
i in a direction parallel with the vectorx(t)

j − x
(t)
k in 2D space.
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Parent centric translation recombination

In the following, we integrate theparent centric recombinationfrom real-coded GAs by Deb et
al. [18] into real-coded EMCMCs. Consider the translation vector fromx

(t)
i to the parent’s mean,

m =
∑i+p−1

j=i x
(t)
j /p, is−→a 0 = m − x

(t)
i and the translation vectors−→e j , wherei < j < i + p − 1,

that are perpendicular to the vector−→a 0; the direction and length of−→e j is given by the vector that

starts inx(t)
i , wherex

(t)
j 6= x

(t)
i , and it is perpendicular to−→a 0. We have that

−→r i = γi · −→a 0 + γi+1 · −→e i+1 + . . . + γi+p−2 · −→e i+p−2 (6.4)

where we sample the stochastic variables{γi, . . . , γi+p−2} from normal distributions with mean0
and non-zero fixed variance; therefore children are situated in the vicinity of their parents.

Note that(−→a 0,−→e i+1, . . . ,−→e i+p−2) is not necessarily an orthogonal basis because the vectors

{−→e i+1, . . . ,−→e i+p−2} are not necessarily perpendicular to each other. When the parents{x(t)
i , . . . , x

(t)
i+p−2}

form a non-degenerate simplex, the vectors−→e j , with i < j < i + p − 2, are of the same length and

define a non-degenerate(ℓ − 1)-dimensional simplex shape with center inx
(t)
i . The meanm is the

center of the spheroid on which all the parents are situated,the direction−→a 0 passes through the center
of the (ℓ − 1)-dimensional simplex defined by the parents other thanx

(t)
i . Then the perpendicular

from the other parents to−→a 0 are vectors of the same length. It is interesting to note thatthe simplex
defined by{−→a 0,−→e i+1, . . . ,−→e i+p−2} is a scaled version of the simplex{x(t)

i+1, . . . , x
(t)
i+p−1}.

Becausep directions are enough to generate a non-degenerate simplex, we draw perpendiculars
on−→a 0 from p − 2 parents,{x(t)

i+1, . . . , x
(t)
i+p−2}, and not fromx

(t)
i+p−1.

This translation proposal distribution adapts the size andthe direction of the jump of the child
from its main parent. Thus, the size and the direction of the jump is given by the sum of vectors from
Equation 6.4. Note that the bigger the distances between theparents the bigger the translation in the
search space, because−→e i depends on the distance between the parent’s mean and the main parent.

When we generate only one individual with a parent centric translation recombination, the result-
ing proposal distribution is non-symmetrical; the distances between the main and the other parents
can be different than the distances between the generated child and the parents that are not the main
parent. To obtain symmetrical recombinations, we translate all p parents with the same vector−→r i.
We first choose at random a parent, let us sayx

(t)
i , from which we compute the vector−→r i. Given

−→r i, we determine the direction, sign and length of the other translation vectors. We denote these
symmetrical parent centric translation recombination with Spctx. With Spctx, we assume that good
individuals are in the vicinity of their parents and on a direction from the mean to the main parent
and the directions perpendicular to it.

Proposition 6.11 Spctx is respectful, symmetrical and biases the exploration according to the linear
correlations between the first and the other dimensions. Thecomplexity time to generatep children
with Spctx isO(ℓ · p), with ℓ the number of dimensions andp the number of parents.

Proof. Note that the values ofm are independently generated on each dimensionm[h] =
∑i+p−1

j=i x
(t)
j [h]/p,

where1 ≥ h ≥ l. Spctx exploits linear correlations between the first and the rest of the dimensions:
−→e j depends on the parentx

(t)
j and its direction is perpendicular to−→a 0 which is determined by the par-

entx(t)
i and the parent’s meanm. Since there is no relationship between two vectors perpendicular to

−→a 0,there are no correlations exploited between the other dimensions.Spctx is respectful because, in
the dimensions where all the parents are equal, all the component vectors,{−→a 0,−→e i+1, . . . ,−→e i+p−2},
are0. Symmetry results directly from the above discussion.
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Figure 6.2: A translation of{x(t)
i , x

(t)
j , x

(t)
k } to {yi, yj, yk} with Spctx.

The computational effort to computeSpctx is mainly determined by computing the slopes of the
perpendicular vectors−→e j which is linear with the number of dimensions and number of individuals.
Then, to generatep children we needO(ℓ ·p) time, or onlyO(ℓ) per generated child, which is similar
to the computational effort for mutation.2

In Figure 6.2, we given an example ofSpctx translation of three parents{x(t)
i , x

(t)
j , x

(t)
k } in a two

dimensional space. We have two vectors for translation:−→a 0 and−→e i+1. Note that, in this case, the
vectors(−→a 0,−→a 1 ≡ −→e i+1) form an orthogonal basis.

Scaling recombination

Scaling recombination generates children by modifying thedistances between parents. Consider the
scaling recombination operator where a candidate individualyi is generated by translatingx(t)

i with a
unity vector ,−→r i, with the direction given by the difference between the parents’ mean and the main
parent,m − x

(t)
i , and the statistical variableγi that is sampled from a normal distribution with mean

0 and fixed non-zero standard deviation. We denote this recombination with Sscl. For symmetry,
with Sscl, we can either generate only one child or we can generatep children. In the last case, we
first generate one childyi by translating the main parent with a vector−→r i from x

(t)
i to m. Then we

generate the otherp − 1 children,{yi+1, . . . , yi+p−1}; for that, we translate each parentx
(t)
j with a

vector−→r j from x
(t)
j to m, where−→r j has the same lenght as−→r i andi + 1 ≤ j ≤ i + p − 1.

Like rotation and the other translations,Sscl generates children in the vicinity of their parents. A
special scaling operator is thesnooker recombinationproposed by Strens et al. [86] that uses only
two parents andγi ∈ {−1, 1}.

Unlike the previous recombinations, the scaling recombination specifies a proposal distribution
where only the direction of the jump, and not its size, is adapted from the population. This restriction
is the price for its symmetry; because all the parents are involved in translation, the distances between
the main parent and the rest of the parents are most likely notthe same as the distances between the
child and the rest of the parents. A translation that generates one child and also the translation vector’s
length depends on all the parents, is non-symmetrical; we give such an example in Section 6.2.5. With
Sscl, we assume again that good children are in the vicinity of their main parent in a direction from
the mean to the main parent.

Proposition 6.12 Sscl is symmetrical, respectful, and has no correlations between the dimensions.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Scaling ofx(t)
i to yi with Sscl. (b) Reflection ofx(t)

i to yi with Sref .

WhenSscl generates one orp children, the complexity time isO(ℓ·p), withℓ the number of dimensions
andp the number of parents.

Proof. When we translateyi on the directionm−x
(t)
i , the mean ofyi and the rest of the parents,{yi}∪

{x(t)
i+1, . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1}, is on the same direction. Since the translation vector’s length is sampled from a

normal distribution with fixed variance, the recombinationis symmetrical.Sscl is a particular case of
Spctx. Therefore, Proposition 6.11 shows thatSscl is respectful, and does not exploit the correlations
between dimensions. The computational complexity can alsobe derived from the correspondence
betweenSscl andSpctx. 2

In Figure 6.3 (a), we give an example in 2D space of translation of the parentx(t)
i with the scaling

recombination inyi on the directionx(t)
i − m.

Reflection recombination

Consider a translation recombination that translates the main parent through the opposite face of
the simplex such that the volume of the simplex is preserved.Then, the main parent is reflected
on the face of the(ℓ − 1)-dimensional simplex that does not contain the main parent.We call this
reflection recombination and we denote this recombination with Sref . The reflection recombination
was introduced by Strens et al. [86]. In the following, we analyze the properties of and integrate this
operator in the simplex geometrical recombinations framework.

The reflected individual is situated on the direction from the main parentx(t)
i to the parent’s

meanm; on this direction, the distance fromx(t)
i to the polygonal face defined by the rest of

the parents{x(t)
i+1, . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1} is equal with the distance between the generated individualyi and

{x(t)
i+1, . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1}, but on the other side of the polygonal face. Unlike the otherrecombinations, this

does not generate individuals in the vicinity of their parents. This time, we assume that good individu-
als are situated opposite to the main parent given the geometrical figure defined by{x(t)

i+1, . . . , x
(t)
i+p−1}.

Proposition 6.13 Sref is symmetrical, respectful, and has no correlations between the dimensions of
the sampling space. The time complexity to generate a child with Sref isO(ℓ · p), with ℓ the number
of dimensions andp the number of parents.
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Proof. Sref is symmetrical since the distance from the main parent to thepolygonal face given by
the parents other than the main parent is equal to the distance between the child and the same face.
The proof ofSref ’s scalability becomes obvious if we consider the procedureof Press et al. [72] to

build a reflection: for each locush, we need to compute the valueyi[h] = 2/l · ∑i+p−1
j=i x

(t)
j [h] −

(2/ℓ + 1) · x(t)
i [h]. The computational effort ofSref is thusO(ℓ · p). 2

In Figure 6.3 (b), we give an example in 2D space of reflection of the parentx(t)
i in yi through the

line x
(t)
j − x

(t)
k .

6.2.6 Non-symmetric biased simplex geometrical recombinations

The following recombinations are non-symmetrical but biasthe proposal distribution towards the
target distribution.

Uphill simplex geometrical recombinations

We integrate the downhill simplex recombination by Nelder and Mead [68], from optimization into
the EMCMC framework to obtain efficient recombinations thatare biased toward the target distribu-
tion. Consider one of the symmetrical simplex recombinations that generates only one child. When
using our recombination operators, we assume that we generate better individuals by exploiting the
correlation and proximity of the parents. To bias the sampling, we order the parents in increasing
fitness value; let us assume thatP ′(x

(t)
i ) ≥ . . . ≥ P ′(x

(t)
i+p−1). Using this order each parent gets a

probability to be selected as the main parent: the higher thefitness the more probable it is chosen.
For example,x(t)

i is chosen as the main parent with the probability1/2, x
(t)
i+1 with probability1/22,

andx
(t)
i+p−1 is chosen with probability1/2p. We assume that in the neighborhood of highly probable

states are other highly likely states; we also assume a proposal distribution that generates a child in
the neighborhood of the main parent. If the main parent is themost probable from all the parents,
then its child has a good chance of also being the most probable state compared to the parents other
than the parent. Then, the probability to generate a child from its parents is equal with the reverse
probability. In this case, the proposal distribution is very efficient because from good individuals it
proposes other good individuals that are accepted with highprobability. We call these recombinations
uphill simplex geometrical recombinationsand we generically denote them withSup.

Proposition 6.14 Sup is non-symmetrical and biases the distribution towards thetarget distribution.

Proof. Follows directly from the above discussion.2

To calculate the computational time complexity ofSup, we have to consider the cost of sorting the
candidate main parents. The fastest sorting algorithm (e.g. heap sort) has time complexityO(p·log p),
wherep is the number of parents. The computational effort of the uphill recombinations depends also
on the involved simplex recombinations and if the sorting isthe most expensive in generating a child
or not. For example, withSrot, when a single individual is generated, the computational effort of the
uphill recombination is given by rotation,O(ℓ · p + p · log p).

Uphill parent centric translation recombination

In the following, we propose a non-symmetrical parent centric translation recombination which is
“closer” to the target distribution. This time, the translation vectors are computed relative to the
center of the mass of the parentsw = (

∑i+p−1
j=i P ′(x

(t)
j ) · x(t)

j )/(
∑i+p−1

j=i P ′(x
(t)
j )). We now have

−→a 0 = w − x
(t)
i . Like for Spctx, we also sample in the perpendicular directions,−→e j , from x

(t)
j to
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−→a 0, with i < j < p − 1. Note thatw is closer to high probable individuals than to less probable
ones. This translation is generating small jumps for probable individuals and large jumps for less
probable individuals. Then, the probability to remain around good individuals is larger than around
other states, a property that makes this distribution resemble the target distribution. We denote this
operator withSwgh. The probability to generate an individualyi from its parents{x(t)

i , . . . , x
(t)
i+p−2}

with Swgh is

1

σi ·
√

2 · π
· exp (−‖γi · −→a 0‖2

2 · σ2
i

) ·
i+p−2
∏

j=i+1

1

σj ·
√

2 · π
· exp (−‖γj · −→e j‖2

2 · σ2
j

)

where{σi, . . . , σi+p−2} are the standard deviations for the directions{−→a 0,−→e i+1, . . . ,−→e i+p−2},
respectively, and are set apriori. We observe that even whenthe distances between parents would be
preserved, the translation vector−→r i depends on the values of the parents{x(t)

i , . . . , x
(t)
i+p−1} that can

be different for{yi} ∪ {x(t)
i+1, . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1}. Thus, this recombination is not symmetrical even when

we would generatep children simultaneously as withSpctx.

Proposition 6.15 Swgh is non-symmetrical, but is biased towards the target distribution, and is not
linearly scalable.

Proof. The non-symmetry ofSwgh results from the above discussion. The probability to remain
near the “good” state is larger withSwgh than for the other states. That makesSwgh to resemble
more the target distribution than the uniform distribution. Swgh is not linearly scalable because
{−→a 0,−→e i+1, . . . ,−→e i+p−2} is not necessarily an orthogonal basis. Then, we cannot uniquely compute
the probability to generate the main parent from its child and the other parents. Therefore,Swgh is
not linearly scalable.2

6.3 Irreducible recombinative proposal distributions

In the previous sections, we have proposed and analyzed several recombination operators. In this
section we study the properties of the various combinationsof proposal distributions. Our goal is to
obtain operators that are irreducible. We further want thatthe complex proposal distributions inherit
from the component distributions some desirable properties like symmetry. In the following, to obtain
irreducible proposal distributions, we combine recombination with mutation - which is irreducible.

6.3.1 Mixtures, cycles, sums

In EMCMCs, like for transition distributions, the proposaldistributions are combined following some
simple mathematical rules inmixtures, a probabilistic sum of distribution where only one distribution
is used at a time, andcycles, a product of proposal distributions. We propose thesum of proposal
distributionsthat is an addition of proposal distributions that are used in the same time.

Definition 6.3 A mixture of proposal distributionsis a probabilistic sum of proposal distributions
where at each step one distribution is selected according tosome constant positive probability. A
cycle of proposal distributionsis the product of proposal distributions where in each step each distri-
bution is used in turn, and when the last distribution is used, the cycle is restarted. Asum of proposal
distributionsis the proposal distributions where each step the effect of all distributions are summed.
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Note that sums, like cycles, use all distributions at once, but, unlike cycles that apply them sequen-
tially - the output of one distribution is the input for another distribution in the cycle - the sum
generates individuals with each distribution in parallel and sums the effect of proposed individuals.
Like mixtures, sums are adding the effect of one distribution to another one, but unlike mixtures, each
step,all the distributions are added to generate the current individuals rather than using a distribution
at a time.

Mixture

Mixtures of proposal distributions have similar properties as mixtures of transition distributions and
they are used by most of the recombinative EMCMCs [23, 63].

Theorem 6.3 In a mixture of proposal distributions, if one distributionis irreducible, then the mix-
ture is irreducible. If, in a mixture, all the component distributions are symmetrical, then the mixture
is symmetrical. The mixtureSm⊕r is biased toward the target distribution if the recombinationSr is.
The mixtureSm⊕r biases the exploration with the same type of correlation between dimensions as
the recombinationSr does.

Proof. If one component distribution is irreducible, than we can gofrom one state to any other state
with the mixture. Symmetry results from commutativity of addition and symmetry of components.
In the absence of acceptance, the target distribution of generating states with mutation is uniformly
distributed, since all the states are generated with the same probability. If the recombination is biased
towards the target distribution, so does a mixture of mutation with recombination. The normal dis-
tribution does not exploit the correlation between dimensions. If the recombination operator exploits
some correlation, the same correlations are exploited witha mixture of mutation with recombination.
2

For example, the following mixture

Sm⊕r = pm · Sm ⊕ (1 − pm) · Sr

is irreducible whenpm > 0, and symmetrical when the recombination is symmetrical. Note that
Sm⊕r is equivalent with recombination ifpm = 0; thenSm⊕r = Sr is reducible if the recombination
is reducible. The mixtureSm⊕wgh is biased toward the target distribution because the recombination
Swgh is biased. The mixtureSm⊕rot is exploiting some non-linear correlation between dimensions
sinceSrot does.

Cycles

Unlike for mixtures, for cycles, there are no general rules for irreducibility or symmetry. They have to
be checked for each cycle. In general, since the product of two matrices usually does not commute,
the cycle of two proposal distributions are non-symmetrical, although the proposal distributions in
themselves are symmetrical. Cycles of mutation and recombination proposal distributions are com-
mon for the standard GAs. For example

Sm×r = Sr × Sm ; Sr×m = Sm × Sr

Proposition 6.16 If the recombinationSr is symmetrical, we have

Sm×r(Y | X(t)) = Sr×m(X(t) | Y )
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Proof. WhenSr is symmetric, the proposition holds since

Sm×r(Y | X(t)) =
∑

Y ′∈Ω(X)

Sm(Y ′ | X(t)) · Sr(Y | Y ′) =

∑

Y ′∈Ω(X)

Sr(Y
′ | Y ) · Sm(X(t) | Y ′) = Sr×m(X(t) | Y )

2

In the following proposition, we show the properties of somecycles in the discrete space.

Proposition 6.17 Consider the uniform mutation and one of the recombinationsfor discrete spaces
Sunif , Sdif , Smask andStree. Sm×r andSr×m are irreducible, stationary and bias the exploration
with the same type of correlation as the recombination does.Sm×r andSr×m, are symmetrical for
any recombination that swaps alleles [65].Sm×dif andSdif×m are non-symmetrical.

Proof. Sr×m and Sm×r are symmetrical for recombinations that swap alleles because mutation
generates the alleles which differ in the two populations and recombination swaps them or vice-versa.

By means of an example, we proof thatSdif×m is non-symmetrical. Consider the current pop-
ulation of bitsX(t) = {0, 1, 0} and the candidate populationY = {1, 1, 1}, the mutation rate of
1/3, and, for simplicity, the xor operator. We compute the probability to generateY from X(t) with
uniform mutation and then with xor recombination and the inverse probability to generateX(t) from
Y .

Let’s consider all possible parent choices for xor. With thexor recombination, given the distance
∆(0, 1) between the first two bits, we generate1 from the third bit of the current population0; the
intermediate population is nowY ′ = {0, 1, 1}. The distance between the second and the third bit
is also∆(1, 0), and thus the intermediate population is againY ′ = {1, 1, 0}. Since the distance
between first and second bits of the current population is∆(0, 0), we generate1 from 1 and the
intermediate population isY ′ = {0, 1, 0}. When we mutate the intermediate populations, we have
Sm(1, 1, 1 | 0, 1, 0) = (1/3)2 · 2/3 and Sm(1, 1, 1 | 1, 1, 0) = (2/3)2 · 1/3. Computing in a
similar manner the inverse probability, for all possible intermediate populations, we haveSdif×m(Y |
X(t)) = 1/3 · ((1/3)2 · 2/3 + 2 · (2/3)2 · 1/3) = 10/81.

To generateX(t) from Y with Sdif×m, we mutateY to Y ′ = {0, 1, 1} and then swap with the
xor operator the last bit given the difference between the first two bits resulting inX(t). Similarly,
we mutateY to Y ′ = {1, 1, 0} and swap the first bit ofY ′ or we mutate intoY ′ = Y and do not
swap the middle bit with xor since the difference between thefirst and the last bit is0. We then have
Sdif×m(X(t) | Y ) = 1/3 · (2 · (2/3)2 · 1/3 + 1/3 · (2/3)2) = 3/81.

We conclude thatSdif×m is not symmetrical sinceSdif×m(X(t) | Y ) 6= Sdif×m(Y | X(t)). 2

Parallel Recombinative Simulated Annealing (PRSA) [65] uses recombination that swaps alleles fol-
lowed by mutation.

In the following proposition, we show the properties of somecycles in the real-coded space.

Proposition 6.18 Consider the cycles where mutation is combined with one of the symmetric simplex
geometrical recombinations. These cycles are irreducibleand bias the exploration with the same type
of correlation as the recombination does. When combiningSrot, Spctx, Sscl andSref with mutation,
the resulting cycles are not symmetric.

Proof. Sm×rot, Sm×pctx, Sm×scl andSm×ref are not symmetric since the distances, directions and
volumes of the parents are not kept constant with mutation. The rest of the properties follow directly.
2

Note that it is impractical to use a non-symmetrical cycle: to compute its probabilities, we have to
sum over all possible intermediate populations.
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Sums

The properties of sums are similar with the ones of mixtures for symmetry, but, like for cycles, there
are no general rules for irreducibility; a sum of any two irreducible distributions (e.g. a distribution
and the same distribution negated) is not necessarily another irreducible distribution.

Theorem 6.4 A sum of symmetrical proposal distributions is symmetrical.

Proof. The sum over real-valued distributions (matrices) is commutative.2
Recall from Section 6.1.2 that we cannot use the masked recombination,Smask, with an MH

algorithm: when a non-common bit for the parent and the mask is flipped, there is a0 probability to
flip that bit back using the generated child and the same mask.As a consequence, the MH algorithm
would be reducible. In the next paragraph, we propose an irreducible proposal distribution that sums
Smask and uniform recombination. Consider a parentx

(t)
i and a maskx(t)

i+1 chosen at random from

the population. Like forSmask, for the non-common values of the two parents,x
(t)
i is flipped with

the probabilitypx to generate the childyi. Unlike for Smask, for the common parts of these parents,
x

(t)
i is flipped with the low probability1/ℓ to generate the childyi. We generate from the maskx(t)

i+1

a second childyi+1 with the uniform mutation with the mutation ratepm. We denote this proposal
distribution withSm+mask where

Sm+mask(yi, yi+1 | x
(t)
i , x

(t)
i+1) = Smask(yi | x

(t)
i , x

(t)
i+1) + Sm(yi+1 | x

(t)
i+1)

In the next proposition we show thatSm+mask, unlikeSmask, can be used with an MH algorithm.
Furthermore, although it is a cycle, its computational timeis similar with the one of uniform mutation.

Proposition 6.19 Sm+mask is irreducible, has no correlations between dimensions andhas positive
non-zero values,Sm+mask(· | ·) > 0. Sm+mask is symmetrical ifpm = 1/2 or px = 1/ℓ. If
pm 6= 1/2 andpx 6= 1/ℓ thenSm+mask is non-symmetrical. The time complexity to generate two
children from two parents withSm+mask is linear with the string sizeℓ, O(ℓ).

Proof. Sm+mask is irreducible, since is hasSm+mask(· | ·) > 0. If px = 1/ℓ, theSm+mask is equiv-
alent with the mutation operator, since all alleles in the parents can be flipped with the probability
1/ℓ. ThenSm+mask is symmetric. Forpm = 1/2, we uniform randomly generate the childyi+1

from the maskx(t)
i+1, and the uniform randomly probability to generate the mask from yi+1. Then,

Sm+mask is symmetric since the common and uncommon parts of the parents and the children are
randomly generated.

By means of an example, we show thatSm+mask is non-symmetrical for other values ofpm and
px. Considerx(t)

i = x
(t)
i+1 = 0 and{yi, yi+1} = {1, 0}. Whenyi = 1 andyi+1 = 0, the probability

to generateyi is 1/ℓ, and the probability to generateyi+1 is 1 − pm. The inverse probability is

Sm+mask(x
(t)
i , x

(t)
i+1 | yi, yi+1) = (1 − px) · (1 − pm). Whenyi = 0 andyi+1 = 1, the probability

to generateyi is 1 − 1/ℓ and the probability to generateyi+1 is pm. The reverse probability is now
px ·pm. ThenSm+mask(yi, yi+1 |x(t)

i , x
(t)
i+1) = (1−pm)/ℓ+(1−1/ℓ)·pm andSm+mask(x

(t)
i , x

(t)
i+1 |

yi, yi+1) = (1−px)·(1−pm)+px ·pm. We now have that ifpx 6= 1/ℓ andpm 6= 1/2, thenSm+mask

is non-symmetrical.2
Similarly, we combine the tree frequencies probabilistic recombination,Stree, with the uniform

mutation in a sum in order to use it with the MH algorithm. We first construct the maximum entropy
tree. We choose at random a position,h, which we consider the root, we propose an alleleyi[h]
with the probability(N(yi[h]) + 1)/(N + |Ω(x[·])|). Iteratively, we propose an alleleyi[h] with the
probability

(N(yi[h], yi[h1]) + 1)/(N(yi[h1])) + |Ω(x[·])|)
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where the allele on the positionh1, yi[h1], is already instantiated. We denote this operator with
Sm+tree = (Stree + 1/N)/(1 + Ω(x[·])/N). Like Stree and unlike the other proposal distribution,
Sm+tree exploits some relationships between different dimensions.

Proposition 6.20 Sm+tree is irreducible, non-symmetrical and biases the exploration according to
non-linear correlations between the dimensions. The time complexity to generate an individual with
Sm+tree isO(ℓ2 · N), whereℓ is the string size andN the population size.

Proof. The proof is immediate.2
In the real-space, let us consider the sumSm+dif between a uniform mutation and the differential

recombinationSdif . An individualyi is generated withSm+dif from the main parentx(t)
i , and the

parents set{x(t)
j , x

(t)
k } such thatyi = x

(t)
i +γi · (x(t)

j −x
(t)
k )+γm. We consider that ter Braak [87]’s

differential proposal distribution is a sum, on each locus,between differential recombination and uni-
form mutation - that is a random variable sampled from a uniform distribution.Sm+dif is irreducible,
symmetrical, but does not exploit the correlations betweendimensions.

Proposition 6.21 Consider the sum between the normal mutation and one of the simplex geometrical
recombinations

Sm+r = Sm + Sr ; Sr+m = Sr + Sm

These sums are symmetrical, when the recombination is symmetrical, irreducible, biased when one
of the recombinations is biased, and exploits the correlations between dimensions when one of the
recombinations does.

Proof. These sums are irreducible because we can arrive from any population to any other population.
The rest of the properties follow directly.2

6.3.2 Restricted position sums

In the following, we propose a particular case of sums that generate with each component proposal
distribution different (parts of) individuals. These sumsare computationally efficient and linearly
scalable, even when the component distributions are non-symmetrical.

Definition 6.4 A sum on exclusive positions in a populationis a sum that generates with each pro-
posal distribution different positions in a population.

The proposal distribution that generates exclusive positions in a population does not affect the posi-
tions that they do not generate. Thus, to compute the probabilities in this sum, we have to compute
only the probabilities of the component proposal distributions. For example, with mutation we gen-
erate an individualyk in the population and the rest ofp children we generate with recombination

Sm+r(yi, . . . , yi+p−1 | x
(t)
i , . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1) =

Sm(yi | x
(t)
i ) + Sr(yi+1, . . . , yi+p−1 | x

(t)
i , . . . , x

(t)
i+p−1)

Under certain conditions, these exclusive position sums have similar properties as the mixture of
distributions.

Proposition 6.22 Consider a sum on exclusive positions where the position to be generated with
each proposal distribution are picked at random. If each proposal distribution is irreducible, then
this sum is irreducible. This sum is symmetrical if the component distributions are symmetrical.

Proof. Since the irreducible proposal distribution goes in several steps from any to any individual, so
does this sum. The rest of the properties follows directly.2
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Restricted position sums for MH algorithms

Since, in an EMCMC, the unnormalized proposal distribution, P ′
i (·), can be evaluated at individual

level (e.g. for an individualx(t)
i ), but, usually, cannot be evaluated at allele level (e.g. given an allele

x
(t)
i [h]), we propose sums on exclusive individuals of transition distributions.

Definition 6.5 A sum on exclusive individuals in a populationis a combination of transition dis-
tributions such that each candidate individual is proposedand accepted with exactly one transition
probability.

The transition distribution that generates and accepts exclusive individuals in a population, does not
affect the positions that they do not generate. Like mixtures of transition distributions, this sum
inherits its properties from the component transition distributions.

Theorem 6.5 If each transition distribution is irreducible, then the sum on exclusive individuals is
irreducible. This sum has detailed balance if the componentdistributions have detailed balance.

Proof. This sum is irreducible since from a population we can arriveinto any other population with
a non-zero probability. Since we sum over the component distributions, when the components have
detailed balance, the sum has detailed balance.2

6.3.3 Combination of mixtures, cycles and sums

Based on mixtures, cycles, and sums one can create various other ones. For example, the components
of a mixture can be cycles, or we can use a cycle in a cycle.

Sm×r⊕r×m = pm ·Sm×r ⊕ (1−pm) ·Sr×m ; Sm×r×m = Sr×m×Sm ; Sr×m×r = Sm×r ×Sr

Proposition 6.23 Sm×r⊕r×m is irreducible if pm > 0. It is also symmetrical if recombination is
symmetrical andpm = 0.5. Sm×r×m andSr×m×r are irreducible and symmetric if recombination
is symmetric.

Proof. From Proposition 6.18, if recombination is symmetrical thenSm×r(Y | X(t)) = Sr×m(X(t) |
Y ). If pm = 0.5,

Sm×r⊕r×m(Y | X(t)) = 0.5 · Sm×r(Y | X(t)) ⊕ 0.5 · Sr×m(Y | X(t)) = Sm×r⊕r×m(X(t) | Y )

We also have

Sm×r×m(Y | X(t)) =
∑

Y ′,Y ′′∈Ω(X)

Sm(Y ′ | X(t)) · Sr(Y
′′ | Y ′) · Sm(Y | Y ′′) =

∑

Y ′,Y ′′∈Ω(X)

Sm(X(t) | Y ′) · Sr(Y
′ | Y ′′) · Sm(Y ′′ | Y ) = Sm×r×m(X(t) | Y )

The other properties follow directly.2





Chapter 7

Acceptance rules

In the previous chapter we have shown how to combine recombinative proposal distributions with
mutation to obtain irreducible recombinative proposal distributions. In this chapter, we study the
interaction between recombination and various MH acceptance rules and discuss how to obtain EM-
CMCs with specific properties, such as detailed balance.

First, we investigate the properties of the EMCMC algorithmresulting from a recombinative
proposal distribution and the standard MH acceptance rule.In Section 7.2, we show that to obtain
detailed balance we need an MH acceptance rule where all children created by a recombination
operator are either all accepted or all rejected. In Section7.3, we study some MH acceptance rules
for optimization.

7.1 The standard MH acceptance rule in (recombinative) EM-
CMCs

In the following, we investigate the properties of non-recombinative and recombinative EMCMCs
that use the standard MH acceptance rule.

7.1.1 Multiple independent chains (MICs)

In an attempt to improve the mixing behavior of MCMCs one could make use of multiple chains that
run independently (MICs). The chains are started at different initial states and their output is observed
at the same time. It is hoped that this way a more reliable sampling of the target distributionP (·) is
obtained. It is important to note that no information exchange between the chains takes place.

Recommendations in the literature are conflicting regarding the efficiency of multiple independent
chains. Consider that the number of individuals generated with a long MCMC and with a MIC are
the same. Consider also that a MIC and an MCMC start their chains from randomly generated states
since we do not have any a priori information about the searchspace. Then, there is no guarantee that
these initial states belong to relevant parts of the search space, therefore there is also no guarantee
that a MIC will perform better than a well mixing, single MCMCchain.

Yet there are at least theoretical advantages of multiple independent chains MCMC for establish-
ing its convergence toP (·) [33]. For example, let’s consider a large dimensional distribution where a
MCMC takes a long time to find a relevant region of the search space and to escape from it to search
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for other relevant regions. Then, the time necessary for a long MCMC can be larger than just starting
multiple MCMCs spread over the search space sampling in different regions.

Since the chains do not interact, MIC is at population level an MCMC with transition probabilities
equal to the product of component chains transition probabilities, or

T (X(t+1) | X(t)) =

N
∏

i=1

T (x
(t+1)
i | x

(t)
i )

whereX(t+1) is the next population. If the MCMCs have detailed balance, are irreducible and aperi-
odic, then MIC inherits these properties and it converges, at population level, to the product of their
target distributions,

∏N
i=1 Pi(·), wherePi(·) is the target distribution of thei-th chain.

7.1.2 One parent against one child in recombinative EMCMCs

In general, an MH algorithm that accepts with the standard MHacceptance rule the individuals gen-
erated with some recombinative proposal distribution doesnot have detailed balance. Unfortunately,
if the detailed balance condition does not hold, there is no standard method to determine the target
distribution. In the following, we show that, under certainconditions, the marginal distribution over
the samples of a chain isP (·).
Theorem 7.1 Consider the MH algorithm that proposesp children fromp parents using an irre-
ducible proposal distributionS, and each child competes against one of the parents, randomly chosen
without replacement from the parents set.

This algorithm has detailed balance if and only if the probability to generate the children from
the parents is equal with the probability to generate some children and some parents from the rest of
the parents and children. Then, the algorithm converges to the product of distributions

∏p
i=1 P (·).

If the proposal distribution is independent of the target distribution then the individual states from
a chain in the population converge to the target distribution P (·).
Proof. We split our prove in three parts. First we prove that, in general, this MH algorithm does not
have detailed balance. Then, we prove that the target distribution of the samples from a chain in a
population isR(·). Last, we show that, under certain conditions,R(·) = P (·).

For ease of exposure and without loss of generality, let’s consider populations of two individ-
uals and two children{y1, y2} that are generated with some irreducible and symmetrical proposal
distributionS from two parents{x1, x2}. ThenS(y1, y2 | x1, x2) = S(x1, x2 | y1, y2). Let’s
assume that the childy1 competes against the parentx1 in the standard Metropolis acceptance
rule A(y1 | x1) = min{1, P ′(y1)/P ′(x1)}, and the childy2 competes against the parentx2 in
A(y2 | x2) = min{1, P ′(y2)/P ′(x2)}. We denote withT1.1 the resulting transition matrix.

1. Proof: this MH algorithm does not have detailed balance.If both parents are different from
their childrenx1 6= y1 andx2 6= y2, the transition probability is

T1.1(y1, y2 | x1, x2) = S(y1, y2 | x1, x2) · A(y1 | x1) · A(y2 | x2)

If one parent and one child are equal, let’s sayx1 = y1, the transition probabilityT1.1(x1, y2 | x1, x2)
is equal with the transition probability where both children {x1, y2} are accepted plus the sum where
one less fit individualy′ is proposed and rejected, whereP ′(y′) < P ′(x1). Then,

T1.1(x1, y2 | x1, x2) = S(x1, y2 | x1, x2) · A(x1 | x1) · A(y2 | x2)

+
∑

y′|P ′(y′)<P ′(x1)

S(y′, y2 | x1, x2) · [1 − A(y′ | x1)] · A(y2 | x2)
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If both parents and children are equal,{y1, y2} = {x1, x2}, the transition probability is

T1.1(x1, x2 | x1, x2) = 1 −
∑

{y1,y2}6={x1,x2}

T1.1(y1, y2 | x1, x2)

From the last equality we have thatT1.1 is stationary. SinceT1.1 is a stationary Metropolis al-
gorithm, that is irreducible and aperiodic when the proposal distribution is irreducible, the algorithm
converges to a stationary distribution. In the following, we show thatT1.1 does not have detailed
balance unlessS(x1, x2 | y1, y2) = S(x1, y2 | y1, x2), for anyx1, x2, y1, y2. We denote withR(·, ·)
the target distribution for this algorithm.

If x1 6= y1 andx2 6= y2 and both children are accepted or rejected, the detailed balance condition
holds for any proposal distributionS. It is straightforward to show that

R(x1, x2) · S(y1, y2 | x1, x2) · A(y1 | x1) · A(y2 | x2) =

R(y1, y2) · S(x1, x2 | y1, y2) · A(x1 | y1) · A(x2 | y2)

if R(x1, x2) = P (x1) · P (x2) for anyx1, x2.
If one child is rejected, for examplex1 = y1, and ifR(x1, x2) = P (x1)·P (x2) for anyx1, x2, we

have detailed balance for the first terms ofT (x1, y2 | x1, x2), and the inverse transition probability,
T (x1, x2 | x1, y2) since

R(x1, x2) · S(x1, y2 | x1, x2) · A(x1 | x1) · A(y2 | x2) =

R(x1, y2) · S(x1, x2 | x1, y2) · A(x1 | x1) · A(x2 | y2)

We further group the terms with the samey′ from the direct,T (x1, y2 | x1, x2), and the inverse,
T (x1, x2 | x1, y2), transition probabilities. The detailed balance condition holds if, for all of them,
we have that

R(x1, x2) · S(y′, y2 | x1, x2) · [1 − A(y′ | x1)] · A(y2 | x2) =

R(x1, y2) · S(y′, x2 | x1, y2) · [1 − A(y′ | x1)] · A(x2 | y2)

This is true whenS(y′, y2 | x1, x2) = S(y′, x2 | x1, y2) for any states{y′, y2, x1, x2} and, again,
R(·, ·) = P (·) · P (·).

We conclude that, for this algorithm, the detailed balance condition holds if and only ifS(x1, x2 |
y1, y2) = S(y1, x2 | x1, y2), for any choice ofx1, x2, y1, y2. In the sequel, when the detailed balance
holds, the MH algorithm converges to the distributionP (·) · P (·).

2. Proof: the samples from the first chain converge to some distribution R(·).
The marginal transition probability to generatex1 from y1 when summing over the variables of

the second chain is
T1.1(y1 | x1) =

∑

x2,y2

R(x2) · T1.1(y1, y2 | x1, x2)

We can rewrite the marginal probabilityT1.1(y1 | x1) as the sum overx2 andy2 of transition proba-
bilities where both children are acceptedT1.1(y1, y2 | x1, x2) plus the sum of transition probabilities
wherey2 is rejected. Given the definition ofT1.1(y1, y2 | x1, x2), and the fact that we sum over all
x2, y2, we have that

T1.1(y1 |x1) =
∑

x2,y2

R(x2) · S(y1, y2 |x1, x2) · A(y1 |x1) · A(y2 |x2)
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+
∑

x2,y2

R(x2) · S(y1, y2 | x1, x2) · A(y1 |x1) · [1 − A(y2 |x2)]

We group the terms and simplify the above equation to

T1.1(y1 |x1) = A(y1 |x1) · (
∑

x2,y2

R(x2) · S(y1, y2 |x1, x2))

Let’s denote

S′(y1 | x1) =
∑

x2,y2

R(x2) · S(y1, y2 |x1, x2)

S′(y1 | x1) is a number that depends ony1 andx1 but is independent ofx2 andy2. We further rewrite
the marginal transition probability

T1.1(y1 |x1) = A(y1 |x1) · S′(y1 |x1)

We have thatT1.1(y1 | x1) is stationary sinceT1.1 is stationary; then,
∑

y1
T1.1(y1 | x1) =

∑

x2
R(x2)

∑

y1,y2
T1.1(y1, y2 |x1, x2) = 1.

We conclude that the marginal target distribution of the first chain isR(·).

3. Proof: R(·) = P (·) if P is independent ofS.
Let’s consider, without loss of generality, thatP (x1) > P (y1). Then,A(y1 | x1) = P (y1)/P (x1)

andA(x1 | y1) = 1. The detailed balance condition for the marginal transition distribution is

P (x1)

P (y1)
=

R(x1)

R(y1)
· S′(y1 | x1)

S′(x1 | y1)

We show thatS′(y1 | x1) = S′(x1 | y1) if P is independent ofS.
Let’s denoteS(y1 | x1, x2) =

∑

y2
S(y1, y2 | x1, x2). The expected value of the above distri-

butionS(y1 | x1, ·) is S(y1 | x1) and the expected value ofP (·) is some numberµ. The covariance
betweenP andS(y1 | x1) is

∑

x2

(P (x2) − µ) · (S(y1 | x1, x2) − S(y1 | x1)) = (
∑

x2

P (x2) · S(y1 | x1, x2)) − µ · S(y1 | x1)

We know that the covariance between theP (·) andS(y1 | x1) is equal with the covariance between
P (·) andS(x1 | y1), since the two distributionsP (·) andS(· | ·) are independent of each other. Since
S is symmetrical, we have thatS(x1 | y1) = S(y1 | x1). We further find that

∑

x2
P (x2) · S(y1 |

x1, x2) =
∑

x2
P (x2) · S(x1 | y1, x2), and, thus,S′(y1 | x1) = S′(x1 | y1). This concludes our

proof.2
According to the above theorem, the detailed balance condition holds for uniform mutation distribu-
tion Sm and symmetrical recombination distributions that generate one child (e.g.Sdif ), but does
not hold for other symmetrical recombinations (e.g.Sunif andSm+mask). For any four individuals,
Sunif (y1, y2 | x1, x2) 6= Sunif (y1, x2 | x1, y2).

Consider a non-symmetrical proposal distributionS that generates two childreny1 andy2 from
two parentsx(t)

1 andx
(t)
2 . To use non-symmetrical proposal distributions, we need toweigh the

fractionP ′(y1)/P ′(x
(t)
1 ) with a correction term,S

x
(t)
2

(x
(t)
1 | y1, y2)/Sy2(y1 | x

(t)
1 , x

(t)
2 ), that com-

pensates the non-symmetry of the proposal distribution as in the standard acceptance rule. We denote
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alg transition DB dist/optim
MCMC [45, 66] Tm,u = Sm,u · A, Tm,n = Sm,n · A yes P (·)
MIC Tm,u, Tm,n yes

∏N
i=1 P (·)

rEMCMC T1.1 = Sm,u×unif · A no P (·)
aEMCMC 0.5·Tm,n ⊕ 0.5· (0.25·Srot ⊕ 0.25·Sref

⊕0.25·Sdiff ⊕ 0.25·Sscl) · A no
∏N

i=1 P (·)
mut + AC TC = Sm · AC yes

∏N
i=1 P (·)

nested TnEMCMC = T1.1 · AC yes
∏N

i=1 P (·)
rEMCMC + AC Tm,u×unif = Sm,u×unif · AC yes

∏N
i=1 P (·)

PCTX 0.5·Sm · A ⊕ 0.5·Spctx ·AC

naEMCMC 0.5· Tm,n ⊕ 0.5· (0.25·Sup,rot ⊕ 0.25·Sup,ref

⊕0.25·Sup,diff ⊕ 0.25·Sup,scl)·AC yes
∏N

i=1 P (·)
PT [32] (TS = SS · AC) × Tm yes

∏N
i=1 P

1
Tempi (·)

EMC [62] TS × ((1 − pr) · Tm ⊕ pr · (Tunif = Sunif · AC)) yes
∏N

i=1 P
1

Tempi (·)
rEMC [63] (SS ·A) × (pm ·Tm,u ⊕ pr · Tunif

⊕(1 − pm − pr)·Ts) yes
∏N

i=1 P
1

Tempi (·)
DeMCMC [85] (1−pr−pxor) · Tm ⊕ pr · Tunif ⊕ pxor · (Sxor · A) yes

∏N
i=1 P (·)

popMCMC [61] Tfreq = Sfreq · AP yes
∏N

i=1 P (·)
DE-MC [87] (Sdif + Sm,u) · A yes

∏N
i=1 P (·)

DS-MCMC [86] (pm · Sm ⊕ (1 − pm) · Sscl) · A yes
∏N

i=1 P (·)
SA[49] Tm = Sm · A no optim
PRSA[65] Tm,u × Tunif no optim
ECA TECA = Sm,u × Sunif · ECA no R(·)

Table 7.1: The (E)MCMC algorithms presented in this thesis:their transition matrices, if they have
detailed balance (DB) or not, and their target distribution.

with Sy2(y1 | x
(t)
1 , x

(t)
2 ) the probability to generatey1 from x

(t)
1 andx

(t)
2 in the context ofy2. Now,

such an MH acceptance rule is

A(y1 | x
(t)
1 ) = min{1,

P ′(y1)

P ′(x
(t)
1 )

·
S

x
(t)
2

(x
(t)
1 | y1, y2)

Sy2(y1 | x
(t)
1 , x

(t)
2 )

}

In the next section, we show that this MH algorithm is more efficient than an MH algorithm with
detailed balance. Furthermore, in our experiments, we observe that this MH algorithm is very efficient
when we use recombination to propose candidate individuals. All the proposal distributions presented
in Section 6.1 and the symmetrical distributions from Section 6.2 are independent of the target dis-
tributionP (·) since they do not consider the probability of the component states when they generate
candidate individuals. In Chapter 8 we will investigate experimentally how recombination influences
the sampling performance of (E)MCMCs when the proposed individuals are accepted/rejected with
the standard acceptance rule.
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7.2 Recombinative EMCMCs with detailed balance: all children
accepted or all rejected

In the previous section we have investigated the (recombinative) EMCMC that uses the standard MH
acceptance rule. Now, we show that to obtain EMCMCs with detailed balance, in general, we need
to use an MH acceptance rule where all children that are proposed with recombination should be
accepted or all rejected. Most EMCMCs have detailed balancebecause, for irreducible, aperiodic
MCMCs, it is a sufficient, but not necessary, condition to converge to the target distribution. In
Table 7.1, we show the algorithms presented in this paper, their transition distributions, whether they
possess detailed balance or not, and the target distribution from which they sample.

7.2.1 All children accepted or all rejected

A common characteristic for the acceptance rules with detailed balance is that children are all ac-
cepted or rejected. For example, with thecoupled acceptance ruleAC , proposed by Liang and
Wong [62] two parents,{x(t)

i , x
(t)
j } and their two children are considered for acceptance; both chil-

dren are accepted or rejected:

AC(yi, yj | x
(t)
i , x

(t)
j ) = min{1,

P ′
i (yi) · P ′

j(yj)

P ′
i (x

(t)
i ) · P ′

j(x
(t)
j )

·
S(x

(t)
i , x

(t)
j | yi, yj)

S(yi, yj | x
(t)
i , x

(t)
j )

}

whereP ′
i (·) is the unnormalized target distribution of thei-th chain.

Theorem 7.2 An MH algorithm where all children generated by parents are accepted or all rejected
has detailed balance.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that from2 parents,X = {x1, x2}, we generate2
childrenY = {y1, y2}. For simplicity, we assume that the proposal distribution is symmetrical. We
show that if the target distribution of the two chains,P (·, ·), is the product of target distributions
for each chain,P1(·) · P2(·), the MH algorithm that accepts/rejects individuals with the coupled
acceptance rule,AC , has detailed balance.

Let’s consider thatX 6= Y andP ′
1(y1)/P ′

1(x1) · P ′
2(y2)/P ′

2(x2) < 1. By rewriting AC , the
transition probability to go fromX to Y is

TC(y1, y2 | x1, x2) = S(y1, y2 | x1, x2) ·
P ′

1(y1) · P ′
2(y2)

P ′
1(x1) · P ′

2(x2)

Furthermore, the inverse transition probability isTC(x1, x2 | y1, y2) = S(x1, x2 | y1, y2) · 1. These
transition probabilities have detailed balance since

P (x1, x2) · S(y1, y2 | x1, x2) ·
P ′

1(y1) · P ′
2(y2)

P ′
1(x1) · P ′

2(x2)
= P (y1, y2) · S(x1, x2 | y1, y2)

The case whereX = Y is straightforward. We conclude thatTC has detailed balance.2

For example, whenAC is associated with the uniform recombinationSunif - that generates two
children from two parents - the algorithm has detailed balance [62]. We denote this transition matrix
with Tunif .

Another example is thepopulation acceptance ruleAP [33], where the current population com-
petes against the proposed population. With all recombinations,AP has detailed balance, because
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all individuals from the candidate population are acceptedor all rejected. However, in practice, such
an acceptance rule is not always desired, since it is not selective at individual level. For example,
usually, individuals with higher and lower probabilities are proposed; withAC the fit individuals can
be rejected and the acceptance of less fit individuals depends on the family’s fit individuals.

In some cases the standard acceptance rule is equivalent with the coupled and population accep-
tance rules.

Proposition 7.1 A symmetrical recombination distribution which generatesone child fromp ≥ 2
parents, can use the standard MH acceptance ruleA to replace one of the parents with the child.

Proof. Such an acceptance is equivalent withA(yi | x
(t)
i ), whereyi is the generated child, andx(t)

i

is the parent candidate for replacement.2

For example, when the difference translation recombination, Sdif , is associated with a standard ac-
ceptance rule,A, the resulting transition matrix has detailed balance.

Laskey and Myers [61] use an acceptance rule which resemblesan MH acceptance rule - one
generated child against the parent that might be replaced - but which computes the proposal proba-
bilities for their non-symmetrical operator over the wholepopulation. We consider this a population
acceptance rule.

We conclude that, in general, for detailed balance, the individuals that interact in the proposal
distribution should also interact in the acceptance rule.

Detailed balance at population level

Most EMCMCs use family recombinations where, each generation, all individuals are randomly
grouped such that each individual belongs to exactly one group. If the children generated with re-
combination are all accepted or all rejected with an acceptance rule as suggested in Theorem 7.2,
we obtainfamily transition probabilitieswith detailed balance. At individual or family level, these
transitions are not MCMCs, since their proposal probabilities are not stationary - they depend on how
the individuals are grouped. At population level, for all possible groupings of the current popula-
tion, the transition distribution is stationary. Then, thepopulation transition probabilitiesobtained by
combining the family transitions have detailed balance anddefine an MCMC.

In the sequel, for population recombinations, we need to usethe population acceptance ruleAP ,
to obtain EMCMCs with detailed balance that converge, at population level, to the target distribution.

The coupled acceptance ruleAC vs. the standard MH acceptance ruleA

It is interesting to notice that the MH algorithms generatedwith T1.1 have a higher probability of
acceptance than the algorithms generated withTC . As a consequence, for the same proposal distri-
bution, the algorithm determined byT1.1, in general, is more efficient than an algorithm that uses
TC .

Proposition 7.2 Consider an irreducible recombinative proposal distribution S that generates two
candidate individuals from two parents. The MH algorithms that accepts/rejects both children has a
lower acceptance probability than an MH algorithm where each child competes against one of the
parents.

Proof. Let’s consider the population sizeN = 2 and a symmetrical proposal distributionS that
generates two childreny1 andy2 from two parentsx(t)

1 andx
(t)
2 . In T1.1 each childyi competes

against the corresponding parentx
(t)
i , wherei = {1, 2}, in the standard MH acceptance rule. InTC
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both children compete against their parents in the coupled acceptance ruleAC . We rewriteT1.1 given
the transition matrix of an algorithm that would use the coupled acceptance rule,TC = S · AC .

If both children are different from their parents,x1 6= y1 andx2 6= y2, we have that

T1.1(y1, y2 | x1, x2) = TC(y1, y2 | x1, x2)

When one child is equal with one of the parents, let’s sayx1 = y1, the transition probability ofT1.1

adds to the transition probability ofTC all the transition probabilities to a less fit individualy′ than
x1, P ′(y′) < P ′(x1), that is generated and rejected. Then

T1.1(x1, y2 | x1, x2) = TC(x1, y2 | x1, x2)+
∑

y′|P ′(y′)<P ′(x1)

S(y′, y2 | x1, x2)·[1−A(y′ | x1)]·A(y2 | x2)

Therefore, the transition probabilities ofT1.1 are equal with the transition probabilities ofTC plus
some probabilities to individually accept good states. As aconsequence, the rejection probabilities
of T1.1 are lower than ofTC . 2

7.2.2 Target distributions of EMCMCs

In the following, we study the target distribution of EMCMCswith detailed balance. Note that
irreducible EMCMCs that use the coupledAC or the populationAP acceptance rule converge to
∏N

i=1 P (·). This target distribution is given by the product of distributions in the MH acceptance
rule. By replacing this product with other mathematical functions (e.g. maximum of two values as in
the next example), the corresponding EMCMC converges to a different distribution.

Example

We sample from theorder two statisticsdistribution

P2:1(·, ·) = max{P (·), P (·)}

using the coupled MH acceptance rule

A2:1(yi, yj | x
(t)
i , x

(t)
j ) = min{1,

max(P ′(yi), P
′(yj))

max(P ′(x
(t)
i ), P ′(x

(t)
j ))

·
S(x

(t)
i , x

(t)
j |yi, yj)

S(yi, yj |x(t)
i , x

(t)
j )

}

wheremax is the maximum for the values of two individuals, andS(· | ·) is any proposal distribution.

Proposition 7.3 Consider an EMCMC that proposes two individuals with some irreducible proposal
distribution S and accepts or rejects them all using the acceptance ruleA2:1. This EMCMC has
detailed balance and converges to the order two statistic distributionP2:1.

Proof. According with Theorem 7.2, an EMCMC that proposes two candidate individuals from two
parents and accepts/rejects them both withA2:1 has detailed balance. If the proposal distribution is
also irreducible, this EMCMC converges to the stationary distributionP2:1(·, ·). 2

7.2.3 Related work

In the previous sections we have investigated whether various recombinative proposal distributions in
combination with some acceptance rule, result in algorithms with detailed balance. In the following
we present existing EMCMC algorithms with detailed balance.
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Many EMCMCs for sampling use a variant of SA for the parallel MCMCs to speed up the explo-
ration of the searching space: each chain has attached a temperature according with a fixed cooling
schedule. This algorithm, calledparallel tempering(PT) [32], is itself an EMCMC since the chain
with a higher temperature exchanges information with the colder chain to improve mixing. Since
these algorithms use a coupled acceptance rule, they have detailed balance. Some algorithms use var-
ious proposal distributions that include the recombination operators; usually, these algorithms accept
all proposed individuals or reject them all, thus they have detailed balance.

Parallel tempering (PT)

Parallel tempering [32] is a parallel MCMC withN chains each having a different stationary distri-

bution Pi(·), whereP ′
i (·) = P ′(·) 1

T empi , i = 1, . . . , N . The temperatures have increasing values
Temp1 < . . . < TempN with Temp1 = 1. Then,P1(·) = P (·). The temperaturesTempi, (2 ≤
i ≤ N) are given a constant value, typically according to a geometrically increasing series.

The candidate states are generated using mutation and accepted with the standard Metropolis-
Hastings acceptance rule. Chains in PT exchange information by swapping states. Two chainsi

andj interact by trying to exchange their current statesx
(t)
i andx

(t)
j with the probability0.5. We

denote this swapping recombination withSS , whereSS(x
(t)
j , x

(t)
i | x

(t)
i , x

(t)
j )) is the probability that

the statesx(t)
i andx

(t)
j are swapped. The states proposed withSS are accepted using the coupled

acceptance rule,AC

min{1,
P ′

i (x
(t)
j ) · P ′

j(x
(t)
i )

P ′
i (x

(t)
i ) · P ′

j(x
(t)
j )

·
SS(x

(t)
i , x

(t)
j | x

(t)
j , x

(t)
i )

SS(x
(t)
j , x

(t)
i | x

(t)
i , x

(t)
j )

}

AC accepts with probability1 an exchange of states if the more fit state is inserted into thechain with
the lower temperature. We can write the transition matrix ofthe PT algorithms as a cycle between
mutation transitions,Tm and the swapping states transitions,TS, whereTS = SS · AC . Then,

TPT = Tm × (SS · AC)

This cycle is irreducible, since from each population, we can arrive to each other population, and
converges to the product of the target distributions for each chain

∏N
i=1 Pi(·) [32]. To increase the

acceptance rate the two chains usually have adjacent temperatures (|i − j| = 1). Heuristically, PT
improves mixing: better states of a warmer chain can be inserted in a colder chain that is mixing
slower.

Evolutionary Monte Carlo (EMC)

Liang and Wong [62, 64] propose the evolutionary Monte Carloalgorithm, which incorporates re-
combination into the parallel tempering (PT) algorithm to speed up the search and preserve good
building blocks of the current states of the chains. Like PT,EMC has a population of MCMC chains
with constant and (geometrically) increasing temperatures. Chains interact through the swapping re-
combinationSS that attempts to exchange states between chains with adjacent temperature. They
are then accepted with the coupled acceptance ruleAC . This way, the good individuals sampled in
the warmer chain are transferred to a colder chain where theymay be preserved longer. The lowest
temperature chainTemp1 = 1 converges to the target distributionP (·), whereP ′

i (xi) = expf(xi).
The candidate states are generated in two different ways andaccepted by two different rules.

With probability1− pr each chain in the population generates a new state by mutation and accepts it
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with the standard Metropolis-Hastings acceptance rule. With probabilitypr, new states are generated
by recombination of two states from different chains, and the offspring states are accepted with the
coupled acceptance rule,AC .

EMC uses a mixture and a cycle. The mixture has two components: mutation and recombination.
The second step in the cycle swaps states between chains withdifferent target distributions,TS . EMC
is irreducible - becauseTEMC(· | ·) > 0 - and has detailed balance.

TEMC = TS × ((1 − pr) · Tm,u ⊕ pr · Tunif )

Liang and Wong discussed experimental results for a model selection problem and a time series
change-point identification problem. These experiments showed the effectiveness of EMC as com-
pared to PT.

Real-coded Evolutionary Monte Carlo (rEMC)

Liang and Wong [63] propose the real-coded evolutionary Monte Carlo algorithm (rEMC), which
incorporates recombination into parallel MH chains to speed up the search and preserve good building
blocks of the current states of the chains. rEMC uses a mixture and a cycle. The mixture has three
components: mutation, a swapping recombination and the snooker operator.

With probabilitypm each chain in the population generates a new state by normal mutationSm,n

and accepts it with the standard Metropolis-Hastings acceptance rule. With probabilitypr, new states
are generated by the uniform recombinationSunif , and the offspring states are accepted with the cou-
pled acceptance rule,AC . With probability1−pm−pr, rEMC uses the snooker proposal distribution
to generate a candidate state,yi from a uniformly random chosen parent,x

(t)
i and a second state,x

(t)
j

chosen using the target distributionyi = x
(t)
i + γ · −→r i, where−→r i = (x

(t)
i − x

(t)
j )/‖x(t)

i − x
(t)
j ‖. The

scalarγi is sampled from a distributionP (x
(t)
i + γi · −→r i) · |1 − γi|ℓ−1 that resembles the target dis-

tribution. Then, the snooker recombination samples directly from the target distribution, all samples
are accepted. However, for experiments, the authors use a fixed normal distribution as approximation
to the distribution forγi, in which case the snooker operator does not exploit the correlations between
dimensions. This snooker recombination is also respectful, non-symmetrical, and, for the normal ap-
proximation ofγi, it does not exploit the correlations between dimensions. We denote this transition
with Ts.

The second step in the cycle swaps states between chains which interact through the swapping
recombinationSS that exchange states between chains with different target distributions. They are
then accepted with the coupled acceptance ruleAC . rEMC is irreducible - becauseTrEMC(· | ·) > 0
- and has detailed balance.

The authors show some experimental results for some mixtureof Gaussian, galaxy data and two
Bayesian neural network examples. These experiments showed the effectiveness of rEMC as com-
pared to other parallel MHs that do not use uniform and snooker recombination.

Discrete spaces Evolutionary MCMC (DeMCMC)

Strens [85] proposes a population based MCMC algorithm for discrete search spaces. Besides mu-
tation and uniform recombination, Strens uses the xor proposal operator to generate candidate indi-
viduals. Recall that xor is a special case of the total distance recombination,Sdif where, for each

positionh, the hamming distance between the childyi and the parentx(t)
i is the same as the hamming

distance between two different other parents chosen at random from the current population,x(t)
i+1 and

x
(t)
i+2.
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Strens, in his discrete EMCMC (DeMCMC), uses a mixture with three components: mutation
with probability1−pr −pxor>0, uniform recombination with probabilitypr, and xor recombination
with probabilitypxor. DeMCMC accepts the candidates proposed with uniform mutation Sm,u with
the standard acceptance rule,A, and the candidates proposed with uniform recombinationSunif with
the coupled acceptance ruleAC and the candidates proposed with the xor recombinationSxor with
the standard acceptance rule.

TDeMCMC = (1 − pr − pxor) · Sm,u · A ⊕ pr · Sunif · AC ⊕ pxor · Sxor · A

For1 − pr − pxor > 0, DeMCMC is irreducible because mutation is irreducible. Italso has detailed
balance since all component transitions have detailed balance. Thus, it converges to the product of
the target distributions of each chain

∏N
i=1 Pi(·). Strens shows the efficiency of DeMCMC on an

application problem from medical diagnostics.

Population MCMC (popMCMC)

Laskey and Myers [61] introduced popMCMC where a populationof MCMC chains exchange in-
formation through a population-based recombination proposal distribution. As before the Boltzmann
distribution is used:P ′(x) = expf(x). Each generation a locusx(t)

i [h] is randomly picked to be
mutated. An alleleyi[h] on theh-th locus of the candidate individual is generated using a distribution
(N(yi[h]) + 1)/(N + |Ω(x[·])|), whereN(yi[h]) is the number of individuals in the current popu-
lation that have the alleleyi[h] on theh-th locus and|Ω(x[·])| is the total number of alleles.yi is

accepted using the standard MH acceptance ruleA(yi | x
(t)
i ). Note that this recombination is similar

with Stree but without considering the relationship between different loci in the current population.
PopMCMC has detailed balance and converges to the stationary distribution ofN independently

sampled points fromP (·). The authors show experimentally that popMCMC finds highly likely
Bayesian network structures faster than multiple independent MCMC chains.

Differential Evolution Markov chain (DE-MC)

Ter Braak [87] proposes a symbiosis between the recombinative operators from Differential Evolution
(DE) - a genetic algorithm in real coded space - and a population of EMCMCs. DE-MC exchanges
information between chains using a sum of the differential recombination and uniform mutation.
A candidate individualyi is generated by adding to a parentx

(t)
i the difference between two other

distinct states uniform randomly selected from the population,x(t)
j andx

(t)
k and a number generated

with uniform mutation,γm. Since both the differential recombination and mutation does not exploit
the correlations between dimensions, for each locush, we haveyi[h] = x

(t)
i [h] + γi · (x

(t)
j [h] −

x
(t)
k [h])+γm, whereγi ∈ [0.4, 1.0] is a constant,γm ∈ [−0.0001, 0.0001], andi 6= j 6= k. The author

shows that this operator is irreducible and symmetrical. This candidate state,yi, is accepted using
a standard Metropolis ruleA(yi | x

(t)
i ). Since only one individual is proposed with a symmetrical

proposal distribution, the algorithm has detailed balance. Then, DE-MC has detailed balance and it
converges to the product of the target distributions for each chain.

Furthermore, for population sizes that go to infinity and formutation rates that go to0, the pro-
posal distribution of DE-MC, at population level, resembles the target distribution if the individuals
from the population are independently sampled from the target distribution. Note that the computa-
tional effort for such a proposal distribution, as population level, is linear with the population size
and, since DE-MC uses the differential recombination is linear with the number of dimensions; thus,
it is O(ℓ · N).
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The author shows the efficiency of the DE-MC algorithm on normal and multivariate distributions
as compared with the standard single chain MCMC.

Direct search MCMC (DS-MCMC)

Strens et al. [86] includes in the rEMC from Liang and Wong [63] framework various recombination
proposal distributions closely related with the snooker recombination or the differential recombina-
tion. Strens noticed that the snooker recombination from Liang and Wong [63] is symmetrical when
γ is sampled from a uniform symmetric distribution. The translation vector−→r i is the unity vector
and defines only the direction for translation which is the same with the translation vector from the
child yi to the parentx(t)

i . However, this proposal distribution does not follow the target distribution
and the candidate individuals are accepted with the standard MH acceptance rule,A. Furthermore,
this snooker generator does not exploit the correlations between dimensions and is respectful.

In addition, Strens et al. [86] propose two other proposal distributions that are closely related with
the differential translation recombination in the sense that the translation vector does not depend on
the current individual,x(t)

i . Thenyi = x
(t)
i · κ1 · exp κ2 + (1 − κ1 · exp κ2) · −→r i, where(−→r i is

the unity vector that depends on all individuals from the current populationX(t) except the current
one,x(t)

i , andκ1 andκ2 are uniformly sampled from{−1, 1}. The authors proof that this proposal
distribution is symmetrical and accepts the proposed individual with the standard acceptance rule,A.
Note that it is also respectful and does not exploit the correlations between dimensions. Furthermore,
this snooker algorithm does not adapt the jump of a child fromits parent according to the distance
between its parents.

Using these proposal distributions, Strens et al. [86] build different EMCMC algorithms that are
a mixture of the normal mutation and one of the recombinations discussed above. They compare the
performance of their EMCMC algorithms with rEMC on a mixtureof two Gaussians.

7.2.4 Nested transition distributions

In the following, we propose a method to integrate the transition distributions without detailed balance
in MH algorithms with detailed balance. To achieve this, we need to accept or reject all the individuals
generated with an MH algorithm without detailed balance.

Definition 7.1 A nested MH algorithmis an MH algorithm where individuals are proposed using
a transition distribution, and are further all accepted or all rejected by a coupled MH acceptance
rule. Anested transition distributionis the transition distribution used as proposal distribution by the
nested MH algorithm.

Furthermore, the nested transition distribution that generates individuals with a recombination distri-
bution is itself a recombinative proposal distribution: from two or more parents we propose two or
more children.

Proposition 7.4 The nested MH algorithm has detailed balance. The nested transition distribution
composed by a respectful recombination proposal distribution and an acceptance rule is by itself a
respectful recombination proposal distribution.

Proof. The proof is immediate if we consider the nested transition distribution as a proposal distribu-
tion. If parents have identical values at certain positions, then the individuals generated by respectful
recombination have - by definition - the same values at those positions. An acceptance rule simply
selects from parents and children, therefore the accepted individuals have the same values on those
positions.2
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Figure 7.1:Nested EMCMC framework: a candidate populationY ′ is proposed with some proposal distributionS from
the current populationXt and some children are accepted with some MH acceptance rule.These accepted children and the
parents that are not replaced form the candidate populationY and competes againstXt such that the resulting EMCMC has
detailed balance.

Nested transitions are, usually, non-symmetrical. Thus, we need to compute these probabilities. In
Figure 7.1, we graphically depict the nested EMCMC framework.

Example

Consider thenested EMCMCthat uses as proposal distribution the nested transition distribution,T1.1

where two candidate individuals are proposed from two parents with some recombinative proposal
distribution,S, and each child competes against one of the parents randomlychosen from the popu-
lation with a standard MH acceptance rule. The candidate individuals proposed withT1.1 are, at their
turn, accepted with the coupled acceptance rule,AC . The nested EMCMC’s transition distribution is

TnEMCMC = T1.1 · AC = (S · A · A) · AC

where the coupled acceptance rule is

AC(y1, y2 | x1, x2) =

min{1,
P ′(y1) · P ′(y2)

P ′(x1) · P ′(x2)
· T1.1(x1, x2 | y1, y2)

T1.1(y1, y2 | x1, x2)
}

We observe that the nested EMCMC eliminates the influence of the proposal distribution onT1.1’s
target distribution with the coupled acceptance rule,AC .

In the following proposition, we expressTnEMCMC as a function ofT1.1 and the proposal distri-
butionS.

Proposition 7.5 Consider that the proposal distributionS generatesy1 andy2 from x1 andx2. If
both children are accepted,{x1, x2} 6= {y1, y2}, the nested transition distribution is

TnEMCMC(y1, y2 | x1, x2) = T1.1(y1, y2 | x1, x2)

If one child is accepted,y1, and one rejected,y2, then

TnEMCMC(y1, x2 | x1, x2) = T1.1(y1, x2 | x1, x2) · min{1,
S(x1, y2 | y1, x2)

S(y1, y2 | x1, x2)
}
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Otherwise, if both children are rejected,

TnEMCMC(x1, x2 | x1, x2) = 1 −
∑

y1,y2 6=x1,x2

TnEMCMC(y1, y2 | x1, x2)

Proof. If both children are accepted, then

T1.1(y1, y2 | x1, x2) = S(y1, y2 | x1, x2) · A(y1 | x1) · A(y2 | x2)

The reverse transition probability isT1.1(x1, x2 | y1, y2) = S(x1, x2 | y1, y2)·A(x1 | y1)·A(x2 | y2).
In this particular case, the detailed balance condition holdsP (x1) · P (x2) · T1.1(y1, y2 | x1, x2) =
P (y1) ·P (y2) ·T1.1(x1, x2 | y1, y2) and the coupled acceptance probability is1. The nested transition
probability now isTnEMCMC(y1, y2 | x1, x2) = T1.1(y1, y2 | x1, x2).

If one child is accepted and the other rejected, for exampley2 is rejected andy1 is accepted, then

T1.1(y1, x2 | x1, x2) = S(y1, y2 | x1, x2) · A(y1 | x1) · [1 − A(y2 | x2)]

The reverse transition probability isT1.1(x1, x2 | y1, x2) = S(x1, y2 | y1, x2)·A(x1 | y1)·[1−A(y2 |
x2)]. Now, the coupled acceptance isAC(y1, x2 | x1, x2) = min{1, S(x1, y2 | y1, x2)/S(y1, y2 |
x1, x2)}, sinceP (y1)/P (x1) = A(x1 | y1)/A(y1 | x1). The second equation from the proposition
now follows directly.

If both children are rejected then

T1.1(x1, x2 | x1, x2) = 1 −
∑

y1,y2 6=x1,x2

T1.1(y1, y2 | x1, x2)

The last equation from the proposition follows directly by replacing the above equation in the defini-
tion of TnEMCMC . 2

From the above proposition, we note that the difference between the two transition distributions,
TnEMCMC andT1.1, is given by the fractionS(x1, y2 | y1, x2)/S(y1, y2 | x1, x2).

In the following proposition, we show that, for the same proposal distribution, the performance of
a nested algorithm is situated in-between the performance of an MH algorithm that use the standard
acceptance rule and an algorithm that uses the coupled acceptance rule. But unlikeT1.1, TnEMCMC

has detailed balance.

Proposition 7.6 Consider a proposal distributionS that generates two childreny1 andy2 from two
parentsx1 andx2. TnEMCMC has a higher or equal acceptance rate thanTC but smaller or equal
than T1.1. If S(x1, y2 | y1, x2) = S(y1, y2 | x1, x2), thenTnEMCMC is equivalent withT1.1.
If S is irreducible, thanTnEMCMC has detailed balance and converges to the target distribution
∏N

i=1 P (·).

Proof. From Proposition 7.5, we know that the probability to acceptboth proposed individuals is
equal forTnEMCMC , TC and T1.1. OtherwiseTC rejects both individuals, whereasTnEMCMC

andT1.1 have a non-zero probability to accept one child and to rejectone child. Therefore,TC has
the lowest acceptance probability from the three algorithms. TnEMCMC = T1.1 · AC has a lower
acceptance probability thanT1.1 because the children accepted withT1.1 can be still rejected with
some probability by the coupled acceptance rule.

If S(x1, y2 | y1, x2) = S(y1, y2 | x1, x2), thenS(x1, y2 | y1, x2)/S(y1, y2 | x1, x2) = 1 and,
from Proposition 7.5 we have thatTnEMCMC = T1.1.

The last property follows directly from Proposition 7.4.2
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To useTnEMCMC , we have to compute the proposal probabilities to calculatethe acceptance prob-
abilities; then, mixtures and restricted position cycles are preferred to unrestricted cycles that are
computationally infeasible.

A nested algorithm that would useTC as nested transition distribution is equivalent withTC . We
have thusTC · AC = TC which means thatTC is invariant with the coupled acceptance rule. Thus,
this algorithm is useful only if the nested transition distribution does not have detailed balance.

7.3 Elitist acceptance rules for EMCMCs for optimization

In the previous sections, we have investigated recombinative EMCMCs for sampling. When we are
interested in exploring optimal solutions, we want an algorithm that finds local optima and, at the
same time, escapes from these local optima to search for other local and/or global optima. For these
algorithms, the detailed balance condition is not important since optimization is the goal rather than
sampling. In the following, we propose and analyze recombinative EMCMCs that can be used to
sample disproportionately often from high fit individuals,and thus can be used for exploring optimal
solutions. We increase the efficiency of these algorithms byassigning temperatures to the existing
chains such that high fit individuals remain longer in the population whereas the low fit ones are
used for exploration of the search space. Unlike SA whose exploration capability decreases when
temperature is lowered, our scheme keeps its exploration and exploitation behaviour during the entire
run.

7.3.1 Related work

Most of the EMCMCs used for optimization [65, 80, 35] modify the target distribution toward the
high regions with a simulated annealing (SA) type of algorithm. Hajek [40] showed that detailed
balance is not necessary for SA algorithms; instead we need to know the lowest probability with
which an individual can escape from a local optima.

Parallel recombinative simulated annealing (PRSA)

Mahfoud and Goldberg [65] proposed a population-based simulated annealing algorithm which made
use of recombination. All individuals from the population have the same temperature which decreases
every generation according to a cooling schedule. New individuals are generated using mutation
and one point recombination between two individualsx

(t)
i andx

(t)
j . PRSA uses the logistic accep-

tance rule to accept a candidate individual. Two possible competitions are considered: single accep-
tance/rejection holds two competitions between a parent vs. the child formed from its own right-end
and the other parent left-end, or double acceptance/rejection holds one competition between both
parents vs. both children using the coupled acceptance rule:

min {1, 1/(1 + exp
−f(yi) − f(yj) + f(x

(t)
i ) + f(x

(t)
j )

Temp(t)
)}

When the candidate individuals are accepted/rejected withthis coupled acceptance rule, for a fixed
temperature, PRSA has detailed balance because the proposal distribution is symmetrical. Otherwise,
when one child competes against one parent, the algorithm does not have detailed balance.

Recently, Chen and Pitt [14] proposed a variant of PRSA for the Traveling Salesman Problem
(TSP). They showed that exploiting commonalities with recombination helps in finding the optima
for this particular problem. However, their PRSA variant still does not achieve detailed balance.
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7.3.2 Elitist coupled acceptance rule (ECA)

The ECA algorithm is a family competitive acceptance rule where the best two solutions from the
family of four is kept if at least one of them is a child. Otherwise, when both children have a lower
fitness than both their parents, the children can probabilistically replace the parents.

ECA can be viewed as a combination between the elitist replacement rule from regular GAs [88]
and the coupled acceptance ruleAC . When compared with the elitist replacement, ECA is more
exploratory but less elitist since it still accepts with some probability less fit individuals. When
compared withAC andA acceptance rules, ECA is more elitist but less exploratory.With ECA, if a
child and a parent are the two most fit individual states from two parents and their children, they are
alwaysaccepted whereas withA the other child will be accepted with some probability. Thus, this
algorithm is climbing towards a local optima since it is veryprobable that a good solution remains
a long time in the population to generate better solutions. However, the probability to escape from
the basin of attraction of a peak, as we show in the next paragraphs, is rather poor when compared
with the transition distributionTC generated with the same proposal distribution and the coupled
acceptance ruleAC .

We now describe the transition distribution generated by accepting with ECA the individuals
proposed with the proposal distributionS. We denote it withTECA, and, to establish the properties
of the corresponding target distribution, we compare it with TC . We callmax2 the function returning
the two most fit solutions. The transition probability to accept or reject both children,{y1, y2},
proposed with the proposal distributionS is only non-zero if both children are better or worse than
their parents,{x1, x2} - that ismax2{x1, x2, y1, y2} is either{y1, y2} or {x1, x2}. Then

TECA(y1, y2 | x1, x2) = S(y1, y2 | x1, x2) · min{1,
P ′(y1) · P ′(y2)

P ′(x1) · P ′(x2)
· S(x1, x2 | y1, y2)

S(y1, y2 | x1, x2)
}

In this case, the transition probability ofECA is equal withTC(y1, y2 | x1, x2).
If one of the children, let’s sayy1, and one of the parents, let’s sayx2 are the most fit, then the

transition probability to go from{x1, x2} to {y1, x2} is the sum over the probabilities to propose a
statey2 that is smaller or equal thanP ′(y1) andP ′(x2) and, then to reject it. Then

TECA(y1, x2 | x1, x2) =
∑

y2|{y1,x2}=max2{y1,y2,x1,x2}

S(y1, y2 | x1, x2)

If {y1, y2} ∩ {x1, x2} = ∅, thenTECA(y1, y2 | x1, x2) = 0. To make this transition distribution
stationary we take the rejection probability

TECA(x1, x2 | x1, x2) = 1 −
∑

{y1,y2}6={x1,x2}

TECA(y1, y2 | x1, x2)

For simplicity of the discussion, let us consider a symmetrical proposal distribution. Then, only
when both children are worse than their parents this algorithm rejects the two candidate individuals
with some probability. Otherwise, ECA always accepts at least one child. As a consequence, the
probability to accept at least one proposed child is the largest from all the previous acceptance rules.
Thus, an algorithm that uses ECA behaves more similar to a standard GA than to a sampling algo-
rithm. As a consequence, the target distribution of an ECA algorithm is disproportionally high for
more probable states at the expense of less probable states.

In the following proposition, we show that ECA, in combination with an irreducible proposal
distribution, generates an algorithm without detailed balance but which converges to some target
distribution.
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Proposition 7.7 Consider a proposal distributionS that generates two children from two parents
which are then accepted or rejected with the ECA acceptance rule. This algorithm does not have
detailed balance for any non-uniform distributionS. If S is irreducible then this MH algorithm
converges to a stationary distribution

∏N
i=1 R(·).

Proof. We show that ECA does not have detailed balance for any non-uniform distribution. Let’s
consider three states such thatP ′(x1) > P ′(x2) > P ′(y1). The probabilityTECA(y1, x2 | x2, x1) =
0 whereasTECA(x1, x2 | y1, x1) 6= 0. Therefore,TECA does not have detailed balance for anyS.

The transition matrix of ECA is stationary by definition. When S is irreducible, this algorithm is
irreducible since it can generate any state from any other state with a non-zero probability. Therefore,
the target distribution of ECA exists.2
Note that the target distribution of ECA is biased towards high regions ofP (·): the highest states are
sampled the most often in the detriment of the lower states. In the following, we propose a mechanism
to increase the exploration abilities of the ECA algorithm which, at the same time, preserves its elitist
properties.

7.3.3 Fitness ordered tempering (FOT)

Fitness ordered tempering, FOT, is similar with the parallel tempering (PT) technique [32]; whereas
PT maintains a population ofN MCMCs with a fixed temperatureTempi, FOT attaches, each gen-
eration, a temperature to a state according to its fitness value. Contrary to parallel tempering, here
the temperature assignment depends on the fitness of the solutions relative to the fitness of the other
solutions in the current population. Since we want to remainin the vicinity of good solutions, we
prefer to assign the lower temperatures to the better solutions. This ensures the exploitation properties
of this algorithm. With less fit individuals we ensure the exploration of the search space: since they
are assigned the high temperatures, almost proposed all individuals (fit and less fit) are accepted.

The population ofN solutions (or states) is sorted according to their fitness (or probability),
and the solution at ranki gets the temperatureTempi, where the most fit solution getsTemp1 =
Tempmin, and the worst solutionTempN = Tempmax. As in parallel tempering, FOT has a -
typically geometrically - increasing series of temperaturesTemp1 = Tempmin < . . . < TempN =
Tempmax. Therefore a solution has lower temperature than any solution worse than itself, unless
they are copies of each other. In case there are multiple copies of the same solution ties within the
sorted population are broken randomly, so each copy gets an adjacent temperature. Copies receive
a different temperature to avoid that multiple copies of good solutions will remain in the population
almost indefinitely.

In case there are multiple solutions with the same fitness butwhich are not copies of each other,
the temperature ladder has to be recomputed so that each unique solution with the same fitness gets the
same temperature. The number of different temperature valuesTempi at each generation is therefore
equal to the number of solutions with different fitness value, unless they are copies, in which case
they also get a different temperature values. This scheme isnecessary to avoid that some solution
might get another temperature in an identically composed population, and ensures that FOT has a
homogeneous Markov chain transition matrix at population level. FOT is an EMCMC that exchanges
information between the states by means of the temperatures.

Note that the target distribution of such an algorithm depends very much on the tempering sched-
ule. For temperatures less than1, the target distribution is peaked and concentrated in the fit states.
Thus, the probability to escape from a local optimum is low and the exploration properties of FOT
are weak. For temperatures much higher than1, the exploitation properties are lost: the target dis-
tribution is flat since all the states are accepted with high probability regardless of their probabil-
ity in the initial search space. Furthermore, if all the temperatures are close to1, the exploration
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and exploitation properties of this algorithm are very similar to those of MIC. We therefore set
Tempmin ≪ 1 ≪ Tempmax.

7.3.4 ECA+FOT

We combine the ECA algorithm – designed to focus on local maximum – with the FOT temperature
schedule, which is designed to keep exploring the search space while maintaining the highly probable
states in the population. This way, we increase the exploitation capabilities of both algorithms without
decreasing FOT’s exploration characteristics.

Each generation,ECA+FOT first assigns the temperatures following the FOT schedule asex-
plained above. Then, we generate two candidate individualswith a proposal distributionS and we
accept the generated individuals with the ECA acceptance rule.

SinceECA+FOT is basically the same algorithm asECA - only the states have been attached
various different temperatures -ECA+FOT has the same properties asECA. Therefore,ECA+FOT
does not have detailed balance and it converges to a distribution that is biased towards high regions
of P (·).



Chapter 8

Experiments

The goal in MCMC algorithm design is to maximize their mixingbehavior - that is, how fast and how
well the algorithm samples from the target distribution. Previously, we have shown that to achieve
detailed balance most recombination operators need to be combined with the coupled acceptance
rule. Here we will show experimentally that the coupled acceptance comes at a severe cost: when
applied with mutation the resulting MCMC shows worse performance than an MCMC with mutation
and the standard Metropolis acceptance rule. However, the experiments also show that the gains
obtained by using recombination can make up for the performance loss suffered by applying the
coupled acceptance rule.

In the next section, we perform two analytical experiments.Although this analysis offers us
an exact and fair comparison between MCMCs, its computational cost increases exponentially with
the dimensionality of the search space. In the next section,we show that a population of MCMCs
can outperform the performance of a single long MCMC, and that recombination can improve the
performance of MCMC on two toy problems. In Section 8.2, we perform experiments on larger
search spaces. In fact, the larger the search space the less exact is the experimental methodology in
assessing the performance of MCMCs. Therefore, in Section 8.3, for the real-coded MCMCs, we
compare a histogram over the target distribution with the histogram obtained from the sampled states
to assess the performance of MCMCs. When one represents a continuous probability distribution
with a histogram, information is lost because we approximate the information in a bin using the mean
of the states and not their variance.

8.1 Analytical experiments

In this section, we analytically compare the performance ofsome discrete space MCMCs and EM-
CMCs on two toy problems. We first show the advantage of using apopulation of independent
MCMCs, MIC, instead of one long MCMC. Then, we show that recombination improves the perfor-
mance of a population of MCMCs.

To measure and compare the efficiency of the two EMCMC algorithms we compute: i) the second
largest eigenvalue of the transition matrices [33] and ii) the mean hitting times of arriving from a
peak to another peak (from all0’s to all 1’s) and from the low valued states to a peak also using the
transition matrix. An MCMC is considered to mix fast when thesecond eigenvalueλ2 of its transition
matrix is bounded away from1: an MCMC with a smallerλ2 is considered more efficient than an
MCMC with a higherλ2 [7]. λ2 bounds the time after which an MCMC converges.
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The hitting time,tWv , is the mean time necessary to reach a subsetW from the statev with an
MCMC chain. In terms of matrices, we havetW = (I − B)−1 · 1′, whereB is obtained from the
transition matrix by eliminating the columns and rows withv ∈ W , I is the identity matrix,1′ is a
vector with all elements one. The vector of mean hitting times,tWV ∈ tW , is the minimal non-negative
solution. For this problem we measure two hitting times: i) to go from one peak to another peak, we
denote this time withtpeak

peak and ii) to go from half ones that is the middle of low valued region to one

peak, we denote this time withtpeak
valley . Note that the cost of this analysis increases exponentially with

the string sizeℓ. Therefore, in this section we will use distributions on small discrete search spaces.

8.1.1 MIC vs. single long MCMC

In this paragraph we analytically show the usefulness ofMIC versus the standardMCMC on a toy
problem. This problem has two peaks with high valued individuals separated by a long valley with
many low valued individuals. Let us assume that a single chain MCMC spends a lot of time in one of
the peaks. Then, with2 or more chains started in the valley with low values, the probability to sample
from both peaks is larger than with a single chain.

The tested distribution

It has two equal valued maxim: one when all bits are0’s and one for all bits1’s. Further, the strings
with the same amount of1’s have the same fitness value. Then, the hamming distance between the
two peaks is maximal,ℓ. We consider binary strings of sizeℓ = {8, 20, 32} and we take the width of
a peak (the minimal hamming distance between a peak and a low valued individual from the valley)
x = 3. The analytical expression of this function isf2peaks(x) = max{0.01, 3 − min{x, ℓ − x}}.
To study how the performance of the two algorithms varies when increasing or decreasing the height
of the two peaks, we associate to the fitness values a temperature Temp > 0 such thatP ′(x) =
f2peaks(x)1/Temp. In Figure 8.1 a), the higher the temperature, the closer thepeaks’ values are to the
valley’ values, and thus, the closer the target distribution to the uniform distribution. IfTemp = 1
thenP ′(x) = f2peaks(x).

For this example, we reduce the computational cost by grouping individuals with the same number
of ones and zeros in one group [81]. These individuals have the same fitness value and thus the same
acceptance probability. For a building block of sizeb, after reduction, we obtain strings of sizel/b
which can take(b + 1)l/b values.

The tested MCMCs.

We compare the performance of the following two MCMCs.

1. MCMC: a standard, single algorithm that proposes new states withthe uniform mutationSm,u

with a mutation ratepm = 1/ℓ and accepts (rejects) them using the Metropolis acceptancerule
A.

2. MIC: two independent MCMCs that propose new states withSm,u the same mutation rate and
accept (reject) them using the Metropolis acceptance ruleA.

Results

It is interesting to note thatλ2 and the hitting times ofMIC and the standardMCMC are equal since
they are basically the same algorithm; the only difference is thatMIC runs a population ofMCMCs.
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Figure 8.1: a) The 2 peaks problem where we vary the length of the stringl and the temperature
values, and thus the peak height,Temp. b) Second largest eigenvalues for the 2 peaks problem of
MCMC andMIC algorithms. c) Mean hitting time to go from one peak to one other peak and d) from
middle of the valley to one peak, where each line represents astring size.

In Figure 8.1 b), we show the second largest eigenvalues for various settings of this function. The
larger the string size and the lower the temperature, the closer are these eigenvalues to1. Except for
the string of8 bits, the eigenvalues forTemp ≤ 1 are practically1; thus bothMCMC andMIC mix
quite poorly for this function.

To show thatMIC samples better the two peaks than a single longMCMC, we compute the
difference between the two hitting times: i)tpeak

peak, see Figure 8.1 c), and ii)tpeak
valley , see Figure 8.1 d).

The bigger the discrepancies between these two times, the more usefulMIC is as compared with the
standardMCMC; then,MIC, with its two chains, is able to visit faster both peaks. Consider that the
starting states ofMCMCsare generated at random. Then, the most probable states are the low valued
ones; there are only two states with maximum values but thereare2ℓ/2 half ones states.

From Figure 8.1 c) and d), we observe that two hitting times - that aretpeak
peak andtpeak

valley - decrease
with the string size and with the temperature height. For strings of size8 and forTemp > 1 there
is little difference between the two hitting times; also forthese settingsMIC andMCMC are mixing
well. The difference between times drastically increases with the decreasing of temperature; the lower
the temperatures, and the more peaky the target distribution is, the hardest for a single chain to escape
from one peak. The larger the temperatures, the longer it takes to go from strings with half of the bits
equal to 1 to one of the peaks; with low temperatures, once a peak is found, the chain accepts with
high probability the states which have higher fitness than the current state. When the temperature is
high, the probability to accept a less fit individual is high and thus theMCMC can jump out of the
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peak without sampling the largest valued individual. The hitting times also increase with the string
size: the larger the length of the valley, the larger the amount of time needed to cross it.

Since it is easier to arrive from the middle of the search space to one peak than to cross the low
valued region, we conclude that a population of independentMCMCs can improve mixing of single
long chainMCMC when two or more important regions of the target distribution are separated by a
long region with unfit individuals. Then, the probability tovisit two or more peaks is larger given a
“small” number of samples for aMIC than for anMCMC.

8.1.2 MIC vs. recombinative EMCMCs

In the following, we compare the performance of recombinative and non-recombinative population-
based MCMCs on a toy problem, thehyper-geometricaldistribution. We show that recombinative
EMCMCs can outperform the standard MCMCs. Furthermore, we show that the algorithms that use
the coupled acceptance ruleAC are less efficient than the algorithms that use the standard acceptance
ruleA.

The tested MCMCs.

We compare the performance of four population based MCMCs: two non-recombinative MCMCs
with two recombinative EMCMCs. We take the size of population N = 2.

1. MIC: 2 independent MCMCs that propose new states withSm,u with the mutation ratepm =
1/ℓ and accept (reject) them using the Metropolis acceptance rule A.

2. mut + AC : a non-recombinative population-based MCMC that proposeseach generation 2
new states with the sameSm,u and accepts (rejects) all of them using the coupled acceptance
ruleAC .

3. rEMCMC: generates two individuals with a cycle betweenSm,u and parameterized uniform
recombination,Sunif , with pr = 50%, and then accepts them with the standard Metropolis
acceptance ruleA.

4. rEMCMC + AC : generates two individuals with a cycle betweenSm,u andSunif and then
accepts them with the coupled acceptance ruleAC .

As shown in previous sections, three of these algorithms –MIC, mut+AC andrEMCMC+ AC –
converge to the target distribution,

∏N
i=1 P (·); the marginal distribution of a single chain ofrEMCMC

is P (·).

The tested distribution

A hyper-geometric distribution(Hyper) is

P ′(x) =











h2 · w−∆(x,x0)
w if ∆(x, x0) < w

0.01 if ∆(x, x0) = w

h1 · ∆(x,x0)−w
ℓ−w otherwise

with ℓ the string size,w the number of bits-1 in the individuals with the lowest value0.01, individual
x0 with all bits equal to 0 is the second largest peakh2, and the individual with all bits equal to 1 is
the largest peakh1. We setℓ = 8 andh1 = 1.
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Figure 8.2: Second largest eigenvalues for Hyper-geometrical function on 8 bits, that is 2 blocks each
of 4 bits, where (a,b)w = {1, 2, 3} and the peak heights are set toh1 = 1 andh2 = 0.75, and (c,d)
h2 = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} and the distance to the highest peak is set tow = 3.

Results

To compare MH algorithms analytically, we compute the second largest eigenvalue of the transition
matrices of the corresponding (E)MCMCs. In the first experiment, see Figure 8.2 a) and b), we vary
the distance of the lowest valued states to the optimum,w = {1, 2, 3} and we set the value of the
second largest state toh2 = 0.75. In this case, the local and global optimum have a close valueand
we vary their basin of attraction: the greater the distance from the local optimum, the smaller the
basin of attraction of the global optimum. Second, we varyh2 from 0.25 to 0.75 with a step size of
0.25 and we setw = 3. In this case, the optimum is isolated and its importance is decreasing with
the height of the second largest peak. In Figure 8.2 a) and c) we show results for high mutation and
swapping rates,0.5; in Figure 8.2 b) and d) we have low mutation and swapping rates 0.125. We
set the low mutation rate for the cycleSm,u × Sunif to 0.125. Again, we reduce the computation
costs by grouping individuals with the same number of ones and zeros in one individual since these
individuals have the same fitness value and therefore, the same acceptance probability.

In Figure 8.2 a) and b), forw = 2, the basin of attraction is equal for the two peaks. Then, we
obtain the highest eigenvalues, and thus the lowest performance, for all the four algorithms. Here we
have the largest amount of low fit states that separate two narrow regions with fit individuals; a random
sampler, see MIC with mutation rate of0.5 in Figure 8.2 b), is the best algorithm since it covers a large
area with low equal values in short time. For the other valuesof w, the basin of attraction of one of
the peaks is wider than the basin of attraction of the other peak; the narrower one region is, the harder
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to find and sample it. Forw = {1, 3} we have the lowest eigenvalues and, furthermore, the highest
difference between the algorithms. The non-recombinative(E)MCMCs do well because the narrow
peak is reduced now to one point. The recombinative EMCMCs dobetter than the non-recombinative
(E)MCMCs with the same acceptance rule because recombination generates with higher probability
more fit individuals by combining the two building blocks of this function, In Figure 8.2 c) and d), we
observe that the performance of all the (E)MCMC algorithms varies very little with the height of the
second largest peakh2. Thus, these eigenvalues are (approximatively) the same with the eigenvalues
for w = {1, 3} from Figure 8.2 a) and b).

To conclude this example, we observe that due to the structure of the problem recombinative EM-
CMCs have provably a better performance than the non-recombinative EMCMCs. The performance
of MCMCs are diminished by the coupled acceptance ruleAC ; MIC is sampling more efficient than
mut+AC and rEMCMC is better thanrEMCMC + AC . The mutation rate greatly influences the
performance of non-recombinative MCMCs; a high mutation rate decreases the performance of the
algorithm. The swapping probability influences less the efficiency of the recombinative EMCMCs.
rEMCMC and rEMCMC + AC perform best for high swapping probabilities, whereasMIC and
mut+AC perform best for low mutation rates.

8.2 Experiments with discrete space EMCMCs

In this section we compare various (E)MCMCs for discrete search spaces. In the following, we have
performed experiments with thebinary quadratic programming problem(BQP) to show, on a more
elaborated example, that recombination can improve the performance of EMCMCs.

The fitness function of an individualx is f(x) =
∑ℓ

j=1

∑ℓ
k=1 Q[j][k] · x[j] · x[k], whereQ[j][k]

is the element on thej-th row and on thek-th column of a matrixQ of integers, both positive and
negative. Then,Qs size isℓ · ℓ.

The interaction between two or more positions of the BQP problem depends on the matrix Q’s
density, which is defined as the number of non-zeros elementsdivided by the number of total number
of elements in the matrix. The density is then between0 and1, where0 means no interaction between
positions and1 means maximum interaction - that is every position depends on every other position.
For our experiments, we generate random matrices with density 0.1.

These fitness values are positive and negative. However, theprobabilities of a distribution can be
only greater than0. Therefore, we add to all the fitness values a fixed positive integertransl; every
value that now is equal or below0 is assigned with the value0.01. The unnormalized probabilities
areP ′(x) = f(x) + transl, whenf(x) > transl and, otherwise,P ′(x) = 0.01.

8.2.1 Sampling from BQP

In this section, we show that recombination can improve sampling. We first discuss the experimental
methodology available to measure and compare the performance of EMCMCs. Second, we show
experimental results on a BQP problem on 20 bits. By expanding the target distribution, we are able
to compute the distance between this distribution and the true distribution. At last, we show results on
a larger search space, forl = 100 bits. Unlike for the previous example, we are not able to expand this
distribution, and therefore we are constrained to use less precise methods to assess the performance
of (E)MCMCs. For both experiments, we compare the five (E)MCMCs algorithms described above:
three non-recombinative (E)MCMCs - that are one long chainMCMC, MIC andmut + AC - and two
recombinative EMCMCs - that arerEMCMC andrEMCMC + AC .
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Experimental methodology

To asses the efficiency of various EMCMCs we focus on monitoring how fast an MCMC is mix-
ing and how well the samples spread over the entire target distribution after a fixed and rather small
number of generated individuals. There is no generally acknowledged methodology on measuring
how “close” a set of samples generated with a real-coded MCMCis to the true target distribution.
Wolpert and Lee [92] argue that a good approach is to use the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance be-
tween a discrete approximation of the sampled distributionand a discrete approximation of the true
distribution.

To measure the speed with which an algorithm samples the search space, Roberts et al. [77]
recommend to monitor the acceptance probability of an algorithm. They analytically and experimen-
tally study the behavior of a standard MCMC using a normal distributed mutation with fixed and
equal variances in all dimensions. The target distributionis a multivariate normal distribution with
standard deviation of1.0 in all dimensions and no correlations. They conclude that a very high or
very low acceptance rate of the MCMC indicates slow mixing, and a good acceptance rate is between
0.2 − 0.5. A high acceptance rate and a high performance (e.g. the KL-measure close to0) indicates
a well performing algorithm that mixes fast. Analytically computing the optimal acceptance proba-
bility is only feasible for very simple target and proposal distributions and when using the Metropolis
acceptance rule. Here, we restrict ourselves to experimentally monitoring the acceptance probability.

For the tested recombinative EMCMCs, we have good performance (e.g. KL distance) even
for very high acceptance rates that shows that recombination can improve the mixing of MCMCs.
Furthermore, we show that algorithms with similar acceptance probabilities can have rather different
performance.

A 20 bits BQP

For the first experiment, we set the string length toℓ = 20 andtransl = 50. Since theQ’s density
is 0.1, only 40 elements ofQ have non-zero values. The non-zero integers are generated at random
from the interval[−100, 100]. For the generated matrixQ, we have found the maximum fitness value
146; when this is translated, the maximum unnormalized probability value is 196. We group the
individuals with the same value to generate the histogram and we also store the number of individuals
with the same value.

We set the population sizeN = 20. Each generation, all individuals are randomly coupled in
N/2 pairs such that each individual belongs to exactly one pair.We have performed experiments for
various mutation rates (from0.05 to 0.5) and swapping probabilities for the uniform recombination
(from 0.05 to 0.5). With each algorithm, we generate20000 individuals; our measurements are
averaged over10 runs. We throw away the first10000 generated individuals to diminish the impact
of the starting points over the performance of the algorithms. This is called theburn-inperiod. Thus,
in total, we sample10000 “useful” individuals from which we generate Table 8.1 and the graphs from
Figure 8.3.

The search space is220. By expanding the target distribution, we are able to compare the fre-
quencies of samples generated with the tested (E)MCMCs withtheir value in the true distribution.
In Table 8.1, we compute the KL distance and acceptance ratiofor the five (E)MCMCs. The best
algorithm, with the lowest KL distance and the highest acceptance ratio, is the recombinative EM-
CMC, rEMCMC. The only difference betweenMIC, the algorithm with second best KL distance, and
rEMCMC is thatrEMCMC uses recombination andMIC does not. Further, we observe that the two
recombinative EMCMCs, that arerEMCMC andrEMCMC+AC , have a higher acceptance probabil-
ity than the three non-recombinative EMCMCs, that areMCMC, MIC andmut+AC . That indicates
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Figure 8.3: a) The frequencies and b) the percent of found solutions for each probability value for
MCMC andrEMCMC on BQP on 20 bits; c) how many times the sampled frequencies differs from
the true distribution.

that the recombinative proposal distributionSm,u × Sunif , by exploiting the commonalities of the
search space, is a “better” proposal distribution thanSm,u.

Furthermore, as we already observed in the analytical experiments, the coupled acceptance rule
AC has a negative influence over both recombinative and non-recombinative EMCMCs. Even though
usingAC , the recombinativerEMCMC+AC has the third best KL distance and the second acceptance
ratio, whereasmut+AC is the worst algorithm of all. We explain the good behavior ofrEMCMC+AC

by synchronizing the individuals in the family with the uniform recombination: children that inherit
the common parts of their parents have similar fitness with the parents and the algorithm accepts
more individuals. In opposition, uniform mutation independently proposes two individuals in random
directions; then, if one of candidates has very low fitness, there is a big probability that both children
are rejected. As a consequence,mut+AC has a low acceptance rate and, thus, performance.

In accordance with the analytical results from the previoussection, we observe thatMIC, by
using populations of MCMC chains has a lower KL distance thanthe standardMCMC. Note that the
acceptance ratio for these two algorithms is the same, but their KL distance quite different.

In Figure 8.3, we show experimental results for the two most performant (E)MCMCs presented in
the previous section:MIC andrEMCMC. By using recombination,rEMCMC is a better sampler than
MIC is: in frequencies,rEMCMC, see Figure 8.3 a), is closer to the true target distributionthanMIC
is. If rEMCMC samples with predilection in the high values of the target distribution, in opposition,
MIC samples the most the low fit individuals. Furthermore,rEMCMC finds more higher probable
solutions thanMIC, see Figure 8.3 b). Overall, in Figure 8.3 c), we notice that the distribution sampled
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alg. KL dist accept prob
mut+AC (1.30 ± 0.70) · 10−4 0.17 ± 0
MCMC (1.16 ± 0.93) · 10−4 0.28 ± 0.01
rEMCMC+AC (0.75 ± 0.50) · 10−4 0.54 ± 0
MIC (0.68 ± 0.33) · 10−4 0.28 ± 0
rEMCMC (0.50 ± 0.19) · 10−4 0.78 ± 0.01

Table 8.1: Efficiency of (E)MCMCs for a BQP on 20 bits: the KL distances and acceptance proba-
bilities
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Figure 8.4: a) The frequencies and b) the average of the foundsolutions for each number of ones for
MCMC andrEMCMC on BQP on 100 bits.

with rEMCMC is closer to the true distribution thanMIC is. These results are in concordance with
the ones in Table 8.1 from which we conclude thatrEMCMC is the most performant algorithm for
this particular problem by proposing individuals with recombination.

A 100 bits BQP

We now show that recombination can improve mixing on BQP withstring sizeℓ = 100, for which it is
impractical to generate the target distribution. In this experiment, we cannot compute the KL distance.
Furthermore, we do not know the maximum value of this function or if the values are uniformly
distributed in some interval. For this experiment, we compare MIC andrEMCMC. Assuming, that
the unnormalized values of the distribution are in a very large range we group our samples using
the individual’s number of ones to compare two (E)MCMCs algorithms. Given this grouping, we
compute the frequencies, Figure 8.4 a), and the mean value, Figure 8.4 b), for each such a group.

Again, we set the density ofQ to 0.1; thus, approximatively1000 elements ofQ are non-zero. We
generate these non-zero integers with a uniform random distribution from the interval[−100, 100]. To
generate a distribution with positive values, we settransl = 1250. We set population sizeN = 100
and, each algorithm we run10 times. With each algorithm, we generate100000 individuals which
we throw away, and we use the next100000 generated individuals. Again, we vary the mutation
rate and swapping rate from0.05 and0.5. In Figure 8.4, we show results forMIC’s mutation rate
0.2, andrEMCMC’s swapping probability0.5 and mutation rate0.01. Then,MIC has an acceptance
rate of30%, whereasrEMCMC an acceptance rate of78%. We mention that we have performed
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experiments with various mutation and swapping probabilities but the results are not very different
from the ones we currently show.

In Figure 8.4 a), we notice thatrEMCMCsamples slightly more individuals with a higher number
of ones thanMIC does. Except that, the distributions sampled byMIC and rEMCMC are similar
and both are sampling especially from individuals with halfnumber of zeros and ones indicating
that the target distribution is symmetrically distributedaround these individuals. Despite that, the
mean values of the sampled individuals are remarkably larger for rEMCMC than forMIC. It seems
that100000 individuals are not enough forMIC’s burn in whereas forrEMCMC it is. We also have
performed experiments with single chainMCMC; we mention that the mean values are worse than
of MIC. We explain that by the shape of this BQP: a lot of peaks with many low fit individuals. We
therefore consider thatMIC mixes slower thanrEMCMC: N = 100 is not large enough to cover the
number of these peaks and thusMIC will always have the problem to escape from these peaks to find
the other useful ones. To sample the same amount of individuals, an increase in population size must
be corroborated with an decrease in theMCMC’s time to run. The less time we allow anMCMC to
run, the worse anMCMC samples from the search space and eventually, when population size goes
to infinity, MIC is just a random sampler.

8.2.2 Optimization from BQP

In this section, we show with the same 20-bits BQP problem of Section 8.2.1 that recombination, in
combination with elitist coupled acceptance rule and the FOT temperature scheduler can outperform
SA. We monitor how many different individuals the EMCMC algorithm discovers in a limited time,
as a measure of exploration power, and how fit these individuals are, as a measure of exploiting
power of the algorithm. We also monitor the frequencies withwhich an algorithm samples from the
distribution and its relationship with the true distribution; forECA+FOTwe also show the difference
between the BQP’s distribution and the sampled frequencies.

We compare two algorithms: a population based non-recombinativeSAandECA+FOT. In fact,
we have tested three other algorithms for optimization: a long chainSA, a population-basedPT where
chains swap individuals in-between them, and a recombinative PRSA. Since, we could not notice a
visible distinction between the recombinative and non-recombinativeSAandPT, we have chosen to
present results only for the two algorithmsSAandECA+FOT.

ForSA, we propose individuals with the uniform mutation,Sm,u, where the mutation rate is1/ℓ,
andℓ = 20 the string size. We accept individuals with the standard Metropolis acceptance ruleA. For
both algorithms, we use a logarithmic annealing schedule, where we set the maximum temperature
Tempmax = 10 and the minimum temperatureTempmin = 0.01. We set the population size toN =
20, and the number of generations to10000; we run each algorithm10 times. ForECA+FOT, after
assigning to each of the current individual states the temperatures according with their probability, we
randomly pair each individual in exactly one family.ECA+FOTproposes individuals withSm×unif

as the other EMCMCs algorithms tested, and accepts/rejectsthem with the ECA acceptance rule.

In Figure 8.5 a) and b), we observe that, like for sampling, the recombinative algorithmECA+FOT
finds more often more various probable solutions than the non-recombinativeSA. Figure 8.5 c)
compares the sampled distribution with the true distribution; clearly, the distribution sampled with
ECA+FOT is closer to1, and thus to the target distribution, than the distributionsampled withSA.
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Figure 8.5: a) The frequencies and b) the percent of found solutions for each probability value forSA
andECA+FOTon BQP on 20 bits; c) how many times the sampled frequencies differs from the true
distribution.

8.3 Experiments with real-coded EMCMC

In this section, we experimentally compare recombinative and non-recombinative MCMCs on real-
coded search spaces. We consider two distributions: a multi-variate normal distribution and a mixture
of multi-variate normal distributions approximating circular distributed data. We are particularly in-
terested in multi-dimensional target distributions with correlations between the dimensions. To keep
the performance measurements tractable, we restrict ourselves to2D and3D spaces. Multivariate
normal distributions are commonly used for testing and comparing MCMCs due to their simplicity
and elegant mathematical properties. In the second test distribution the correlations are introduced by
positioning the component distributions of the mixture on acircle.

We show experimentally that coupled acceptance comes at a severe cost: when applied with
mutation the resulting MCMC shows worse performance than anMCMC with mutation and the
standard Metropolis acceptance rule. However, the experiments also show that the gains obtained
by using recombination can make up for the performance loss suffered by applying the coupled
acceptance rule.

We also compare the symmetrical and non-symmetrical, simplex geometrical recombinations. To
test the recombinative EMCMCs, we have constructed theamoebaEMCMC which is a population
based MCMC withp = ℓ + 1 individual states that are transformed with simplex geometrical recom-
bination operators (recall thatℓ is the dimensionality of the target distribution). To achieve detailed
balance, the generated states are accepted or rejected withthe standard acceptance rule if only one
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individual state is proposed, and with the coupled acceptance rule if more than one individual is
proposed. We show that amoeba EMCMCs outperform the standard MCMC and DE-MC [87] with
population sizes comparable with the dimensionality,N ≈ p. For this population size, the compu-
tational effort of DE-MC’s proposal distribution at population level is similar with the ones of the
symmetrical simplex geometrical recombination operatorsO(ℓ · N).

We use the same experimental methodology as in Section 8.2.1. The amoeba EMCMCs we
have tested show good performance even for very high acceptance rates indicating that the simplex
geometric recombination operators can improve the mixing of MCMCs. Furthermore, we show that
algorithms with similar acceptance probabilities can haverather different performance. Because we
sample target distributions whose parameters were set apriori we can approximate from the sampled
states the correlations between the dimensions and the covariances of the dimensions. As a measure
of the efficiency, we observe how close the approximated correlations and covariances are from the
true ones.

8.3.1 Multi-variate normal distribution

A multi-variate normal distribution onℓ dimensions with mean vectorµ and covariance matrixΣ has
the density

P ′
(µ,Σ)(x) = (2 · π)−

ℓ
2 · |Σ|− 1

2 · exp (−1

2
· (x − µ)′ · Σ−1 · (x − µ))

where|Σ| is the determinant of the covariance matrix and(x − µ)′ is the transpose of the vector

(x − µ). We consider a3D space, and we setΣ =





1 0.28 0.08
0.28 0.1 0.03
0.08 0.03 0.01



. Then, the correlation

between the first and the second dimension is0.9, the correlation between the first and the third
dimension is0.8, and the correlation between second and third dimension is again0.9. We setµ = 0.
The fitness function isf(x) = P ′

(µ,Σ)(x). Note that computing such fitness functions consumes
most of the total computing time of the algorithm since it is at least quadratic with the number of
dimensions (multiplication of vector of sizeℓ with matrix of sizeℓ × ℓ and with vector of sizeℓ).
We test MCMC algorithms that scale linearly with the number of dimensions and number of parents.
Therefore, we consider that generating a fixed number of individuals for each MCMC provides a fair
comparison of the algorithms.

We generate20000 individuals and we run each algorithm50 times to compute the mean and
standard deviation for the mentioned efficiency measures: KL-distance, acceptance probability, cor-
relation and covariance of the covariance matrix. We test how significant the differences between the
values are with Wilcox test, where we consider ap = 0.95 confidence interval. We throw away the
first 10000 generated individuals to diminish the impact of the starting points - the so calledburn-in
period - on the performance of the algorithm. Thus, in total,we sample10000 “useful” individuals
each run.

When the MCMC samples a state with very low probability, a numerical error might occur when
computing the acceptance ratio. In addition we need to establish finite bounds on the sampling space.
Therefore, we only consider fitness values above0.01. When a proposal distribution proposes an
individual state with a fitness value smaller than0.01, the proposed individual is rejected. When we
compute the KL measure, we consider the bins that have at least one individual above the minimum
value0.01. The maximum fitness value found was around5.2. This way, we also bound the time
to convergence for an MCMC: the probability to visit the minimum fitness states is about520 times
smaller than the probability to visit the most probable states. This truncation of the search space
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has little influence over the values of the multi-variate normal distribution (e.g. variance of the first
dimension is0.99 instead of1.0, and the correlation between the first and the second dimension is
0.9 as in the covariance matrix).

We construct a histogram of the distribution by splitting the interval[−4, 4] in each dimension into
60 sub-intervals of equal size, forming603 bins. To approximate the true distribution we generate
in each bin10 equally distanced states. Therefore, in total, we generate603 · 103 states - most of
them are empty since their value is below0.01 - and we compute the normalized mean value of the
603 bins. To generate the histogram of the sampled distribution, we split the search space into603

bins and we compute the frequencies in each bin of the sampledindividuals. When one of the bins
is not represented by a sample, we just ignore that bin in computing the KL-distance. We store in a
different variable the number of bins that have no sample. After throwing away the bins that contain
only individuals with fitness below0.01, there remain 704 bins to approximate the target distribution.

The tested MCMCs. We compare seven MCMCs: three non-recombinative MCMCs and four
recombinative EMCMCs.

1. MCMC: a standard, single algorithm that proposes new states withthe normal distributed mu-
tationSm,n and accepts (rejects) them using the Metropolis acceptanceruleA.

2. MIC: multiple independent MCMCs that propose new states with the normal distributed muta-
tion Sm,n and accept (reject) them using the Metropolis acceptance rule A.

3. mut + AC : a non-recombinative population-based MCMC that proposeseach generationN
new states with the normal distributed mutationSm,n and accepts (rejects) all of them using
the coupled acceptance ruleAC .

4. PCTX: a mixture MCMC where50% of the time individuals are proposed with the normal
distributed mutationSm,n and accepted with the Metropolis acceptance ruleA, the other50%
of the timeN = p individuals are proposed with symmetrical, parent centric, translation re-
combination,Spctx, from p parents and accepted with the coupled acceptance ruleAC .

5. aEMCMC: amoeba EMCMC is a mixture MCMC where50% of the time individuals are pro-
posed with the normal distributed mutationSm,n and accepted with the Metropolis acceptance
rule A, the other50% of the time individuals are proposed with equal probabilitywith the
four symmetrical, simplex geometric recombinations that generate one child: rotationSrot,
differential recombinationSdif , scalingSscl and reflectionSref . The proposed individual is
accepted (rejected) with the Metropolis acceptance ruleA.

6. naEMCMC: the non-symmetrical amoeba EMCMC is similar toaEMCMCbut now the recom-
bination operators are the non-symmetrical uphill, simple, geometrical recombinations instead
of the symmetrical ones. As before50% of the time we generate individuals with the nor-
mal distributed mutationSm,n and accept (reject) them with the Metropolis acceptance ruleA,
the other50% of the time we generate individuals with equal probability with the four uphill
recombinations: uphill rotationSup,rot, uphill scalingSup,scl, uphill reflectionSup,ref , and
uphill differential recombinationSup,dif . These recombinations are not symmetrical and we
need to accept (reject) the proposed individual with the coupled acceptance rule to achieve
detailed balance.

7. DE-MC: finally, we also include the differential evolution MCMC algorithm [87].
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Figure 8.6: (a) KL measure, (b) the number of the bins not represented by a sample and (c) the
corresponding acceptance ratio when the mutation’s standard deviation is varied.

Setting the parameters.To set the parameters of the above MCMCs we have run a number ofex-
periments. To find the optimal standard deviation,σm, for the normal mutation,Sm,n, which is used
by all algorithms exceptDE-MC, we varyσm between0.01 and1.0. In Figure 8.6, we observe that
the performance of non-recombinative MCMCs depends a lot onthe value ofσm. The recombinative
EMCMCs are much more robust for this value. It is interestingto see that all algorithms perform best
whenσm = 0.1 and we will use this value in the experiments. Furthermore, it can also been seen that
the KL-distance is lower and the acceptance ratio is higher for the recombinative EMCMCs compared
to the non-recombinative MCMCs. We can also observe that theworse KL-distance ofaEMCMCis
lower, thus better, than the best KL-distance of non-recombinative EMCMCs. Note that the number
of bins not represented by a sample follows the same pattern like the KL distance.aEMCMChas also
the most visited bins and the lowest KL-distance. Thus,aEMCMCcovers the search space best, and
also samples the target distribution best. In Table 8.2, we show the results of the tested algorithms for
the best parameters.

For Spctx from thePCTXalgorithm, we sample the statistical variableγi for the direction−→a 0

with the normal distributionN (0, 0.3) and for the direction−→a 1 with the distributionN (0, 0.05). We
have varied the standard deviation of the−→a 0’s normal distribution from0.1 to 1.0 with a step0.1; we
have obtained similar KL-distances (e.g.0.59 ± 0.04). We notice that the standard deviation for the
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direction−→a 1 should be rather small for a performant algorithm and the performance ofPCTXvaries
more with its variation; it seems that this vector is generally larger than−→a 0. For γi ≈ N (0, 0.01)
andγi+1 ≈ N (0, 0.3), the KL-distance is0.77 ± 0.1 and the acceptance rate is0.37 ± 0.

For Srot from aEMCMC, we sampleβi for the rotation angle withN (0, 0.3). Again, the KL-
measure does not vary much (e.g. the highest KL-measure is0.58 ± 0.03) when theβis standard
deviation is in-between0.1 and1.0. For Sdiff from aEMCMC, we sampleγi with the normal dis-
tributionN (0, 0.3). The highest KL-measure when theγis standard deviation is in-between0.1 and
1.0 is 0.57 ± 0.02. For Sscl from aEMCMC, we sampleγi with the normal distributionN (0, 0.3).
The highest KL-measure is0.65 ± 0.02 when thisγis standard deviation is in-between0.1 and1.0.

We have set similar parameters for the uphill recombinations fromnaEMCMC. The performance
of this algorithm, however, varies much more with the valuesof σm thanaEMCMC. The worst per-
formance - that is the KL distance of1.02 ± 0.05 and the acceptance rate0.70 ± 0 - we obtain for
σm = 1.0. Again, for the sameσm, these performances are better than of the MICs but worse than
of PCTXandaEMCMC; but the acceptance rate is higher than with any other testedalgorithm. Like
for the other recombinative EMCMC, the performance ofnaEMCMCdoes not vary much with the
variation of the parameters for rotation and differential recombination. For this particular algorithm,
we found the best results when generating individuals with all the uphill simplex geometrical recom-
bination with equal probability; increasing the percentage of one operator generates EMCMCs with
worse performance.

For DE-MC, we have chosen the parameters as indicated by their authors. Then, the acceptance
ratio for a three dimensional function should be around0.30; we set the constantγi = 1 and the
uniform mutationγm ∈ [−0.0001, 0.0001]. The population size isN = 6, sinceN ≈ p as indicated
before. This performance can be improved by setting a largerpopulation size, or including more
mutation.

The (in)efficiency of the coupled acceptance rule.For this experiment, we show that the algo-
rithms that accepts the proposed individuals with the coupled acceptance rule are rather inefficient
when used only with normal mutation and they do not scale withthe number of coupled individuals.
We vary the population size, and thus the number of individuals that are all accepted/all rejected with
the MCMC algorithmsmut + AC andPCTX, from 2 to 8. Figure 8.7 shows that when only mutation
is used with coupled acceptance,mut + AC we obtain, at far, the worst algorithm. Whereas with
PCTX, although we use the same acceptance rule, but also recombination, the algorithm outperforms
evenMIC. We explain the poor behavior ofmut + AC by not being able to accept all the individuals
unless most of them improve or do not alter the current individuals. If one of them has very low
fitness, there is a big probability that all of them are rejected. We explain the good behavior of the
recombinative EMCMC,PCTX, by synchronizing the individuals in the family with the parent cen-
tric translation recombination: children are sampled in the neighborhood of their parents, they have
similar fitness and the algorithm accepts more individuals.Again, the number of bins not represented
by a sample follows the same pattern like the KL distance. Thus,PCTXcovers the search space best,
and also samples the target distribution best. We observe, that the higher the population size, the
worse the acceptance probability, see Figure 8.7 (c). Therefore, we expect that, eventually, for very
large populations, the performance ofPCTX also decreases below the performance ofMIC whose
performance varies the least with the number of individualschains in MCMC. In Table 8.2, we show
thataEMCMCoutperformsPCTXby using the standard acceptanceA instead ofAC .

Recombinative vs. non-recombinative EMCMCs.In Table 8.2, we compare the six tested MCMCs
after 10000 generated individuals and 50 runs. The best algorithm of all isaEMCMCand the worst is
mut + AC . Note that, even though it uses coupled acceptance rule,PCTXis the third best algorithm;
recall thatPCTX is also the fastest from all recombinative EMCMC since, its computational effort,
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Figure 8.7: (a) KL measure, (b) the number of bins not represented by a sample and (c) the corre-
sponding acceptance ratio when the population size is varied.

is equally to mutation. With Wilcox test, we found all results significantly different withp = 0.95,
except forMIC andMCMC. Figure 8.8 shows how the KL distance of the MIC and aEMCMC algo-
rithms decreases with the increase of the individuals generated. We observe thataEMCMCoutper-
formsMIC even after60000 generated individuals. We conclude that the recombinativeEMCMCs
mixes faster than non-recombinative MCMCs for the multivariate normal distributions.

8.3.2 Mixture of bivariate normal distributions

For our last experiment, we compare again the seven MCMCs from above:MCMC, MIC, mut +AC ,
DE-MC, PCTX, naEMCMCandaEMCMC. Our function is now a mixture of 2D normal distributions,
see Figure 8.8 (b), with11 normal distributions with correlations between dimensions between0.1
and0.9 and variances between0.01 and0.2. If we considerP ′(µi,Σi)(x) the density of thei-th

bivariate normal distribution, the fitness function now isf(x) =
∑11

i=1 P ′(µi,Σi)(x). Like in the
previous experiment, we consider only the fitness values above the value0.01; the maximum value
is now around4.5. To compute the histogram, in each dimension, we split the interval [−4, 4] into
120 sub-intervals of equal size, creating1202 bins. To approximate the true distribution, in each
dimension, we split each bin into10 equal sub-sub-intervals, resulting in(120 · 10)2 bins. We found
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Figure 8.8: a) The improvement of the KL measure when the number of generated individuals in-
creases. b) The mixture of 11 bivariate normal distributions

around900 “useful” bins whose value is above0.01. Again, we generate with each algorithm20000
individuals from which we discard the first10000; we run each algorithm50 runs. Since this function
is two dimensional, we set the size of the population forMIC, mut + AC , PCTX, naEMCMCand
aEMCMCto beN = p = ℓ + 1 = 3. ForDE-MC, we setN = 6.

In Table 8.3, the 2-nd and 3-rd column shows the performance of the seven algorithms for low
parameters; that isσm = 0.01 for all algorithms except forDE-MC whereγi = 0.01. The best
performance, see the 4-th and the 5-th columns, we have forσm = 0.3, for all the algorithms but
DE-MC, andγi = 0.3, for DE-MC. In the last two columns we present the algorithms performance
for high parameters,σm = 1 andγi = 1.0. For aEMCMC, PCTX andnaEMCMCwe set all the
parameters for recombination to the same value as for mutation; for example, when mutation standard
deviation isσm = 0.3, we set the recombinations standard deviation also to0.3. For PCTX, we set
γi+1 = 0.05 for the direction−→a 1.

Note thataEMCMC is again the best algorithm since it is slightly, but significantly better than
long chainMCMC andMIC that have a similar performance. Furthermore, all the recombinative
EMCMCs, exceptDE-MC, vary less with the setting of the parameter than non-recombinative EM-
CMCs and their performance is better for the low parameters when the exploration is slow. Now, the
second worst algorithm isDE-MC; with low mutation and small population size,DE-MC samples
less efficient than the other algorithms that use much more mutation. We also observe that the algo-

alg. KL dist not found bins accept prob cov dim 1 cor dim 1 and 2
mut+AC 0.92 ± 0.11 426 ± 42 0.27 ± 0 0.97 ± 0.44 0.88 ± 0.04
MIC 0.66 ± 0.04 324 ± 48 0.38 ± 0 0.97 ± 0.30 0.89 ± 0.03
MCMC 0.64 ± 0.05 320 ± 50 0.38 ± 0 0.97 ± 0.32 0.89 ± 0.03
naEMCMC 0.62 ± 0.03 257 ± 13 0.79 ± 0 1.0 ± 0.17 0.89 ± 0.02
PCTX 0.59 ± 0.04 299 ± 20 0.56 ± 0 1.1 ± 0.21 0.88 ± 0.02
DE-MC 0.59 ± 0.02 283 ± 11 0.31 ± 0 1.02 ± 0.1 0.89 ± 0.01
aEMCMC 0.54 ± 0.01 262 ± 14 0.54 ± 0.01 1.05 ± 0.09 0.91 ± 0.01

Table 8.2: Efficiency of (E)MCMCs for trivariate normal distribution
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low param optim param high param

alg. KL dist accept KL dist accept KL dist accept
mut+AC 2.07 ± 0.27 0.47 ± 0 0.72 ± 0.13 0.25 ± 0 1.15 ± 0.19 0.07 ± 0
DE-MC 2.47 ± 0.49 0.87 ± 0 0.58 ± 0.09 0.30 ± 0 1.07 ± 0.03 0.1 ± 0
naEMCMC 0.89 ± 0.04 0.87 ± 0 0.52 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0 0.72 ± 0.05 0.65 ± 0
PCTX 0.72 ± 0.03 0.67 ± 0 0.45 ± 0.03 0.55 ± 0 0.76 ± 0.03 0.45 ± 0
MIC 2.07 ± 0.27 0.87 ± 0 0.39 ± 0.06 0.43 ± 0 0.90 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0
MCMC 2.07 ± 0.27 0.87 ± 0 0.39 ± 0.07 0.43 ± 0 0.90 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0
aEMCMC 0.61 ± 0.03 0.67 ± 0 0.36 ± 0.02 0.61 ± 0 0.59 ± 0.03 0.62 ± 0

Table 8.3: Efficiency of (E)MCMCs for the mixture of bivariate normal distributions

rithms that uses the coupled acceptance rule perform quite poorly, even though, with recombination
the performance ofPCTXis improved overmut + AC , that is the worst algorithm.



Chapter 9

Conclusion

We have investigated how to integrate recombination in population MCMCs to obtain irreducible
EMCMCs that converge to the target distribution. First, we have studied the properties of various
recombination proposal distributions on discrete spaces.We have investigated how to use the MH
acceptance rules with recombination to obtain EMCMCs with detailed balance. We have studied
how to design proposal distributions using recombination operators to obtain efficient EMCMCs that
adapt their proposal probabilities during the sampling process. By considering the individuals in the
current population as points of a geometrical figure, we can exploit correlations present in a real-
coded sampling space using linear transformations like rotation, translation, scaling and reflection.
In particular, we have proposed and investigated recombination operators that transform simplex
geometrical figures. We showed that our proposed recombinations, both discrete and real-coded, can
exploit specific correlations, linear and non-linear, between the dimensions of the sampling space.
Furthermore, they exploit this information efficiently since the computational cost is linear with the
number of dimensions and the number of parents. We have studied how to integrate mutation in these
EMCMCs to ensure irreducibility. We have integrated these proposal distributions into the general
EMCMC framework. We have shown that, in general, to obtain detailed balance a recombinative
EMCMC needs either to accept or to reject all the children proposed by the recombination operator.
We have also discussed the conditions under which a recombinative EMCMC, which accepts or
rejects individual states with the standard MH acceptance rule, can be used to sample from the target
distribution. Analytical and experimental results show how recombination can be used to improve
the efficiency of EMCMCs compared to standard MCMC sampling algorithms.





Chapter 10

Discussion and future work

In this thesis we have approached two subjects: the conditional log-likelihood MDL score and the
evolutionary MCMC. In the following, we discuss our theoretical and experimental results on the two
subjects and we highlight some possible future directions for this research.

10.1 The first part: conditional log-likelihood MDL

In the first part of this thesis, we propose and analyze a conditional log-likelihood MDL score function
for learning simple, but performant, Bayesian network classifiers. For our MDL-FS scoring function,
we use a two parts MDL: one part is encoding the conditional log-likelihood of a Bayesian network
classifier from which we subtract the second part which is encoding the structure of the Bayesian
network classifier. The first part of the MDL-FS function indicates how well a Bayesian network
classifier represents the data; the more complex is the classifier, the better the classifier models the
data and the larger the log-likelihood is. The second part isa penalty term that increases with the
complexity of the classifier to prevent overfitting. We have theoretically and experimentally shown
that the MDL-FS function is suited for the task of learning simple Bayesian network classifiers. It
identifies relevant attributes for the class variable and also strong relationships between the relevant
attributes given the class variable. For example, we use a greedy algorithm to add the most relevant
attributes and their most strong relationships into the Bayesian network classifier.

Unlike the MDL-FS function, the standard two parts MDL function [10, 38] encodes the log-
likelihood of the Bayesian network classifier instead of theconditional log-likelihood of the same
classifier. Because that - the MDL function is encoding the joint probability rather than the con-
ditional distribution like MDL-FS - the MDL function is lesstailored to learn classifiers. In Sec-
tion 3.2.1, we show that the MDL function identifies the strong relationships between attributes in the
presence of the class variable. We further show that this is not enough to identify certain types of irrel-
evant attributes. The resulting classifiers are more complex and have lower classification performance
than with the MDL-FS function.

Our method experimentally outperforms several feature selection specific algorithms. Using our
definition for relevant attributes, we show on an example whyour method that uses the MDL-FS
function works better than these other algorithms.

Complex Bayesian network classifiers.We have shown that our conditional log-likelihood func-
tion exactly represents the conditional probability of theclass variable given the attributes for fully
connected Bayesian network classifiers and auxiliary networks. Furthermore, we theoretically and
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experimentally have shown that the MDL-FS score function performs well for simple Bayesian net-
work classifiers: Naive Bayes and TANs. As future work, we want to test the MDL-FS function on
more complex Bayesian network classifiers than TANs. For example, we want to study polytrees that
allow more than one parent for an attribute. But, there are nogreedy algorithms that generates poly-
trees of maximum log-likelihood; in this case, a complex search algorithm, like a genetic algorithm,
might be efficient in learning polytrees.

Continuous variables. The MDL-FS function is designed for discrete variables. Therefore, in
our experiments, we discretize the continuous variables before we start the classification task. The
algorithm could be more efficient if the MDL-FS function would handle continuous variables directly
rather than first discretize them. As future work, we plan to design an MDL-FS function that deals
with continuous variables. We would assume various distributions for the variables (e.g. Gaussian
distributions).

Alternative MDL functions. The two part MDL function is considered outdated since thereare
alternative MDL functions [43] that are generalizations ofthis two parts MDL. Often, with these
alternatives it is hard to learn Bayesian network classifiers. Since these MDL functions encode the
joint probability distribution rather than the conditional distribution, we expect that they have a poor
feature selection behavior. As future work, we want to design an MDL function that is more general
than the two parts MDL but which encodes the conditional probability.

10.2 The second part: evolutionary MCMC

In the second part of this thesis, we have studied how to integrate recombination in population-based
MCMC. We were interested in when and why recombination improves the sampling process. We
have investigated discrete recombinations that exploit commonalities in the parent states, and real-
coded recombinations that bias the search according to correlations and proximity properties present
in the parents.

To sample from the target distribution, we need to generate candidate states with a proposal dis-
tribution, and accept or reject them with an acceptance rule. We have found a quite restrictive rule for
EMCMCs when using recombination as proposal mechanism: to converge to the target distribution
either all individuals generated by a recombination operator need to be accepted or all need to be
rejected. We have also shown that such an all-or-nothing acceptance rule is less performant than a
rule where some children can be accepted and some rejected. As a result, the advantages of recombi-
nation as proposal mechanism are somewhat diminished by theneed to use a corresponding coupled
acceptance rule.

A solution to this problem was to use a specific acceptance rule for which each child generated
with recombination can compete against one parent. We have discussed the conditions under which
this algorithm converges to the desired target distribution. Furthermore, this approach has led to the
best experimental and analytical sampling results we have obtained.

Finally, we discuss a few directions in which this research could be continued.

• Practical applications.

We have tested our EMCMC algorithms in a number of controlledexperiments where we knew
the target distribution. These controlled experiments allowed us to assess the performance of
the algorithms. A next step is to apply the methods discussedin this work to a real word
problem. For example, Ising models from theoretical physics use MH algorithms to estimate
the magnetic susceptibility [69]. To test EMCMCs on this application, we would need to design
recombination operators exploiting the problem particularities of this domain.
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• Adaptive samplers.

The proposal distributions for EMCMCs are restricted by theMarkov property: the candidate
individuals can be generated only by using the information from the current individuals and
not from the anterior individuals. When the Markov propertydoes not hold, a sampler needs
other mechanisms than detailed balance to converge to the target distribution. Interesting future
work would be to investigate new mechanisms to adapt proposal distributions that do not have
the Markov property.

• Sequential Monte Carlo.

Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) are algorithms used to sample from dynamic environments.
They are not necessarily Markov chains and thus they do not need the detailed balance condi-
tion. Currently, there are a few versions of SMCs which use recombination. However, none of
them have provable convergence properties. Future work could study how to integrate recom-
bination into SMC such that they provably sample from the desired target distribution.
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Summary

In the current society there is an increasing interest in intelligent techniques that can automatically
process, analyze, and summarize the ever growing amount of data. Artificial intelligence is a research
field that studies intelligent algorithms to support peoplein making decisions. An example of an arti-
ficial intelligent system is an expert system, a program thatis able to make deductions and conclusions
using an inference algorithm and knowledge stored in production rules. When an expert system is
given particular inputs, it can use the inference algorithmand the production rules to automatically
infer a diagnosis or other kinds of conclusions. Expert systems exist for more than thirty years now,
but a problem of traditional expert systems is that the necessary knowledge should be acquired by a
knowledge engineer that interacts with a human domain expert. Therefore the knowledge acquisition
process is time consuming, expensive, and complex for constructing useful complex systems. An al-
ternative for traditional expert systems is to use algorithms that are able to induce knowledge when it
is given a database of examples for a particular domain. Algorithms that are able to induce knowledge
from examples are researched in the field of machine learning. This thesis studies improvements of
particular machine learning algorithms.

In the first part of this thesis we describe methods that are able to select useful attributes (or
features) that can be used as inputs by a classification algorithm. Classification problems require
a knowledge representation that maps a set of inputs to a discrete classification label. An example
classification problem is to make a system that determines whether or not a person has a particular
disease given a set of attributes or symptoms that describe the status of the patient. In this thesis
we focus on Bayesian network classifiers that use Bayesian networks as knowledge representation.
There has been a lot of research in constructing Bayesian networks and therefore our focus is on
selecting relevant attributes that should be used as inputsfor the Bayesian network classifier. It is
of course possible to use all available attributes in the stored examples for constructing the Bayesian
network classifier. However, selecting a subset of the attributes has a number of advantages. The first
advantage is that the learned knowledge representation will be simpler and therefore more readable
by human domain experts or users. The second advantage is that by selecting the most important
input attributes, the performance of the Bayesian network classifier can be improved since a smaller
knowledge representation generalizes better for classifying novel inputs.

For our goal to construct selective Bayesian network classifiers, we propose and investigate a
score function that can evaluate Bayesian network classifiers and that indicates the simplest and the
most performant classifier. This function is closely related with the minimum description length
(MDL) function, often used for learning simple, but performant Bayesian networks. Whereas in
Bayesian network classifiers the class variable is the most important variable, in Bayesian networks
all the variables are considered equally important. As a consequence, the usual MDL function is well
suited for learning Bayesian networks that encode a joint probability distribution over all variables,
but is less useful for constructing selective Bayesian network classifiers. In contrast to the normal
MDL function, our MDL-FS function encodes the conditional log-likelihood of the Bayesian network
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classifier instead of its log-likelihood like the standard MDL function does. We theoretically and
experimentally show that our conditional log-likelihood MDL is well suited for constructing simple
and well performing Bayesian network classifiers.

In the second part of this thesis we integrate some methods from evolutionary computation into
a MCMC sampler. Sampling is related to optimization, but whereas in optimization we are only in-
terested in the state with the highest fitness, in sampling weare interested in the overall probability
distribution over states. Sampling is useful to compute particular functions over an input space where
different states in the input space have different probabilities. A possible function is to compute
the center of mass of the distribution, which cannot be done analytically for complex distributions.
Optimization can also be seen as computing the max-functionover an input space, but contrary to
particular complex sampling functions, computing the max-function only requires to store a single
state (the optimum). The goal of sampling is to generate manysamples according to some (unnormal-
ized) target probability distribution, and to use the sampled states for further processing. In this thesis
we are mostly interested in efficient sampling from a target distribution and less in further processing
of the generated states.

To improve MCMC methods that are often used for sampling, we investigate the Evolutionary
MCMC (EMCMC) framework, where population-based MCMCs exchange information between the
individual states. To ensure convergence to the target distribution, we have to make sure that the
EMCMCs are still MCMCs at population level. As starting point, we use the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm where candidate individuals are proposed with some proposal distribution that is not nec-
essarily related with the target distribution. These proposed individuals are then accepted or rejected
with some acceptance rule in order to sample from the desiredtarget distribution.

Ideally, a MCMC algorithm proposes individual states (or individuals) directly from the target
distribution. Such an algorithm would converge to the target distribution very fast since all states
would be proposed in proportion with their target probability. Unfortunately, in practice one cannot
sample directly from the target distribution. A standard MCMC typically proposes a new individual
with a distribution (e.g. the Gaussian distribution) centred around the parent state. Such a proposal
distribution does not use any information about the target distribution, and therefore generates many
samples that are not very probable in the target distribution and often rejected by the acceptance rule.
We design more ’intelligent’ proposal distributions that adapt to the target distribution by using re-
combination operators. Due to the sampling process the population contains more often individual
states with high probability in the target distribution. Our recombination operators exploit the struc-
tural information present in the parent states to generate new states which most likely also have a high
probability in the target distribution. If the explorationbias of the recombination operators coincides
with the structural relationships present in the target distribution then the proposed states will more
likely be accepted by the acceptance rule, thus increasing the performance of the EMCMC sampling
algorithm. For this aim, we describe a number of different recombination operators for discrete and
continuous state spaces, and analyze some of their properties.

We also investigate the interactions between the recombination operators and the acceptance rules.
In general, for an EMCMC to converge to the desired target distribution, all the candidate individu-
als proposed by recombination should be accepted or rejected. Such an acceptance rule is called a
coupled acceptance rule, since all proposed states are coupled for being accepted or rejected. This is
quite restrictive since some candidate individuals can be very fit - or very probable in the target distri-
bution - and some very poor. The problem is that the coupled acceptance rule cannot accept only the
good individuals and reject the worse ones. In Chapter 7 a number of experiments are described, and
it is shown that the coupled acceptance rule reduces the performance of an EMCMC. To deal with the
problems with the coupled acceptance rule, we study the use of single parent versus child acceptance
rules, in which one child proposed with recombination competes against one of the parents in the
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acceptance rule, and another child with another parent etc.We prove that under certain conditions the
resulting algorithm can still be used to sample from the desired target distribution and does not have
the problems of the coupled acceptance rule. The experimental results show that when we compare
the coupled versus the uncoupled acceptance rule, the uncoupled acceptance rule leads to much more
efficient sampling when used with different EMCMC methods.
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Samenvatting

In de huidige samenleving is er steeds meer vraag naar intelligente technieken die de voortdurend
toenemende hoeveelheden data automatisch kunnen verwerken, analyseren en samenvatten. Kunst-
matige intelligentie is een onderzoeksgebied dat zich bezig houdt met slimme algoritmen die kunnen
worden gebruikt om mensen te helpen met het nemen van beslissingen. Een voorbeeld van een kun-
stmatig intelligent systeem is een kennissysteem, een programma dat in staat is om met behulp van
inferentie algoritmen en kennis opgeslagen in productie-regels, automatisch afleidingen te maken
gegeven bepaalde gegevens die bekend zijn en ingevoerd kunnen worden. Kennissystemen bestaan al
meer dan dertig jaar, maar een nadeel van traditionele kennissystemen is dat kennis verworven moet
worden door de interactie van een kennis ingenieur met menselijke domein experts. Het aldus verkrij-
gen van kennis kost zeer veel tijd en maakt het construeren van complexe bruikbare systemen daarom
tijdrovend, duur en complex. Een alternatief voor traditionele kennissystemen is het gebruik van
algoritmen die in staat zijn om voorbeelden in de vorm van opgeslagen databestanden te gebruiken
en deze om te zetten in bruikbare kennisrepresentaties. Algoritmen die in staat zijn om kennis uit
voorbeelden te halen worden onderzocht in het deelgebied van de kunstmatige intelligentie genaamd
“Machine Learning“. Dit proefschrift gaat dan ook over verbeteringen van bepaalde machine learning
algoritmen.

In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift beschrijven we algoritmen die in staat zijn om bruikbare
kenmerken te selecteren welke als input gebruikt kunnen worden voor een classificatie algoritme.
Classificatie problemen vereisen een kennisrepresentatiewelke een verzameling inputs afbeelden op
een discrete output welke de classificatie van de input genoemd wordt. Een voorbeeld classificatie
probleem is een systeem dat bepaald of iemand een bepaalde ziekte heeft gegeven de kenmerken of
symptomen die een patient beschrijven. In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift focussen we op Bayesi-
aanse classificatie algoritmen welke een Bayesiaans netwerk gebruiken als kennisrepresentatie. Er
is al veel onderzoek geweest naar Bayesiaanse netwerken en daarom is onze focus vooral op het se-
lecteren van relevante kenmerken die als input gebruikt moeten worden. Natuurlijk is het mogelijk
om alle input kenmerken die in de voorbeelden zijn opgeslagen te gebruiken, maar het selecteren van
een deelverzameling van deze kenmerken heeft bepaalde voordelen. Ten eerste kan de kennisrepre-
sentatie welke geleerd wordt simpeler en daarmee overzichtelijker worden voor menselijke experts
en gebruikers. Ten tweede kan er door het selecteren van de meest bruikbare kenmerken de prestatie
van de Bayesiaanse classifier verbeterd worden, omdat kleinere kennisrepresentaties beter kunnen
generalizeren voor het classificeren van nieuwe inputs.

Voor ons doel om selectieve Bayesiaanse netwerk classifierste construeren, hebben we een
nieuwe score functie bedacht en bestudeerd welke Bayesiaanse classifiers can evalueren waardoor
de simpelste en best werkende representatie gekozen kan worden. Onze nieuwe score functie is
sterk gerelateerd aan de bekende “minimum description length“ of MDL functie die vaak gebruikt
wordt voor het leren van simpele en goed presterende Bayesiaanse netwerken. Hoewel in Bayesi-
aanse netwerk classifiers de classificatie label het belangrijkste is, zijn in een Bayesiaans netwerk alle
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variabelen van belang. Het gevolg hiervan is dat de MDL functie wel geschikt is voor het evalueren
van Bayesiaanse netwerken welke een gezamelijke kansverdeling voor alle variabelen coderen, maar
minder geschikt voor het construeren van selectieve Bayesiaanse netwerk classifiers. In tegenstelling
tot de gewone MDL functie die de gezamelijke kansverdeling codeert, codeert onze MDL-FS func-
tie de condionele kansverdeling van het classificatie labelgegeven de andere variabelen. We tonen
theoretisch en experimenteel aan dan onze MDL-FS functie erg geschikt is voor het constueren van
simpele en goed presterende Bayesiaanse netwerk classifiers.

In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift integreren we bepaalde techieken van evolutionaire algo-
ritmen in een “Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler“. “Sampling“ is gerelateerd aan opti-
malisatie, maar optimalisatie is geinteresseerd in het vinden van de toestand met de hoogste fitness
waarde en sampling is geinteresseerd in de hele kansverdeling over de toestand ruimte. Sampling is
nuttig voor het berekenen van bepaalde functies over een toestand ruimte waarin verschillende toe-
standen verschillende kansen hebben. Een voorbeeld functie is het berekenen van het centrum van
de kansverdeling hetgeen niet analytisch gedaan kan wordenvoor complexe kansverdelingen. Opti-
malisatie kan ook gezien worden als het gebruiken van een functie die enkel het maximum selecteert
in de toestand ruimte, maar in tegenstelling tot bepaalde complexe sampling functies, vereisen op-
timalisatie algoritmen enkel dat het maximale element wordt opgeslagen. Het doel van sampling is
om veel samples te genereren volgens een bepaalde (niet-genormalizeerde) kansverdeling en deze
samples te gebruiken voor verdere verwerking. In dit proefschrift zijn we vooral geinteresseerd in
efficiente sampling technieken en minder in de verwerking van de gegenereerde samples.

Voor het verbeteren van MCMC methoden welke gewoonlijk gebruikt worden voor sampling, on-
derzoeken we het evolutionaire MCMC (EMCMC) framewerk, waarin een populatie van individuen
informatie kunnen uitwisselen. Voor het convergeren naar de gewenste kansverdeling, moeten we
ervoor zorgen dat de EMCMC nog steeds een MCMC sampler is op populatie nivo. Als begin-
punt, maken we gebruik van het Metropolis-Hastings algoritme welke bepaalde kandidaat individuen
voorstellen met een kansverdeling die niet noodzakelijk gerelateerd is aan de gewenste kansverdel-
ing. De voorgestelde individuen worden dan geaccepteerd ofverworpen door een acceptatie regel
zodat het algoritme naar de gewenste kansverdeling convergeert.

In het ideale geval zou een MCMC algoritme individuen voorstellen door direct gebruik te maken
van de gewenste kansverdeling. Als dat mogelijk zou zijn danzou het algoritme heel snel converg-
eren naar de gewenste kansverdeling omdat alle toestanden volgens hun gewenste kans voorgesteld
zouden worden. Helaas is het in de praktijk vrijwel altijd onmogelijk om direct volgens de gewen-
ste kansverdeling individuen voor te stellen. Een standaard MCMC algoritme stelt een kandidaat
individu meestal voor met een bepaalde kansverdeling, zoals de normale verdeling, gecentreerd rond
het huidige individu welke meestal de ouder genoemd wordt. Een dergelijke kansverdeling heeft
echter geen kennis van de gewenste kansverdeling en daarom worden er doorgaans veel kandidaat
individuen voorgesteld die een lage kans hebben en vervolgens verworpen worden door de accep-
tatie regel. Wij bestuderen ’slimmere’ methoden die zich aanpassen aan de gewenste kansverdeling
door gebruik te maken van recombinatie operatoren. Vanwegehet sampling proces zal de populatie
vaker individuen hebben met een hoge kans volgens de gewenste kansverdeling. Daarom kunnen de
recombinatie operatoren structurele informatie die aanwezig is in de ouder individuen uitbuiten om
nieuwe individuen te genereren die ook een hoge kans hebben.Als de exploratie bias van de recom-
binatie operatoren enigzins overeenkomt met de structurele relaties in de gewenste kansverdeling,
dan worden de nieuwe kandidaat individuen ook vaker geaccepteerd door de acceptatie regel waar-
door het ECMCM algoritme veel efficienter is dan een standaard MCMC. Voor dit doel, beschrijven
we een aantal verschillende recombinatie operatoren voor discrete en continue toestand ruimtes en
analyseren we hun eigenschappen.

We analyseren vervolgens ook de interactie tussen de recombinatie operatoren en de acceptatie
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regels. In het algemeen geldt dat convergentie naar de gewenste kansverdeling plaats vindt als alle
kandidaat individuen die voorgesteld zijn door middel van een recombinatie operator allemaal geac-
cepteerd of allemaal verworpen worden. Een dergelijke acceptatie regel noemen we een gekoppelde
acceptatie regel, omdat alle kandidaat individuen gezamelijk worden verworpen of geaccepteerd. Dit
beperkt het accepteren van nieuwe individuen omdat het makkelijk kan gebeuren dat bepaalde kan-
didaat individuen een hoge kans en andere een lage kans hebben. Het probleem van de gekoppelde
acceptatie regel is dat het niet enkel de goede kandidaat individuen kan accepteren en de slechtere kan
verwerpen. In hoofdstuk 7 beschrijven we een aantal experimenten waarmee duidelijk wordt aange-
toond dat deze gekoppelde acceptatie regel de prestatie vaneen EMCMC algoritme kan verslechteren.
Om dit probleem op te heffen, bestuderen we het gebruik van enkele ouder versus kind acceptatie
regels waarin een kandidaat die voorgesteld is met een recombinatie operator het tegen een ouder op-
neemt, een ander voorgestelde kandidaat tegen een andere ouder, enzovoorts. We bewijzen dat onder
bepaalde condities het resulterende algoritme nog steeds convergeert naar de gewenste kansverdeling
zonder dat het de problemen van de gekoppelde acceptatie regel heeft. De experimentele resultaten
tonen aan dat als we de gekoppelde met de niet gekoppelde acceptatie regels vergelijken, de niet
gekoppelde acceptatie regel - in combinatie met verschillende EMCMC methoden - veel efficienter
samples genereert volgens de gewenste kansverdeling.
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